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Abstract
*DE009923201*

This report constitutes the formal proceedings of the HEPVIS96 Workshop on Visualization in
High-Energy Physics, which was held at CERN from 2nd to 4th of September 1996. The
Workshop, which is the second in the HEPVIS series, covered the topics of Event Visualization,
Computer Graphics Technologies and Standards, and Data Analysis and Visualization in High-
Energy Physics.
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Preface

The HEPVIS series of workshops aims to address the issues of visualization in High-Energy
Physics. The first workshop in the series, HEPVIS95 was hosted by Fermilab and attracted about
thirty physicists and computer scientists who met to discuss event display programs. The
deliberately small number of participants, the informal atmosphere, and the emphasis on discussions
and demonstrations proved highly successful. As a result of this meeting it became clear that there
had been almost no collaboration of the various experiments nor exchange of ideas. This was
unfortunate since during the workshop clear trends emerged, both in terms of the problems
encountered and the corresponding solutions. It was therefore decided to continue the HEPVIS
series with the aim of improving links between experiments such that common solutions could be
adopted where appropriate.

The HEPVIS96 Workshop, which was promoted and organized jointly by members of the CN
Division, CERN and the Department of Physics, Northeastern University, was held at CERN from
2nd to 4th of September 1996. The original topic of 'Event Visualisation' was covered on the first
day, and it was gratifying to see that considerable progress had been made in the preceding year.
The morning of the second day was dedicated to 'Graphics Technologies and Standards'. Leading
vendors of graphics software described their products, while other participants presented their
experiences of a spectrum of products. The afternoon of the second day consisted of informal
demonstrations of various software products from industry and graphics applications developed
within the HEP community. The demonstrations proved a highly effective way for participants to
assess the multitude of products and applications available. The third day addressed the difficult
subject of 'Data Analysis and Visualization'. The problems and experiences of the LEP and
Tevatron eras were discussed prior to presentations on future ideas and plans from CERN,
Fermilab, and SLAC. These covered the transition to an object-oriented paradigm for the future
software base and data store and were concluded by a forward-looking presentation on a distributed
analysis environment.

It is a pleasure to thank our fellow organizers and participants of HEPVIS96 for making the
workshop such a success, and to acknowledge the generous support of the CERN CN/ASD
Division. Apart from the transfer of information during the workshop itself, it is gratifying that one
of the original aims, i.e. the development of common solutions, seems likely to be fulfilled. A small
working group with members from experiments at the LHC, Tevatron, SLAC, and CESR, has been
set up to develop the so-called HEPVIS project which aims to produce common tools for future
visualization applications in High Energy Physics. We look forward with optimism to HEPVIS97.

Lucas Taylor and Carlo Vandoni

Geneva, 14th November 1996

Details of the HEPVIS workshops may be found on WWW:
http://www.cern.ch/Physics/Workshops/hepvis/
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Welcome to HEPVIS'96

It is a real pleasure to welcome you all on behalf of CERN to the second annual workshop on
Visualisation in High-Energy Physics - HEPVIS '96. In common with many other aspects of
our computing and network infrastructure, the hardware and software tools available for
visualisation are changing at what seems like an ever-increasing rate.

Neil Calder, who is CERN's official contact with the media, will emphasise the responsibility
which we all have to make sure that particle physics is presented in as interesting a way as
possible to the general public, who provide the funding for our work. Whether in a newspaper,
or on a TV programme, or on the Web, we must strive to present our information in an optimal
way.

I know that you will also be looking to see if you can reach a consensus on the graphics
software packages that we should be using in HEP. The functionality and cost of commercial
software is surely reaching the point where it is obviously the best way forward for our graphics
and visualisation work, but the HEP community should try to avoid needless diversity.

Some of you may be interested in the status of the Large Hadron Collider project. Full project
approval for the LHC was given unanimously by the CERN Member States in December 1994.
The project timescale should be fully defined during 1997. Agreements to speed up the project
implementation (from the default two-stage project, which would reach full energy in 2008, and
which can be funded entirely by the Member States) have been reached with several Non-
Member States, including India, Russia and Japan. Agreement seems close with Canada and
the USA. So everyone very much hopes that we will soon be able to plan on an LHC
completed in a single-stage and ready to provide beam in 2005. My personal guess is that the
final agreement on this should be reachable at Christmas 1996 or during the Spring of 1997.

For those of you who have not visited CERN before I really recommend that you try to visit
one of the LEP experiments, and, if possible see the LEP tunnel too. There is also some work
on Virtual Prototyping (VENUS project) which may be of professional interest to some of you
and which is also worth arranging to see.

I wish you a fruitful and productive workshop.

David Williams

Ssf t BLM1K



HEP Visualisation and the Media

Neil Calder CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

1 Introduction

HEP Physics visualisation is useful not only for physics but also for the Press. Event displays
have become the trademark of Particle Physics to such an extent that any article on the subject
has an event display. This is wonderful and I congratulate all working in visualisation because
they have created a situation where complete strangers to particle physics intuitively capture the
excitement of our research. I will show a large number of transparencies of articles from major
newspaper and magazines from all over the world which have used event displays. The fact
that there was no event display to illustrate the recent creation of the first antihydrogen atoms at
CERN was met by loud groans and low curses from the world press. In this talk I will try and
analyse, in media terms, what makes an event display successful, what to avoid, and make
some suggestions for the future.

2 What the Press wants from HEP Visualisation

All written Press is becoming increasingly visual. Frequently it is the photo that sells the story,
more than the subject matter. This means a key person in the publication of physics articles is
the photo editor. This person knows nothing about physics and will choose the photo purely on
aesthetic criteria. What do these people like? They like event displays which intuitively show
the effects of a collision. All the displays of the LEP experiments have been successful in this,
you don't have to know anything about physics to realise that you are looking at sprays of
particles. Some events are more successful than others: strong colours and bars of colour are
popular. It is also important that the event display shows, if possible, why the event is
interesting. The first events showing Zs and Ws in UA1 were a jumble of tracks with no
indication of where the important tracks were. A wasted opportunity. The most popular event
display of the last 2 years which has been featured on innumerable front covers , is a simulation
of the disintegration of a Higgs boson into 4 leptons. The event is clearly the result of a particle
collision, it has the colour and the 4 muons stand out clearly from the other tracks, highlighting
what is important in the event. The CERN Press Office still sends out more bubble chamber
events than any others. I am sure this is because these events have many more spiral forms
than more modern displays, which perhaps appeal to the sensual nature of photo editors.

3 What the Press never uses

Events which do not communicate the explosive nature of particle collisions are never used.
Lego charts are never used. Abstract representations where tracks are not clearly identifiable
are never used. Events where there is too much solid detector geometry are unpopular, as are
events with too high density of tracks, for example, untreated LHC and heavy-ion tracks.

4 For Television

TV loves movement and predictably wants event displays which rotate and zoom. At the
moment there is one event which has a virtual monopoly of TV exposure. Two straight lines
head towards each other from either side of the screen. They collide and lots of different



coloured tracks are created which then rotate. Another 2 lines appear a different event is
generated and so on.

5 Conclusion

HEP Visualisation plays an essential role in the publicising of particle physics. It helps to
project an image of a science which is vigorous and leads to moral and eventually financial
support. Experiments must continue to devote resources to visualisation and design event
displays which, whilst not compromising the scientific integrity, will catch the eye of the all-
important photo editor.



Summary of HEPVis95

P. Lebrun Computing Division, Fermilab, Batavia, 111-60510 U.S.A.
Abstract

A brief summary of the workshop on Scientific Visualization in High Energy Physics (HEP)
held at Fermilab August 9-7 1995 is given. Emphasis is placed on motivation, scope and
afterthoughts.

Keywords: LSTEX; HEPVis95, Scientific Visualization, High Energy Physics

This summary will be a bit awkward, for many reasons. First, it is written more than a year after
the event took place. Second, the organisers of this workhop intentionally refrained from asking the
participants to write their talks - I'll come to motivations later. However, I should definitely avoid
the temptation to re-write history, as it would actually be verifiable: we kept an electronic copy of
(almost) every slide presented at that workshop.1. Thus, my talk should be easy.
Event Displays have been used in HEP since computer graphics existed. However, few formal
conferences are organised to disseminate these software tools. Moreover, as in many other cases
in HEP computing, we have been rather insular with respect to other scientific disciplines. Hence,
our HEP Visualization looks very different from, for instance, biochemistry. Meanwhile, as HEP is
no longer a significant driving force for new innovative Computer Science, particularly in graphics,
we must re-evaluate our position with respect to "ordinary" Scientific Visualization techniques.
In addition, this is clearly the right time for a transition for us: the "core base" systems such as
PHIGS and DI3000 are no longer considered viable. Among the major deficiencies are the poor
or absent hooks to graphical user interface (GUI), the need to define "Views" prior to describing
a scene, resulting in labor intensive coding phases and lack of interactive features. Thus, having a
small workshop to discuss these issues looked worthwhile.

We were advised to keep this gathering small (20 to 30 participants), first for logistical reasons
and second, we wanted this workshop to be focused on "event oriented" Scientific Visualization
techniques not statistical analysis tools. Hence, we talked essentially about Event Displays. A
key aspect to the meeting was its "hands-on" format. A long time ago, it was not uncommon for
physicists to bring their apparatus to meetings, and confront their colleagues with active "show and
tell" presentations. Thanks to the computer network, such a gathering can be effectively prepared.
We thank the Fermilab Computing Division support staff for helping us to assemble a temporary
graphics computer shop, comprising more than a dozen workstations, X-terminals and PC's.
In order to further stress the "work in progress" aspect of the meeting, contrary to a conference, we
decided not to have formal proceedings. Clearly, electronic copies of talks are transient by nature,
however we certainly did not discourage people to write about their work for publication elsewhere.
But we did not want to force them, as it might in some cases discourage them to speak up. Moreover,
many of us, programmers, are unable to write in plain english correctly, as amply demonstrated by
this hastily assembled document.
As we now have the opportunity publish the HEPVis95 poster, shown on figure 1 - in color please!
This is a definite cost increase: very few scientific publishers (or Lab-wide publication offices) take
color for granted: you always have to demonstrate that "color is really needed, information would
be lost if black and white is used". In fact, during the workshop we learned that the HEPVIS96
proceedings will be printed in plain black and white!. In any event, this picture has been produced
by Saul Youssef (DO, SCRI), using the SciAn system. Although often described as a dubious rep-
resentation of smoke pipes lost in outer space, we found this representation of a high Pt event in the

1A year ago, we "borrowed" a 2Gb disk and promised to return it after a "3 months". Thanks to good CD/Fermilab
management practices, it is still spinning at http://fnpspa.fnal.gov/workshop/woAshop.htmI



Fermilab DO detector very interesting, because it is a nice example on how abstract jet properties,
such em/hadronic energy ratios, can be mapped onto graphical object.
The agenda is shown on figure 2. Let us now go through some of the highlight of the meeting. I
sincerely apologize if I am biased and/or incomplete. Going chronologically, we were first reminded
by James Bjorken that Scientific Visualization was very successively used prior to the discovery of
Computer Graphics. Also that is not as easy it sounds, particularly when intellectual honesty must be
respected! Many experiments, representing most Europeans and American based HEP collaboration
were represented. Hans Drevermann (Aleph, CERN) stressed the importance of judiciously chosen
2D transformations in Dali, along with appropriate choices of color and window organizations.
Lucas Taylor (L3, Northeastern University, U.S.) reminded us of the advantages of using Standards,
such as Phigs, MOTIF and XI1.1 am pleased to see that the advertised OPAL URL is still active,
demonstrating the didactical power of event display. L. Bauerdick (DESY) reviewed Event display at
HERA. Joe Boudreau (CDF) and Saul Youssef (DO) are definitely going 3D, abstracting physics data,
such as the 3D vertex position of a b-quark decay, with it's error to an colored ellipsoid. A common
denominator emerged clearly: Open GL was used in almost all cases as the basic 3D underlying
package.

The next morning was entirely devoted to "hands-on demonstration". Proponents, as well as organiz-
ers, had to face such mundane issues as portability or robustness. However, it is fair to say that most
participants had a chance to "show and tell", despite technical difficulties. During the next session,
graphical vendor both hardware and software had a chance to present their products. An opportunity
to reflect how much our HEP field can sometimes be disconnected from other engineering discipline
and/or commercial interests -despite the fact that the Web was born out of people interested in part
by Sci-Vis and HEP!
Some of us, physicists by training and choice are "end-users", and have little interest for the internals
of a Event Display package. Others are asked to produce such packages, as a "service" to their
collaboration. A third class, which is crucial to all of us, must provide the tool kit and/or the technical
expertise to build such complicated systems. We were pleased to hear from Eric Pepke (SCRI, Florida)
on Sci-An and from Guy Barand (Orsay, France) on the "o" package, an XI1 based tool kit library.
Throughout the workshop, many issues were debated: Do we need standards? Who should write
Event Displays - physicists or computer professionals? Joseph Perl (SLAC) reminded us that an
X-terminals in a user's office is certainly worth 10 "down the hall", and definitely more than an
inaccessible fancy workstation. Although it is clear that we need both 2D and 3D, we still have to
learn quite a bit on rendering 3D abstract objects, especially for very large detectors. The issue of
product source, e.g."HEP-grown" vs "Freeware" vs "commercial" has been hotly discussed - and
still is. This is probably not an issue that should be resolved one way or the other, but judiciously
decided upon on a case by case basis.
Noticeably missing was Virtual Reality: a clear topic for a future workshop. Hopefully, soon, a few
institutions will have the resources to buy this costly - but becoming affordable equipment. If the
hope of VRML holds up, we'll have a common framework to exchange ideas and concepts.
We also left the workshop with the feeling that we have a lot of interesting homework to do: for
instance, how about the representation of the QCD fields in specific parton-parton collision? Other
topics in current HEP theories are left untouched, such as the representation of "scenarios" for broken
symmetries, R-parity in Strings or SuperSymmetry. If Event Displays are to be honest, one has to
find ways to graphically describe uncertainties. For instance, in pattern recognition, a given track
does not always really exist, but has a finite probability being a ghost.
Last concluding remark: Event displays are not only useful for debugging a detector, scanning for
rare and interesting events, or mere publicity, but they also should be viewed as our intellectual
reward: a clean, honest and convincing expression of a scientific statement, and that of course is
the real fun of it!
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HEPVis95 - A workshop on Scientific Visualization in HEP

Welcome to HEPVis95, the Workshop on Scientific Visualization for High Energy-
Physics. HEPVis95 was held August 7-9, 1995 at Fermilab. Developers of event
display programs for HEP experiments met to discuss their work.

International Advisory Committee:

Lothar Bauerdick - DESY
Joe Boudreau - University of Pittsburgh
Hans Dreverman - CERN
Tony Johnson - SLAC
Mike Shupe - University of Arizona
Saul Youssef - Florida State UnivVSCRI

Local Organizing Committee:

Jeff Kallenbach
Mark Edel
Paul Lebrun
Adam Para

Figure 1: The HEVis95 poster.



HEPVis 95 - A workshop in HEP Event Displays
Monday, August 7 - WH1W Meeting room

• 09:00 Welcome-Joel Butler (FNAL)
• 09:10 Introduction -

Visualization in HEP - Surfing the QCD Phase Space - James Bjorken (SLAC)
• 09:40 LEP Experiences

O 09:40 Aleph - Hans Drevermann (CERN)
O 10:00 L3 - Lucas Taylor (CERN)
O 10:20 Opal - Mike Redmond (Univ of Chicago)

• 10:55 Other Large Collider Experiments:
O 10:55 HERA Experiments: ZEUS and H2 - L.A.T. Bauerdick (DESY)
O 11:45 CDF - Joe Boudreau (Univ of Pittsburgh)
O 12:10 DO- Saul Youssef (SCRJ7FSU)
O 12:35 SLD - Joseph Perl (SLAC)

• 01:50 Fixed target experiments
O 01:50 NA48 - Guy Barnaul (OnX)
O 02:15 E687 - Paul Lebrun (FNAL)
O 02:40 E781 - Erik Gottschalk (FNAL)

• 03:45 Future Experiments
O 03:45 CMS - Lucas Taylor (CERN)
O 04:25 B-Sim - Amber Boehnlein (FNAL)
O 04:45 PHENIX (RHIC) - Dave Morrison (ORNL)
O 05:05 APEX - Jon Streets (FNAL)

Tuesday, August 8

• 09:30 Hands-On Demonstrations/Presentations - WH8NW
• 01:15 Graphics Industry: standards, trends and plans - WH1W

O 01:15-SGI
O 02:00-NAG
O 02:20 - NCD

• 03:15 The Tools developers - WH1W
O Sci-An - Eric Pepke (SCRI)
O OnX - Guy Barrand (OnX)

• 04:00 Psychological Aspects of Sci-Vis; Physicist - Computer Interface - Hans Drevermann
(CERN)

Wednesday, August 9

• 09:00 Discussion/Panel - Where are we going? (Mike Shupe (Univ of Arizona)/Mark Edel
(FNAL))

• 10:45 Is there a future for event displays? - Hans Drevermann (CERN)
• 11:15 The future of HEP Computing - Saul Youssef (SCRI/FSU)
• 11:45 Summary-Adam Para (FNAL)

Figure 2: The HEVis95 agenda



Event Visualization in High Energy Physics

Howard Stone Princeton University, Princeton, USA
Abstract

The role of event visualization software in the overall context of a high energy physics experiment
is reviewed with emphasis on its integration into the overall software structure of the experiment.
The subdivision of the graphics tasks into "local" and "global" tasks and the related issue of
interactive control of these tasks is discussed. The importance of this distinction in the early
phases of development of future LHC visualization systems is emphasized.

Keywords: High Energy Physics, Event Visualization, Interactivity, Graphics

1 Introduction

Data corresponding to an electron-positron annihilation event at LEP and recorded in one of the LEP
detectors typically consists of about 2000 measurements of position and/or deposited energy and/or
timing. After passing through the experiment's reconstruction algorithims and being combined with
calibration constants and other data from the experiment's database, these measurements are reduced
to about 200 higher level reconstructed objects such as tracks, electromagnetic clusters, hadronic
clusters, etc. The use of computer graphics in visualizing these data is essential for conveying the
underlying physics of the "events" to a physicist.
Computer graphics is especially useful when the information being portrayed is positional in nature
and spatial correlations are important. Color and other visual cues can be employed to convey addi-
tional information to the physicist concerning the amount of energy deposited or timing information
at the spatial points represented in the computer display. A visual representation of the data as an
"event display" showing the correspondence between the data and the detector geometry provides
the physicist with an intuitive feel for what has occurred in the detector and can be understood by
the non-specialist. Event displays are, therefore, a valuable educational and public relations tool[l].

2 Present day Event Visualization Software in High Energy Physics

Todays event display, or "scan", programs may be characterised as follows (for reviews of software
associated with particular LEP experiments see [2]):

A collection of software modules capable of displaying all data from a HEP experiment
and providing real-time interactive control of the display, processing and I/O of the data.

The data is typically displayed as three dimensional images of tracks, other reconstructed objects
and their corresponding raw detector information, drawn together with a three dimensional represen-
tation of the detector's geometrical layout. Two dimensional representations are also employed and
generally experiments like to provide options for running the software on high-end (with hardware
graphics support) as well as low-end graphics workstations. Two dimensional representations of
the data are also usefully employed to display "fish-eye" or other distorted views of the event so
that a range of sub-detectors of vastly different sizes can be included in the same image [3].
Data is also be displayed as text in the drawing area (e.g. timing information written next to a scin-
tillator hit) or as text in a special text area (e.g. a list of all the electromagnetic clusters in the event
together with their energies) - such text areas are commonly pop-up pop-down widgets so as to
conserve valuable screen space. Extensive cross referencing between all the displayed textual data
is crucial for conveying the maximium amount of information. Tracks drawn and numbered in the
display should correspond to tracks in numbered lists so that momenta, hit information and other
non-graphical information can be accessed immediately. Specialized displays are also incorporated



in the graphics areas for displaying plots of the data associated with reconstructed objects, for exam-
ple, residuals of the hits associated with reconstructed tracks. In some cases high level interactive
commands are provided that permit the user to direct the reconstruction - for example, individual
hits may be removed from a particular track.
Visualization software running on high-end workstations typically employs a "display list" of some
kind. This is an area of memory in the workstation in which the information to be displayed is stored.
Once this information has been stored it maybe displayed in various ways, eg, rotated, shaded, depth
cued, etc, by functions implemented in hardware that are transparent to the rest of the software and
very fast.
By exploiting visibility masks, the degree of detail presented in the drawing area can be controlled.
Since visibility masks are processed when the display list is traversed, items can be switched on
or off very rapidly. This control is an example of "local interactivity". A crucial question to be
addressed at the design stage of the software is just how much information to write into the display
list automatically and how much requires that the user specifically requests that the information be
written.
In no particular order of importance, present day software has, with varying degrees of success
attempted to meet the following general design goals:

• When the software is running in the online environment it should display the raw hits in
the detector, when being used as a debug tool on the reconstruction code it should be
capable of displaying reconstructed objects and when being used as an analysis tool it
should provide representations of physics objects (maybe as simple as four-vectors).

• Whenever the software is running it should have access to any of the data that was used to
construct the objects being viewed. The program should also have access to and be capable
of displaying the calibration, and other, data currently loaded by the software.

• The display software can therefore provide users with a transparent interactive means of
accessing the experiment's database and may eventually evolve into a unified physics
analysis system.

A useful display program will inevitably evolve into a system with many functions and possible
uses. It is essential that the user be able to direct the display of information, processing and analysis
of the data, and the i/o streams being accessed by the software interactively. A large fraction of the
code will, therefore, be devoted to the user interface.

3 The Importance of Event Visualization in HEP

The experiment's visualization software evolves as the experiment's needs change. Initially it is
used for optimizing and debugging the detector layout and geometry and for performance studies of
the detector using simulated data. It is also a useful tool for developing the various reconstruction
algorithms. When the detector is being commissioned it plays a vital role in the verification of the
detector and reconstruction software performance and often reveals subtle software bugs. As the
experiment stabalizes and physics analyses progress it is used for general monitoring, checking
acceptances and backgrounds in selected physics events, as a tool for detailed study of events of
special interest, as a means for physicists to "keep their hands on" the analysis, as a tool for preparing
publications and as a public relations utility.
The evolving nature of the software requires that it be as modular as possible to allow code to be
re-used and that the experiment treats its devolopment and maintenance as a priority over the course
of the experiment.

4 Overall Design and Implementation of Event Display Software Systems

The general flow of data through, and the user interaction with, the visualization software is illustrated
in some detail in Figure 1. The functionality of the visualization system falls into four main categories:

10



1. Accessing the data structures containing the data associated with the event and the
geometrical specification of the detector. This may include raw data, reconstructed data,
summary data, simulated data etc.

2. The mainipulation of the above data objects into a form suitable for translation into
graphics primitives and subsequent presentation as displayed objects. This requires the
association of specific graphics tags to the data, pick identifiers, visibility masks, viewport
identifiers, color information etc.

3. The presentation and manipulation of the graphics data in the display. This would
normally consist of manipulations of elements of a display list in one form or another.

4. Provision of a comprehensive user interface to control the various options and
implementations of the above functions.

The reconstruction code combines data from the experiment with calibration constants and geometric
information about the detector from the database into reconstructed objects such as clusters in the
calorimeters. The graphics software then prepares graphics objects, lists of primitives, which are
sent to the display list for rendering on the display. The user may interact "locally" to manipulate
the rendering of the contents of the display list, rotating, shading, zooming the image, etc. Once
the display list has been prepared, these local tasks are independent of the rest of the software.
In order that the user be able to correlate the physics information being displayed with the physical
location of the detector elements the software also has to be provided access to a complete, accurate
and up-to-date, specification of the detector geometry. Since the requirements for access to geometry

Data
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Geometry

Reconstruction

i
Reconstructed

Objects

Soft copy Hard copy

Graphics
Preparation

Event
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Global Interactivity
Graphics Control
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Output
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Figure 1 : The basic modules of a complete event visualization system, including the links between them.

These links represent both the main data flow and the interactive links controling program flow.
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are the same in reconstruction/display as in simulation, it is natural to use the same geometrical
database and detector specification for both tasks. The visualization software is thus provided with
a series of hooks into the Geant framework to allow for representtion of the detector and to vastly
simplify the task of visualizing simulated data, even to the extent of providing realtime images of
the tracing phases of the simulation itself. For the future, it is essential that display software possess
these same hooks into the Geant4 geometrical specfications.
The user also controls the preparation of the display list from the graphics objects, for example
he may require that only tracks with a transverse momentum above some cut be written. This is
one type of "global interactivity" which requires that the display communicate with the rest of the
reconstruction and analysis software. All of the tracks may have been prepared as graphics objects,
or this change in the display may require that the entire track reconstruction be re-run. Another
type of global interactivity might consist of selecting some points on a track to be excluded from
the track fit. The points would be selected (picked) from the display and the program instructed to
re-reconstruct the track(s) in question.
The design of the graphics objects requires careful attention. Consider the display of crystals in a
calorimeter that the reconstruction has determined form a cluster corresponding to a single parti-
cle. The graphics object might consist of the energy in each crystal together with the length and
coordinates of the center of the crystal. When the graphics object is transfered to the display list the
user can control the representation, the crystal might be drawn with its true geometry and colored
according to its energy, or it might be colored according to its association with other objects and
drawn with its length scaled according to its energy.

4.1 The Distinction between Local and Global Interactivity

Tasks 1 and 2 above are performed by software modules that must be intimately connected to the
main body of the reconstruction code, while tasks 3 and, to some extent, task 4 maybe considered
to act only on the display list and are, thus, independent of the bulk of the software. It is proposed
to term the functionality associated with 1 and 2 as global functionality and the handling of user
requests that manipulate these tasks as global interactivity. Those tasks that a performed locally on
the display list in 3 and 4 we propose to call local and their associated user manipulation we refer
to as local interactivity.
This distinction is important for three main reasons:

• It transparently maps over to a client/server model as illustrated in Figure 2.
• Tasks termed local are (or maybe in the future) typically implemented in hardware (or

highly optimized system functions), so that they are perceived to be manipulated
instantaneously by the user.

• The client/server model greatly aids the software development task and may provide direct
input to the hardware issues associated with the implementation of the experiment's
software and computing plan. The server may run on a few "mainframe" type systems
with their inherent massive data handling capabilities, while the clients might be running
on numerous workstations installed on every active physicist's desk.

The question as to where the dividing line between local and global functionality is to be drawn is
central to the implementation of the final visualization system and is the key design decision at the
outset of the development of the experiment's software - both for event visualization and routine
physics analysis tasks. In dealing with this issue the following questions need to be considered:

• Where is the data resident, the geometric specifications of the detector, the calibration
constants, etc?

• What software modules have access to and control of the processing of the data being
displayed (is the data already in the display list)?

• What are the cost/performance issues associated with the client/server data interface(s) and
the provision of high level local interactivity within the client workstation?
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Figure 2: The client-server model of local and global interactity.

• What are the overhead issues associated with data transmission from server to client and
how do they relate to the processing capabilities of the client workstation?

• What are the problems associated with processing user commands issued at the client that
must direct the processing and flow of data through the tasks running on the server. This
"global interactivity" issue is extremely difficult and has only been addressed with limited
success in present day visualization systems.

Despite the preceeding discussion the distinction between local and global tasks is not always black
and white. Take, for example, the display of a calorimeter "hit" in the detector. These hits may be
displayed as objects that correctly represent the geometry of the detector element that was hit and
rendered in a color that represents the energy, timing, or some other characteristic, associated with
the hit. Alternatively the hit may be displayed as a distorted representation of the detector element
where the distortion is used to convey information about the amount of energy associated with the
hit, and again color is used to represent other information. In the two cases the actual (x,y,z) values
and the type of graphics primitives employed will be different, even though the basic information
required to represent the information - at the very least, a unique software identifier for the hit
detector element and a word with the encoded energy and timing information - remains the same.
It is possible to construct a new graphics primitive, called a supermarket consisting of the software
identifier and some additional information1. This is then stored as a graphics object and different
representations of this object can then be written to the display list without the requirement of a fully
global function. In the future it might be hoped that such functionallity could be coded in a fully
local fashion, either by clever use of the display list itself, or (in an ideal case) as a fully supported
graphics primitive in some future (HEP friendly) rendering package.

'This technique has been extensively exploited by the L3 group.
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5 Future Display Systems for HEP

Future event display systems will include all the functionality of today's systems, but will have
to deal with much more complex data. This presents a major challenge to their authors who must
invent new ways of presenting complex data with abstract representations. Future display systems
are likely to be more closely linked to the rest of the experimental software base and probably will
incorporate many of the analysis tools that today are in seperate packages (for example, PAW). Given
the investment in resources required to produce the user interface of a large visualization system, it
is reasonable that the online documentation system of the experiment be incorporated into the same
software. Maintaining an up-to-date documentation base is crucial if users are to correctly interpret
the data being displayed by the visualization system. The general trend is towards more distributed
systems with access over the network and the adoption of commercial standards for user interfaces
and graphics. These trends will require a complete understanding of the client/server, local/global
models of this software.

6 Conclusions

Visualization software is an important part of a physicist's toolbox at all stages of an experiment
and it is important that an adequate amount of the overall resources of the experiment be devoted
to the development and maintenance of this software. Often visualization software provides the
physicist with his only intuitive window on what happened in a particular event and what is really
going on in the physics analysis. Visualization provides the surest way of debugging, otherwise
absurdly complex, software systems and the fastest way of determining when things are going
awray - which can translate to real money when taken in the context of online monitoring of a
large experiment. Finally, event visualization tools often provide the only means of communication
between the complex and abstract world of particle physics and the general public; their use in
education at all levels is not to be undervalued.
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Event visualisation tools at LEP

David McNally CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

This note reviews the main features of the event visualisation systems used by the four LEP
collaborations: ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL.

Keywords: ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, OPAL, Event visualisation; GUI; Data abstraction

1 Introduction

In this review an attempt is made to describe the event visualisation systems which were implemented
and are used by the four experiments operating at the LEP collider at CERN. The discussion will
focus on the visualisation systems used during offline analysis, detector and reconstruction software
development.
During their design and commissioning phase all four LEP experiments (see section 2) recognised the
need for graphical visualisation systems of their detector and recorded event structures. Investing
a large amount of manpower and financial resources each experiment proceeded to develop and
implement such visualisation systems. During this period there was virtually no discussion between
the different collaborations. In this light it is interesting to review how each collaboration addressed the
problem of event visualisation and to compare in what respects the four independent solutions either
diverge or reflect common functionality. Further one may note that both design and implementation
of the systems discussed herein was undertaken in the years 1988 to 1990 and, due to manpower
constraints, these systems have not undergone fundamental redesign or reprogramming over the last
six years. On the other hand a fair bit of effort has been invested by all four collaborations to improve
their existing visualisation systems in view of user requests, improved functionality and reliability as
well as addressing new needs for physics analysis and reconstruction software development. Hence
the underlying philosophy as well as the functionality and features presented in this document reflect
the experience gained by many physicists actually using event visualisation systems during their
daily work. As experimental high energy physics is currently venturing into a new era with the
ongoing development work for the two large LHC detectors, systems operating under conditions
where event visualisation will be essential for both detector understanding and physics interpretation,
a review of proven visualisation tools may act as a starting point for the development challenges
ahead.
This report is organised as follows: First a brief description of the four LEP experiments (section 2)
will be presented. The requirements are outlined which need to be addressed when designing an event
visualisation system (section 3). A discussion of the underlying philosophy and implementation
chosen by each of the four LEP experiments (section 4) is followed by examples outlining some of
the methods used for data representation, abstraction and analysis (section 5). Some final remarks
will then conclude this review.

2 The four LEP experiments

The four experiments taking data at the CERN Large Electron Positron collider (LEP), ALEPH [1],
DELPHI [2], L3 [3] and OPAL [4] (figure 2), are situated at equidistant points along the 26.6 km LEP
tunnel. Each experiment has (9(105) readout channels and > 10 individual subdetectors, each with
different requirements concerning both detector and event visualisation. ALEPH and OPAL have a
similar layout with, following a line from the interaction point radially outwards, a tracking system
consisting of a high precision microvertex detector complemented by gaseous tracking chambers.
The tracking system is surrounded by an electromagnetic calorimeter followed by a solenoidal magnet
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(ALEPH: superconducting coil), a hadron calorimeter and muon chamber system. L3 differs from this
design by placing a similar set of detectors, complemented by a high precision muon spectrometer,
entirely within a large conventional magnet of ~ 13m diameter. The DELPHI detector is highly
segmented, both radially and along the beam axis, incorporating silicon microvertex, ring imaging
cherenkov, drift and time projection chamber detectors and a superconducting solenoid placed in
front of the hadron calorimeter and muon systems.
In view of event visualisation these four detectors pose the following challenges and constraints:
ALEPH: The very large (>3m diameter) tracking system delivers high precision measurements in all
three dimensions, complemented by powerful particle identification through dE/dx measurements.
The calorimeters, on the other hand, have a relatively crude segmentation. Hence the main focus of
the ALEPH visualisation system is aimed at obtaining good representations of the objects measured
in the tracker while reflecting calorimetric and muon chamber objects in a more abstracted form.
DELPHI: Due to the complex and highly segmented detector, good representations of the individual
subdetectors is required. Particle identification and tagging of neutrals takes place independently in
many subdetectors requiring good three dimensional visualisation and powerful graphical abstrac-
tions.
L3: The very large detector with high precision tracking both close to the interaction point and in the
muon spectrometer require powerful three dimensional visualisation tools enabling fast rotations,
panning and zooming. The finely segmented calorimeters allow for individual energy measurements
of most particles in an event. This demands good visual abstractions of reconstructed calorimeter
objects enhanced by suitably chosen colour coding and cross referencing.
OPAL: Poses similar visualisation challenges as the ALEPH detector.
Contrary to hadron machines, LEP events are relatively simple, both in view of topology and mul-
tiplicity. The events are free of irreducible backgrounds so that visualisation systems do not need to
deal with high backgrounds which can confuse the view while carrying little essential information.

3 Event visualisation in HEP

3.1 Why visualise events

Human perception is mainly based on visual input as «80% of our brains raw processing power,
dedicated to the treatment of sensoral input, is related to our vision. This, for example, is reflected in
the fact that we usually present physics results in the form of graphs and not tables of numbers which,
for most of us, require a higher degree of concentration and reflection in order to make sense. An event
recorded in our detectors constitutes a set of measurements, spatially correlated in three dimensions.
So it lays in our nature to reflect this information in a form most suitable to our perception, that is
in a view or picture. These views may contain representations of objects which we know from our
daily experience, such as silicon wafers in a vertex detector, but also abstractions which have no real
world visible equivalent, such as temperature, high voltage status or the energy profile of a shower
in a calorimeter. Hence event visualisation offers a direct and intuitive insight into the processes
taking place in our detectors. Using visual abstractions which are carefully designed to convey the
correct impression can save time during development and analysis work, be educational and fun.

3.2 Event visualisation requirements

The LEP collaborations designed their event visualisation programs with four main areas of use in
mind:

• Debugging the detector and monitoring its performance.
• Assistance in the development of, and checking the reconstruction software.
• Physics analysis.
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• Education and generation of publication quality pictures.

These requirements demand a high degree of functional flexibility. In particular support for two
classes of interactive operations should be provided which, following reference [5], will be termed:
Local interactivity, that is operations acting directly on the view through low level graphics operations
such as zooming, rotations and modifications of the display list. Global interactivity, comprising all
operations which affect or require information from the underlying event and detector data structures.
Examples for global interactivity are: pick a set of hits in a tracker, refit the track and display the
result or regenerate the view highlighting objects which pass certain cuts specified through the user
interface. A system addressing the main areas of usage listed above should satisfy the following
five requirements:

1 Access to event data, detector geometry and data bases:
The program should have (in)direct access to the same data structures which are passed to, and
generated by the reconstruction software. The views of the detector should reflect the actual position,
geometry and status at the time the event was recorded. Only through access to the relevant databases
can detector monitoring functions be fully supported.

2 Access to functionality embedded in the reconstruction program:
Together with point 1 this is an essential requirement in order to support global interactivity as defined
above.

3 Three dimensional rendering enhanced by a set of local interactive operations.
This functionality enhances the intuitive impression through user controlled motion and selection
of the viewed objects. Special projection operations my be implemented aimed at enhancing certain
features of an event.

4 Variable levels of graphical data abstraction:
Addressing the different situations for which the system will be used.

5 Support extensive cross referencing:
To improve intuitive understanding it is useful to present the same information in different ways,
for example as a graphics object in the view and as alphanumeric information on a separate screen.

4 Event visualisation systems design

One of the principal decisions to be taken during the early design phase of a visualisation system is
that of integrating it into the detector reconstruction. An integrated system offers many advantages:.

• Implicit access to the full functionality of the reconstruction program.
• Easy access to event data, data base and detector geometry.
• Any modification or improvement of the reconstruction software will automatically

propagate into the viewing system.
These are to be compared with the advantages of implementing a stand alone system:

• Flexibility during implementation and maintenance.
• Relatively small program allowing for time saving development due to a rapid

compile-link-load cycle.
• Inclusion of user specified code and graphics can be easily accomplished.
• Good performance during execution.

Table 4 lists the design choices made by the four experiments together with the program names
and some references. Figures 3.2 and 2 show schematic flow charts of the L3Scan and DELGRA
visualisation systems. L3Scan is inherently tied into the reconstruction program with both the HIGZ
[10] and KUIP [11] software packages acting as interface between the graphics system and the
reconstruction. All data structures, including high level representations of the graphics objects and
cross references to their parent event and database entries, are maintained using ZEBRA [12]. This
allows for seamless handling of data throughout the program.
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Figure 2: Program flow chart for the L3 visualisation system L3Scan.
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Experiment

ALEPH
DELPHI

L3
OPAL

Visualisation program
name
DALI

DELGRA
L3Scan
GROPE

Implementation

Stand alone
Stand alone
Integrated
Integrated

Description

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Table I: Visualisation system names and implementation schemes chosen by the four LEP collaborations.

In contrast to this approach DELPHIs DELGRA system consists of four main modules which are
independent of the reconstruction program: A high level graphics package, a communications and
user interface, an interface to external resources such as data, detector geometry and reconstruction
functionality and finally (shown as bold dashed line in figure 2) a package handling communications
between these three processes. Multiple sessions of DELGRA can be run on the same CPU. Only
the processes shown to the right of the thin dashed line in figure 2 need to be created for a session
while those to the left (i.e.the interface to data, geometry and reconstruction functionality) need to
be created only once.
All four collaborations wrote their reconstruction software in Fortran. They chose to implement
most of their visualisation systems using the same language while using C for certain tasks. All four
systems run on UNIX workstations with X-windows [15] display managers.

• < • > '

Figure 4: Graphical user interface of the L3Scan program.

4.1 User Interface and Graphics

All four LEP experiments have implemented graphical user interfaces (GUI) for which figure 4,
showing the L3Scan GUI, acts as an example. Typically these are subdivided into a graphics area, a
control panel, and fields for alphanumeric input and output. While the L3 and OPAL GUIs are based
on MOTIF1.2 [13], ALEPH and DELPHI implemented their own systems using low level window
manager calls. DELPHI, L3 and OPAL use the G5G implementation of the PHIGS standard [14]
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to serve the graphics area while ALEPH uses X calls [15] with a C to Fortran language interface.
Table 4.1 summarises the main features of the different GUIs as seen by a typical user. In this table

Feature

Keyboard controlled
Mouse controlled
Intuitive
Optimised mouse actions
Efficient use of screen
Online help
Pedestrian —> Expert levels
Fast initialisation/event processing
Macro facility
Include user code via GUI
I/O control for event data

ALEPH

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

DELPHI

•

•
•

•

•

L3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KUIP

partial

OPAL

•
•
•
•
•
•

KUIP
•

partial

Table II: Compilation of the functionality for the four GUIs. A tick mark ( • ) indicates that the corresponding

functionality is supported.

a tick mark ( • ) indicates that the corresponding feature listed in the left hand column is supported
or implemented.
While some users like to interact with the program through a mouse others prefer to work with the
keyboard. Hence both modes should be possible. A GUI which is intuitively understandable enhances
user acceptance. Ideally its layout should not change as this confuses people who occasionally use
the program. Often users spend many hours a day working with the system and do not wish to repeat
complicated sequences of mouse actions for each event they want to view. So mouse interactions
with the program should be optimised and, if possible, complemented by a macro facility. As the
program will be run by both experts and casual users the layout of the interface should address all
levels of expertise. Fast program response, both during interactive operations and when requesting
a new event, improves work efficiency and reduces user frustration. I/O control from within the
program, enabling access to event repositories and saving of interesting events, should be supported.
Using the COMIS [16] compilation and interpretation system, OPALs visualisation program enables
Fortran code binding at runtime.

5 Data representation, abstractions and physics analysis

For a comprehensive discussion of data representation and abstraction techniques, including many
examples generated with the DALI program, see reference [17]. Due to limited space and the lack
of colour in this publication only some general remarks and very few examples can be shown. For
references to more pictures see [18].
As noted in the previous section all LEP collaborations, with exception of ALEPH, have based their
graphics system on the PHIGS standard. It is interesting to note that this standard supports many
advanced rendering techniques such as shaded and translucent surfaces, depth cueing etc.. But all
experiments resort to relatively simple wire frame and polymarker objects to build up their views.
Only DELPHI applies hidden line removal and surface rendering for their publication quality pictures.
The same three experiments support rendering in three dimensions enhanced by local interactive
functionality.
On the other hand ALEPH explicitly chooses to do all rendering in two dimensions. For this pur-
pose they developed many projection algorithms which are designed to enhance certain features of
both the detector and the event. One of the most commonly used projections, the circular fish eye
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Figure 5: Event displays generated by the DALI program showing the effect of the fish eye transformation
as described in the text.
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Figure 6: On the left: Event display generated by the L3Scan program showing a cosmic muon traversing
the entire detector. This picture underlines the power of a true three dimensional representation. On the right:
Three views of an OPAL e+ e - - 7 / z - WW - e * . M I V event. The orientation of the side views are chosen
to lay in (top) and perpendicular to (bottom) the event thrust axis direction.
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transformation, acts on spherical coordinates (p, 0):

* ""* ^ = ^ _ (1)
p -* p'= T£TP

The effect of this particular transformation is to enlarge, as a function of the parameter a, the view
around p = 0, that is at the centre of the detector, while compressing the view for large radii. This
emphasises details where the detector has intrinsically high resolution, i.e.around the interaction
point. Figure 5 compares the views before (to the left) and after (to the right) application of this
transformation.
Figure 6 shows, on the left hand side, a cosmic muon traversing the entire L3 detector system with a
viewpoint chosen to emphasise the relative sizes of the different subdetectors. On the right hand side
an OPAL event is shown from three different orientations. Both examples are chosen to underline
the power of true three dimensional event representations.

6 Conclusions

The event visualisation systems developed by the LEP collaborations have been remarkably suc-
cessful, justifying the large investments both in manpower and hardware which were made over the
last eight years. These programs have, to a large extent, fulfilled all the requirements which were
initially imposed on them. It turned out though that the effort required to maintain and upgrade
these programs is very large. This problem needs to be seriously considered for future visualisation
systems such as the ones currently under development for the LHC detectors. Especially as the
visualisation requirements for an LHC environment will pose far greater challenges compared to
those at LEP.
It is interesting to note that all LEP collaborations but ALEPH came up with very similar visualisation
systems, both functionally and in appearance. This motivates an effort to standardise some of their
functionality in the form of a general purpose software package which then can be tailored to the
specific needs of an experiment. With the dramatic developments taking place both in the software
and hardware domain, this kind of effort would enhance flexibility, add functionality which otherwise
would be prohibitively complicated to implement, improve software quality and may combine the
knowho w of people who, due to their affiliations, would not normally work together. Finally this kind
of effort would enable smaller collaborations, which do not have the means to develop sophisticated
visualisation systems, to incorporate these tools into their analysis framework.
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Event Display at CDF and DO

Joseph Boudreau University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, 15260 USA
Abstract

Experiments at the Fermilab proton-antiproton collider have relied on older technologies for
event visualization. A large amount of human effort has been devoted at CDF and DO to creating
highly interactive, informative event displays, which run on a wide variety of platforms. We
discuss the past, present, and future of event display at the Tevatron with particular emphasis
on the CDF experiment.

Keywords: CDF; DO; Tevatron; DI3000; Event Display; Visualization

1 History

The first run of the Fermilab Tevatron occurred in 1985. At that time questions about the long-term
language environment of the collider experiments and of HEP in particular seemed clear, whereas
the situation in graphics libraries presented a more complicated array of choices. Note that in the
intervening eleven years this situation has reversed itself in a dramatic way.
A graphics library called DI3000, offered by Precision Visuals, became the Fermilab graphics
standard. This library was offered for VAX/VMS workstations and Unix machines, and had a
FORTRAN binding. CDF and DO extended DI3000 by writing emulators to display on a variety
of different terminal devices, including Tektronix 4010 terminals, hence also Seiko, Atari and
Macintosh which emulated the 4010, and Vaxstation UIS. Support for X-terminals was added when
X became available, and greatly extended the number of display devices that the library supported.
At present, the graphics at CDF and DO are based on these in-house emulators. They have limited
support for picking of graphics primitives. Only the position of the mouse cursor is available to
the application programmer, who then has to deal with object selection himself. Despite a rapid
development in graphics technology during the lifetime of the experiment, re-tooling in the area
of event display never took place because of the need for stability during data taking. Now that
Tevatron collider operations are in a three year shutdown, this re-tooling will certainly occur.
The CDF and DO detectors are described in references[l] and [2].

2 The Present CDF Event Display

Many people within the CDF experiment have contributed to the event display program, and typically
the display of a subdetector is written by a subdetector specialist. The strengths of the program
are those of any mature event display: over the years it has grown to incorporate all of the familiar
analysis objects, a wealth of information can be retrieved, and the platform independence insures
that the program is widely available to all collaborators. The graphics mode is immediate (no
display list) so the rendering performance is high even on X-terminals. CDF does not have distinct
online and offline detector displays, probably due to the selective trigger of a hadron machine. At
level three the full event reconstruction is run, so in fact all reconstructed information is available
shortly after the detectors are read out. Indeed the display program is used as a monitoring tool in
the experimental control room.

The display of events is typically predominantly two^imenslonal (e.g. ALEPH) or three- dimensional
(e.g. L3)[3]. The CDF event display is implemented predominantly as a two dimensional display.
Typical views are shown in figure 1. All views are projected into a plane, without central perspective,
and the viewing angle cannot be changed in real time. Instead one resorts to multiple views of the
detector. It should be noted that some of the detectors are intrinsically two-dimensional, such as the
silicon vertex detector(SVX), and so these views do not demand a 3D event display. The display of
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Figure 1 : Typical views of the CDF Detector. Top Left: the calorimeter lego plot, showing electromagnetic

and hadronic energy in a segmented calorimeter, Top Right: the central view, showing tracks and calorimeter

modules, Lower Left: Side view of the detector. Lower Right: the SVX display showing SVX tracks and outer

tracks.

a double-B tagged top candidate (figure 1, lower right), which is familiar to physicists and laymen
around the world, demonstrates this. In the orthogonal projection the z errors are large and one
does not learn in this view whether the tracks indeed have a common origin.
Each detector view has its own set of commands which can be given as terminal input or through
a graphical user interface. Informational printout, related to physics objects, can be obtained from
within the program and appears either in the graphics window or in the terminal from which the
program was launched. The mouse is active within the graphics window, and used for both global
interactivity (information retrieval) and local interactivity (changing the viewpoint, etc). In addition,
a combination of GUI menus, keyboard shortcuts, and terminal input also provides local interactivity.
The developers have been motivated by the need for an informative display and have implemented
an impressive amount of functionality with older technology in which object selection receives no
support from the underlying graphics library.
The user can choose from a number of detector views:

• a central view of tracking detectors, calorimeters, and muons, in the central region
• a forward view of tracking detectors, calorimeters and muon chambers in the forward

region
• a side view showing all detectors from the side
• a number of special views for specific detectors (SVX, Muon Chambers, Vertex TPC,
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Figure 2: The Central View of the CDF event display, one of several views. The part of the display on the

left is a closeup of a ^-slice on the right. The 0-slice is selected by clicking in a region of the right-hand

view; menu commands and keyboard shortcuts allow further zooming. Calorimeter slices, with their energy

deposits, and muon chambers with their hits, are also visible in this view.

Beam-Beam Counters)
• a number of other views for dumping banks.

In figure 2 we show the central view which is the most widely used: this display consists of a main
window on the right and an auxiliary window on the left, whose function varies. It can display
close-up views of a tracking region, or a side view of the central calorimeter, or a formatted list of
track parameters, organized either by transverse momentum pt or by vertex association.
The program shows a rather large diversity in the way color is used to convey information. Many
options can be chosen and the color coding depends on what detector is being displayed and what
one has chosen to highlight. Thus, in one option the tracks are coded according to the vertex they
belong to, in another option they are coded according to the probability that the muon system has
tagged them as muons, and in yet another they are coded according to their probability of belonging
to a primary vertex.
The need for good local interactivity is high in a display that is confused by a high multiplicity of
tracks, and this is a much more acute problem at the Tevatron than at the LEP experiments. In the
typical CDF event the tracks cannot be found "by eye" from the pattern of hits without zooming
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tightly on the hits. In the auxiliary window of figure 2 the pattern of hits in the CTC is shown
together with the fitted tracks. The <p slice that appears in the zoom is controlled by clicking in the
main window.
With few exceptions, objects cannot be selected with the mouse, for reasons which have been
discussed. This is perhaps one of the more annoying features of the program for the user, who
expects to interact with the display in precisely this way. There are many workarounds to this
problem. In the central view, a "track select" mode can be entered, in which the track with highest
transverse momentum pt is selected from the list and highlighted in the display. Thereafter the user
can cycle through the remaining tracks through a Next Track command. In the SVX display the
authors were more ambitious and implemented their own mouse-picking by computing the distance
to various objects. Pickable objects in this view are jets, tracks, and clusters in the SVX. When the
pick occurs, a bank is "dumped" to the terminal screen.
Many of the displays allow viewing the results of various standard analyses that are applied to the
data. For example, the SVX display can display B-tagging results for several different algorithms
of use in the top search[4], and colors tracks in the display according to whether they were part of
the tag. Finally one can note that the display is linked with certain analysis routines for recreating
banks that may not exist on certain condensed data sets.
In general, the present DO event display contains similar functionality and limitations as the present
CDF event display[5].

3 The Future

The Tevatron is preparing for its second run to begin in 1999. Upgrades in the detector hardware
for both experiments[6, 7] are quite ambitious, and this in turn has strengthened the case for an
upgrade to the entire software environment for the experiments.
In CDF, the configuration of the detector, especially the tracking system, will change dramatically,
The tracking and pattern recognition will rely heavily on a much-improved inner silicon system.
This system covers 96 cm in z, and contains 7 layers of doublesided silicon, some of which is
low-angle stereo. This is now much more three dimensional than in the past, and it is generally
accepted that the pattern recognition will begin in the silicon and proceed outwards, instead of
vice-versa. Thus there is a growing need to visualize the tracking system in three dimensions. The
DO experiment will now include a superconducting magnet as well as a 3D silicon tracking system
similar to that of CDF, and will also need to evolve its graphics.
The software environment is also changing. The DO experiment is moving towards an object-
oriented environment, while the CDF experiment will intermix C++ and FORTRAN. This step
towards modern programming standards permits the use of more mainstream graphics packages
and/or 3D Toolkits. The leading technologies are: OpenGL[9], which has emerged as the standard
graphics library, Open Inventor[8], which is the standard 3D Toolkit, and VRML[10], which is
a modeling language for 3D scenes. Note that these packages are all related very tightly: Open
Inventor uses OpenGL for its rendering, and VRML is a variant of the Open Inventor exchange
format. Probably all of these will be involved in some way in event display at Run II of the collider.
Programming at the level of Open Inventor is more appropriate for future event displays[ll].
Prototyping efforts are underway now in both experiments. Figure 3 shows the DO vertex detector
created with the Inventor library as part of one of these prototyping efforts.
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The SND Interactive 3D Event Viewer

I.V. Gaponenko* BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia
Abstract

This work describes the interactive 3D event viewer. The viewer aims to display the data
acquired from SND (Spherical Neutral Detector) [1]. It reads and displays the experimental
data objects specified in the COCHA [2] package format. The viewer is based on the Open
Inventor object-oriented toolkit [3]. Local interactivity, provided by Open Inventor, allows a
user to change the view of the displayed event rotating and zooming it. Additional features
give the user a possibility to review information about various parts of the detector systems
and the displayed event. The displayed event can be saved either in the VRML or Open
Inventor format file. The viewer is part of the SND 3D event display.

Keywords: SND, Open Inventor; event display; VRML.

1 Introduction

The interactive 3D event viewer is based on a three-dimensional graphics model. It uses real three-
dimensional geometric description of the detector and events acquired from it. The metric right-
handed coordinate system is used to define the geometry and represent it as the scene graph, that is
eventually drawn on the screen. All angles are specified in radians. To construct the detector scene
graph, which is a complicated one, the Open Inventor file format is used to read some parts of the
detector description from a file and some from a string in memory. The other parts are defined by the
program. The Open Inventor examiner viewer is used to render the scene graph. The viewer allows
one to interactively change the view of the scene graph by click-dragging the mouse buttons in the
window or using the various controls along the window border (e.g., zoom). The three-dimensional
scene is transformed automatically before being drawn onto a two-dimensional screen to show a
particular view of the scene graph. In other words, the viewer provides all features, that are called
local interactivity.

The viewer has been written to investigate the 3D Open Inventor [3] based approach for implementing
the event display. This investigation is based on the real experiment and the real data is visualised.
Since the most difficult part in this task is the description of the detector geometry, the SND geometry
has been chosen as the relatively simple one.
Since the 3D visualisation demands large amount of the hardware resources (CPU, memory, etc.),
one of the aspects to investigate has been the interactive response of the viewer. The idea has been
not only to run the viewer on special SGI workstations, but also on the ordinary X-terminals without
GLX extension. The investigations show that there are many useful features in the Open Inventor
toolkit, which allow us to increase the performance of the viewer. One of such features is a possibility
to specify various levels of detail for the same object. The SoLevelOfDetail node usage is discussed
beneath. The viewer performance has been tested on various computers to define the requirements
of the hardware needed for this purpose. The various aspects of the approach are discussed and the
results of this investigation are presented in this article. If the results seem to be satisfactory, the
approach might be used for detectors with more complex geometry.

2 The Detector Overview and Events Signature

The experiments with SND have been carried out at the collider VEPP-2M in Novosibirsk since
1995. At present, before the beginning of the DA^NE era, VEPP-2M is the only collider in the world
operating in the energy range of p, u, and <f> vector mesons. SND is a general purpose nonmagnetic
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detector. It consists of the tracking system, three spherical layers of Nal(Tl) crystals, and an outer
system of streamer tubes and plastic scintillation counters (Fig. 1). The Nal(Tl) calorimeter consists
of 1632 individual crystals of 3.6 tons total weight. The calorimeter thickness in the radial direction is
35 cm ~ 13.5 Xo. The angular size of each crystal is 9°. The solid angle coverage of the calorimeter
is 90% of 47r. For trigger needs the calorimeter crystals are logically organized into "towers". A
tower consists of counters located within 18° interval in the same polar and azimuthal directions in all
three layers. The number of counters in a tower is 12 at large angles and 6 in the regions, close to the
beam. In addition to signals from individual counters each tower produces a total energy deposition
analog signal and two trigger signals. The tracking system consists of two cylindrical drift chambers.
Both chambers are divided into 20 jet-type cells in azimuthal plane. Each cell contains five sensitive
wires. The longitudinal coordinate is measured by the charge division method with an accuracy of
3mm. In addition, cathode strip read-out for inner and outer layers provides the improvement of the
latter value to 0.5mm. The muon/veto system consists of plastic scintillator counters and streamer
tubes.

0 20 40 60 80 100 cm

Figure 1 : The SND Detector Overview: 1 - collider beam pipe; 2 - drift chambers; 3 - coincidence counter; 4

- fiber lightguides; 5 - photomultipliers; 6 - Nal(TI) crystals; 7 - phototriods; 8 - iron absorber; 9 - muon tubes;

10 - 1cm iron plate; 11 - muon counters; 12 - magnetic lenses; 13 - bending magnets.

The physics program for SND experiment includes radiative decays, OZI and G-parity suppressed
decays, electromagnetic decays, e+ e" annihilation into hadrons, test of QED, search for rare Ks
and r) decays and C-even reactions. Typically there are no more then seven or ten particles in each
event.

3 Requirements for a Visualisation System

A visualisation system, or event display, should meet the following requirements. It should be:
• interactive, so that the displayed event can be zoomed and rotated easily;
• flexible (modular design):

- to integrate it in the data acquisition system;
- to easily add new functionality in the future, when it's necessary;
- to integrate it with the data processing system;
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• suitable for debugging the reconstruction and selection algorithms;
• suitable for testing the detector systems;
• able to provide all the information about the displayed event and the detector systems,

although some information might be hidden, and displayed only by the user request.
These are probably the most important, but incomplete, requirements for the detector visualisation
system. From amongst these requirements, the most important one is the task of the debugging of
reconstruction algorithms and event selection procedures. Obviously, integration of the visualisation
system with the reconstruction and analysis parts provides faster debugging facilities. That is why
the system should be flexible. The visualisation system should also easily allow the user to scan the
detector data event by event, displaying vertices, tracks, and so on. The visualisation system should
also be used to extract some interesting or rare events in a file with portable format to provide some
facilities to publish the experiment results. That is why the visualisation system should have the
output facilities.
One of the important parts of the system is its ability to visualise the detector systems, which are not
operational, and provide additional information about them, in order to check the detector systems.
This is particularly essential for detectors with more complex geometry.

4 Why Open Inventor?

Firstly, both the detector and the event must be split into logical parts (objects), whose behavior is
similar in particular cases. Physical entities of the detector (crystals, wires, etc.) are considered as
objects also. This is so obvious, that there is no need to be discussed here. The approach of splitting
the detector into the logical parts fully corresponds to the object-oriented model. That is one of
the reasons why visualisation should be done with the object-oriented tools, such as Open Inventor.
Being very intuitive, this approach gives us flexibility to change the properties of the objects and eases
the addition of new objects. Object-oriented methodology is based on the physical and mechanical
world we live in.

• Conclusion 1: It is object-oriented.
Secondly, one of the hardest task is transformation of the 3D object to the 2D display. Even if
the definition of the objects is three-dimentional, which is very convenient in itself, the rendering
of these objects should be done also by the toolkit, so that we do not need to implement complex
transformation algorithms.

• Conclusion 2: It provides 3D object description and automatic transformation to the
2D screen.

Thirdly, the interactive manipulations, such as rotation, zoom, etc., allow one to change the view of
the rendered objects. The interactive selections, picking, etc. provided by Open Inventor, enables
us to include all information and to display it only when required.

• Conclusion 3: It is interactive.
Finally, based on the requirements of a visualisation system, it has been necessary to find the most
convenient solution. The 3D graphics approach for event visualisation seems the most natural for
this task. The Open Inventor toolkit provides all we need in this situation. Open Inventor is an
object-oriented 3D toolkit offering a comprehensive solution to interactive graphics programming
problems. It defines the standard file format for exchanging 3D data among applications. Moreover,
it serves as the basis for the VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language). Inventor objects include
database primitives, including shape, property, group, and engine objects; interactive manipulators,
such as handle box and trackball; and components, such as the material editor, directional light
editor, and examiner viewer. All information about the 3D objects - their shape, size, colouring,
surface texture, location in 3D space - is stored in a scene database. This information can be used in
a variety of ways. Changing the objects in the scene, adding to the scene, and interacting with the
objects is a simple process, because such changes are the part of Inventor's interface, and because
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they are anticipated by Inventor's basic design. The objects in the scene can be picked, highlighted,
and manipulated as discrete entities. This programming model is intuitive, and hence, convenient.

5 The Visualisation System Structure

5.1 Nodes of the Detector Scene Graph

Muon/veto System

1S32 Individual
Oystals

'SWIrei

Figure 2: A Part of the Scene Graph for the SND Detector

Open Inventor is a fairly large and very general system. To implement the viewer only several features
of it has been used. The most difficult part of the visualisation system is the detector geometry
definition. Open Inventor facilitates the process, by supporting the specification of the detector
geometry via an Open Inventor format file and a string in memory. This is an example of the definition
via the Open Inventor ASCII file:
• Inventor V2.0 a s c i i
#Top level = singe node gathered into Separator
Separator {

#Coordinate3 node defines the eight points of a Nal(Tl) crystal.
Coordinate3 {

point [
0 0 0, #First point, index 0
1 0 0, •Second point, index 1

0 1 1 #Eighth point, index 7

•Define the front of the crystal
IndexedFaceSet {

coordlndex[ 4, 5, 6, 7 ] #Four points in front
}
•Define the other sides of the crystal
...}

Open Inventor defines a set of objects useful for doing 3D graphics - nodes. The node is the basic
building block used to create a 3D scene database in Open Inventor. The nodes defined in the
detector are crystals, wires, and so on. Nodes are arranged in the hierarchical structure - scene
graphs. Scene graphs are more then just a collection of nodes: the scene graph defines an ordering
for the nodes. Nodes earlier in the scene graph can affect nodes that appear later in the scene. For
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example, Rotation or Material affect nodes after in the scene. The group nodes are separator,
level-of-details, and switch. The separator group nodes of the detector are the drift chambers, the
calorimeter, the muon system. The separator nodes limit the effects of properties. It allows parts of
the scene graph to be functionally isolated from other parts. A node can belong to more then one
group. For example, a crystal belongs to a calorimeter and a tower (Fig. 2).
The elements of the detector correspond to the nodes of the scene graph. Each element of the detector
is defined as a separate node: each crystal, each wire of the drift chambers, etc. is presented in the
scene graph as a shape node. The nodes are joined in groups. Some of these groups are defined
physically, for example, wires of a drift chamber belong to one group. Some of the groups are defined
logically, for example, crystals of the calorimeter that belong to a tower.
Groups in the scene graph are: drift chambers that join the wires, towers that package some crystals
(see above), the calorimeter that join all the crystals, etc. The group nodes are containers that collect
nodes into the detector scene graph. The nodes are named to refer to them elsewhere. That is very
convenient, since the crystals in the detector are named also. Each crystal has a unique number,
which defines its position relative to the other crystals.

5.2 Data Flow

The data acquired from the SND detector by its DAQ system are stored in the tape archives (Fig. 3)
as raw events. At the next stage of processing these data are read and processed by reconstruction

SND

Figure 3: Simplified Data Flow Chart

and event selection programs using the calibration information and then are written back to the tape
archives as reconstructed events. The formats of these files are quite similar with the difference that
reconstructed events carry additional information coming from reconstruction procedure, such as
particles, vertices, and tracks (Fig. 4).

Reconstructed Event Record

Figure 4: Raw/Reconstructed Events
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The typical length of the event record is about 1 Kbyte. Each record has a number of information
banks - one per detector subsystem, plus the reconstruction output mentioned above. The event
converter is written to read experimental data from the archive file to create the Open Inventor
database.

5.3 The Viewer: What can it do?

Figure 5: The 3D Interactive Event Viewer

The visualisation system consists of two windows (Fig. 5). One of them is the examiner viewer.
It allows a user to rotate and zoom the displayed event. Another is a control panel that provides
event control facilities: the user can display additional information about the event and the detector
systems, or save the scene graph in a file. There are two formats for output files supported in current
version: VRML and Open Inventor (binary or ASCII). Various controls in the second window allow
the user to remove or make transparent some displayed parts of the detector or to get additional
information about the event.

6 Current Status

In the current implementation of the viewer the distributed client-server scheme has been chosen
(Fig. 6). This choice has been motivated by the available hardware and software. This approach
allows us to use any X-terminal with or without the GLX extension, because the MESA shared library,
which emulates OpenGL, is installed on the host computer. However, there are drawbacks in this
scheme. One of them is high network traffic, which can rise by up to tens of percent if the MESA
library is used. The viewer has been tested on the SGI Server CHALLENGE-L. As a benchmark the
rotation of the detector depending on the rendered area size and the number of rendered nodes has
been chosen. The results are presented in Table 1. The time is measured with an accuracy of ±la.
The result in the third case is almost the same as in the second case, because the SoLevelOfDetail
node is used.

7 Conclusion

The results of the investigation show that Open Inventor fully matches the task of event visualisation.
However, new nodes aimed at a particular situation (for example, SoNalcrystal shape node, that
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Figure 6: The Distributed Client-Server Scheme

What is Displayed

Drift Chambers and Event
Calorimeter and Event

Calorimeter, Drift Chambers, and Event
Event and Active Elements of the Detector

Rotation Time (s)
Render Area Size

1024x800
6

7
7
4

600x400
5

6
6
3

300x200
2

3
3
1

Table I: Performance of the viewer.

would properly present the shape of calorimeter crystals) are necessary. Creating these new objects
and methods requires tthe extension of Open Inventor by subclassing.
The issue seems to be obvious. The more complex the geometry to be rendered the more powerful
a workstation is needed. However, the performance of the viewer is quite satisfactory, if the visible
part of the scene graph is restricted and a possibility to add invisible parts of the detector and events
is left to the user. It should be carefully analysed in each particular case well before implementing
the Open Inventor based event display.
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The Cleo3D Event Display
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Abstract

A new event display program, C1eo3D, is being written to aid in the development of
hardware and software for CLEO III. Given that the final specifications for CLEO III are not
set, the core of the event display has been designed to be as experiment independent as
possible. The design stresses extensibility plus highly interactive and intuitive user controls.

Keywords: HEPVIS96; Event display; Cleo3D; CLEO.

1 Introduction

The CLEO collaboration is presently designing and building a major upgrade to the experiment,
named CLEO III, which will be completed in 1998. This upgrade requires an updated event
display, since the old event display has proven to be very difficult to extend and maintain and
only provides a very restricted two dimensional view. The new event display is designed to be
user centric and extensible. We are having users test a prototype of the event display, named
Cleo3D [1], which can read present CLEO data.

2 User Centric Design

The idea of user centric design is wonderfully explained in The Design of Everyday Things [2].
The book discusses the psychology behind how people interact with objects which can then be
applied to design objects that are easy to use. In fact, the main premise behind the book is "if you
can't use it, it's poorly designed." The elements which influence a design are the conceptual
model, visibility, feedback, and mapping.

2.1 Conceptual Model

A conceptual model is the user's mental model of the system. A good conceptual model builds
on concepts the user already understands and matches the actual internal model of the system.

2.1.1 Objects in an event

An event display is a natural candidate for object oriented design, therefore we decided to write
Cleo3D using C++. To follow good object oriented design, we needed to find objects which are
appropriate for an event. To that end we chose objects which correspond to things that physicists
already associate with an event. We then grouped those objects into categories based on
similarity of purpose and life expectancy within the program.
We grouped the objects into the following categories: detector components, response,
reconstruction, analysis, Monte Carlo, and user defined. Detector components are the physical
and logical detector parts, for example the drift chamber end-plate (a physical part) or the drift
chamber itself (a logical part). The response category contains all the objects associated with the
response of the detector to the presence of a particle, for example hits in the drift chamber.
Reconstruction objects are the results of pattern recognition applied to the response items e.g.,
tracks. The analysis objects are the objects of primary interest to a physicist. The analysis
category includes particle hypotheses assigned to tracks (e.g. track 4 is a pion) as well as vertex
constraints applied to those particles. The Monte Carlo category contains objects which are
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generated by the simulation software. This category includes "true" particles which passed
through the simulated detector or which decayed in flight. The final category is user defined
objects. These include annotations added by the user such as a figure title.
These categories are not independent of one another. A pion found in an analysis is inferred by
the presence of a track. That track is created by fitting a group of hits. The position of those hits
is determined by the placement of the wires in the drift chamber. A user object may be associated
with any of the previous objects.
To successful display all aspects of an event, the program design must contain objects from each
of these categories and allow for links between objects in different categories.

2.1.2 System conceptual mode!

The system conceptual model is the way the programmer thinks about the organization of the
program. We spent considerable time early in the design phase developing an overall system
model that would keep the implementation as consistent as possible. In addition, the system
model is used to shape the user interface so that the users conceptual model will match the system
model.
Our system model is defined by three concepts: Entity, Model, and View. An Entity is an event
object that lies within the program e.g., a track. A Model is an abstract representation of the
Entities. For example, we have a model which represents a track as a two dimensional curve and
a different model which shows the same track as a name in a list. One Model can support several
representations for an Entity. For example, our two dimensional model will be able to show the
track as a path a particle took through the detector or as a momentum vector whose origin lies at
the distance of closest approach to the origin. A View is an image created by a model. For
example, a two dimensional view could show the track as an x-y projection of the particle's path.
The system model is in the form of a tree structure: the root of the tree is composed of the
Entities; the branches of the tree are the Models where each Model is an independent
representation of the Entities; and the leaves of the tree are the Views where we allow multiple
Views per Model.
Our current implementation of the system conceptual model has the following consequences.
First, since color and visibility are qualities of Entities, then the color and visibility for that Entity
are the same in all Models. For example, if track 1 is green and track 2 is invisible then track 1 is
green in all Models and track 2 is invisible in all Models. Alternatively we could have placed the
visibility and/or color information in the Model. We decided not to do this initially since we want
the user to feel as if each View is showing different aspects of the same Entity and therefore the
properties of that Entity should be consistent across all Views. Another consequence of the
present system model is that since the representation of an Entity is determined by the Model,
then all Views associated with that Model must represent the Entity in the same way. As an
example suppose that in the two 2D model the user changes the track representation from a path
to a momentum vector, then tracks become vectors in all 2D views. If this consequence turns out
to be unacceptable to the user we will allow each View to have its own Model.

2.2 Visibility

Visibility is defined as the ability for users to see how a system works. For good visibility the user
interface should reflect the internal system model so that the user can create the correct conceptual
model. In addition, good visibility allows the user to easily determine all the allowed actions.
As an example of visibility, our system requires that a user pick an Entity (say a track) before she
applies an action (such as changing the track's color). But how should we stop a user from
attempting to do an action if she has not picked anything? In most user interfaces, if an action is
not allowed, the button for that action is disabled. But in our case there are three potential buttons
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Figure 1: Example of which button to disable.

to disable as shown in Figure 1 : the "Command" menu on the main window, the "Set ID Color
..." menu item within the "Command" menu or the "Apply" button on the "Set ID Color"
command window. If we disable the "Command" menu the user will be unable to see what
actions are available if nothing is picked. In addition disabling the "Command" menu would
require that if the "Set ID Color" command window is open, it is the only window that can accept
input/Otherwise the user could unpick all the picked Entities and then try to set the color. If
instead we disable the "Set ID Color..." menu item the user will not be able to know what
parameters are needed to set the color. We believe that the best button to disable is the "Apply"
button on the "Set ID Color" command window. This allows the user to learn about the set ID
color command even without having an Entity picked. Also, by disabling the "Apply" button we
can allow other windows to accept input when the "Set ID Color" command window is open.
Since other windows can get input, the user can leave the command window open even if she is
not using it.

2.3 Feedback

Feedback is defined as the information provided to the user after an action. Good feedback gives
immediate and appropriate response to a user action. In our system, if a user picks an Entity, say
a track, that track will instantly be highlighted in all Views. This allows the user to know that she
has successfully picked the track and reinforces the idea that each View is showing the same
track but using a different representation.

2.4 Mapping

Mapping is defined as the relationship between a control and the action it performs. A good
mapping between a control and its action exploits a natural relationship and fits the way a user
performs a task.
An example of natural mapping can be seen in how we handle panning in the 2D View. We have
given the user four buttons to control panning of the view as show in Figure 2. These buttons are
laid out in a cross and each button has a triangle icon with the point of the triangle pointing away
from the center of the cross. When the user presses a button, the view point is moved in the
direction the button's triangle is pointing. Another possible mapping would be to move the
objects in the view in the direction represented by the buttons. We chose to move the viewpoint
rather than move the objects since in the user's real world experience they walk around the
detector rather than pick the detector up and move it. Usability testing showed that the first time
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Figure 2: Pictures of the two different types of Views: Hierarchy and 2D.

users tried to use the panning controls they often assumed that the controls moved the object, not
the viewpoint. After their initial failed assumption most of the users never made another
"mistake" and none ever made more than one additional "mistake". We have not had a chance to
test the learning rate for having the controls move the object instead of the viewpoint.
Mappings should also be well thought out when designing a new task. For example, in Cleo3D
we plan to visualize the particles that the user has found in his analysis of an event. To allow this,
we will extend the analysis task the user is already applying. First, in the user's analysis code he
must assign particle hypotheses to the tracks and showers in the event and then combine those
particles to form candidate decayed particles. Second, he must save the particle decay chain to a
file using functions supplied by an auxiliary Cleo3D library. Later he can run the event display
and load the decay chain file into Cleo3D. The event display then automatically retrieves the
matching event record, links the user's particle hypotheses to the appropriate tracks or showers
and displays the decay chain. We believe that this is an appropriate mapping to the task since the
only new action the user must perform is to call the functions needed to store the decay chain.

3 Extensible Design Using Spectator

There are two major reasons that we decided that the program needed to be relatively easy to
extend. First, since the CLEO III detector design has not yet been finalized, the program must be
easy to modify. Moreover as CLEO III doesn't exist we need to test the program using CLEO II
and CLEO II.5 data, which requires that the system be able to handle the difference between the
two detector setups at run time. Second, different users need to look at the events in different
ways, therefore we need to be able to add new types of Models as users request new data
representations.

Our solution to the extensibility problem was to create a C++ framework known as Spectator,
which is made up of the C++ objects that form the core functionality of the event display.
Spectator is designed to be as general purpose as possible and is operating system and experiment
independent. In addition, Spectator knows nothing about the exact details of the different models
or of the user interface.
To minimize the cross linkage between the modules that make up the program, we have required
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CLEO libraries;

Figure 3: Layering of modules in Cleo3D

that the modules follow a strict layering structure, illustrated by Figure 3. The bottom most layer
is composed of third party graphics libraries such as OpenGL. Independent of the first layer is
Spectator. The Spectator layer holds event Entities (Components, Response, etc.), all the actions
that can be performed on those Entities, and provides feedback to the Models when Entities
change. The third layer is made up of the Datalnput and Model modules. The Datalnput module
reads experiment dependent event information (detector geometry, hits, etc.) and creates
experiment independent event objects which are stored in Spectator. The Model modules
implement methods to draw the event objects. The topmost layer is the user interface module.
The user interface module provides the user access to the actions within Spectator and the
creation of new model views.

4 Design Prototype

We had two major reasons to create a design prototype of the event display: (1) to see if the
conceptual model we are using will be accepted by the users and (2) to test the visibility,
feedback, and mapping.
As of this writing, the prototype has the following Entities:

• Detector Components
- Composite
- Cylinder
- Polyhedron

• Reconstruction
- Track
- Shower

• Monte Carlo
- Particle

The prototype also has two Models: 2D and hierarchy. The 2D Model shows the Entities as two
dimensional orthographical projects in either the x-y (front), y-z (side), or x-z (top) plane. The
hierarchy Model shows the Entities as a tree structure. In Figure 2, the hierarchy view shows the
Detector Components as coming from a root composite named "CLEOII" which has children
"East EndCap", "West EndCap", and "Barrel". In turn these children have children of their own.
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Currently one can only pick Entities by using the mouse to click on their names in a hierarchy
View. In the final design the user will be able to pick an Entity by clicking on its representation in
any View, e.g., by clicking on its image in a 2D View.
We have just released this prototype to the CLEO collaboration and are reviewing the initial
comments and the notes we took while watching people use the program. We have found three
problems which are causing confusion. First, most users expected a 2D View to be opened when
the program starts. Several users went so far as to load an event file and continually press next
event to see if a window would appear. This expectation stems from their previous use of the old
CLEO event display which only has one graphics window that is opened when the program
starts. In the next release we will open a 2D and a hierarchy view when the program starts. The
second problem occurred when a user tried to do an action (such as set the color) without first
picking an Entity. Once we informed users that they must "pick, then act" they had no more
problems. Therefore we will emphasize this point in the help pages. The third problem occurred
when the user used an action window. Initially the user would change the settings in the action
window (e.g. set the toggles to invisible) and expect the Entities to be changed instantly. We
often had to remind them to press the "Apply" button. We are looking for more obvious methods
for applying actions.

5 Conclusion

We are in the process of designing a new event display for CLEO which incorporates a consistent
conceptual model, utilizes good visibility, feedback, and mapping and can be easily extended. We
are testing the design using a prototype we call Cleo3D.
The project is still in an early stage but the initial release has been well received by the
collaboration. Though we have gotten some feedback via e-mail comments from the users, we
have found that the best method for assessing the usability of the program is to watch a first time
user try to run the program. By asking the new user how she think the program works as she uses
it, we can see how she develops her conceptual model. This also allows us to test what minimal
exterior information is needed so that the user forms the correct conceptual model.
So far we are pleased with the extensibility of the design. We are able to make major changes to a
Model or add a new Model without affecting any of the other modules. In addition, we are able to
add parts to Spectator with only a minimal disturbance to the other modules. As an example, it
only took six hours to add the Monte Carlo Entities into the program and have them displayed in
the Views. For information on the status of the project and plans for future features please look at
our web site [1].
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Event Display in ATLAS *
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Abstract

The current status of the ATLAS event Display development is described. Emphasis is put
on the development of the new software based on an Object Oriented paradigm and written
mainly in the C++ language.

Keywords: ATLAS, graphics, virtual reality

1 Status

This report describes the status of the new event display development in the ATLAS collaboration.
It does not cover the implementation of the graphics in the current software (Slug[l], Dice[2],
Atrecon[3]) which is based on ATLAS-extended Fortran 77 and Geant 3 graphics. While the current
implementation is still used it is considered not suitable for the future.
The new ATLAS software is based on the Object Oriented paradigm and uses C++ as the main
implementation language. Most work is going on in the ATLAS-MOOSE (RD41) project[4]. The
graphical part of this software is based on the OpenGL and VRML packages and is supposed to use
Open Inventor in the near future. The development of the graphics side of the new ATLAS software
is coordinated by the ATLAS Graphics group[5], which has been established in the summer of 1996.
This group has produced the first (working) version of the User Requirements Document[6] and is
working on the top-level design of the event display package.

2 User Requirements

The working version of the User Requirements Document[6] has been produced by the ATLAS
Graphics group. It emphases the modularity and extensionability of the graphics software, which
will have to satisfy a broad range of users for a long time. It is worth bearing in mind that the ATLAS
reconstruction software as well as other used packages will change substantially during the period of
the graphics software existence. Naturally, all Requirements defined in the connected higher-level
URDs should be fulfiled.
The draft of the URD document is divided into three main sections:

• Functional Requirements: Each object from the reconstruction software domain should
be represented by its graphical partner which should be able to be displayed in various
ways through graphical views. It should be possible to perform various operations on the
graphical objects (in views). These operations can be purely graphical, but can also access
properties of the real objects and change them. The event display should be interfaced to
the reconstruction program and to the data database. It should be possible to access, search
and change the database from within the event display. The event display should be widely
customisable.

• Operational Requirements: The event display should run within the whole
reconstruction and simulation package. It should be easy to add new graphical objects and
views. Multi-user access with priorities should be available.

• System Requirements: The event display should be capable of running over the network
on all used hardware platforms and Operating Systems. No special graphics hardware
should be required, but if it is available, event display should profit from it. It should be
possible to use event display in the on-line environment.

' http://www-hep.fzu.cz/ hrivnac/VRML/talks/HEPVis.96/
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3 Main Principles

The main principles for the development of the ATLAS graphics system inherit from the top-level
ATLAS software development principles. Among them, the most important are:

• Using de-jure or de-facto standards (industry-wide or HEP-wide) if they exist.
• Using existing packages, if they exist.

Other principles clearly follow from these two:
• Using Object Oriented paradigm with C++ as the main implementation language.
• Using OpenGL and Openlnventor as the main visualisation libraries.

4 Existing Prototypes

There are already several running prototypes which may serve as a "proof of the concept" of the
afore-mentioned methods. They have been mainly developed in the ATLAS-MOOSE collaboration.

4.1 ATLAS Muon System

The ATLAS Muon System[7] is very simple application, which creates static VRML representation
of the muon chambers. This 3D representation is created from the muon chamber database. The
whole system enables the study (along with the muon system itself) of the usefulness of the VRML
representation of the graphical objects.
See Figure 1.

Figure 1: ATLAS Muon Chambers

4.2 Virtual ATLAS

Virtual ATLAS[8] is a standalone application (class library) which enables users to easily create
VRML representation of any 3D object. Its first implementation has been based on the Eiffel Moose
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prototype (MPATREC [9]). The current implementation is completely in C++ and is uses the main
design principles of the ATLAS event display. See Figure 2.

Figure 2: Virtual ATLAS

4.3 ARVE

ARVE[10] (ATLAS Reconstruction and Visualisation Environment) is currently the central project
for the future ATLAS reconstruction software. It's written completely in C++ and as Geant 4[11]
package is not yet available ARVE is based on the Gismo framework[12].
Current implementation of the ARVE runs both on the PC (Windows'95) and HP (Unix) platform.
It contains simple event display and GUI, which is now implemented for ATLAS muon chambers.
ARVE event display is capable of serving 2D and simple 3D view of the detector and simulated
particles and their interactions with the medium. It is also able to create VRML representation of
the graphical scene. See Figure 3.

5 Current Design

The event display design is currently divided into several subdomains:
• Control Structure deals with the system, how graphical objects and views work together

and how they interact with the rest of the program.
• Scenes are various implementations of the graphical views (basic 2D, VRML 1.0 and 2.0,

special projections,...).
• Graphical Objects will be mostly designed by the authors of the corresponding real

objects.
• Collaboration with other domains (top-level control structure, database, GUI,...).
• Interface to the current software should be available because current software will be

still used for several years.
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: ATLAS Reconstruction and Visualisation Environment
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Event Display for the CMS Experiment
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Abstract

The ability to visualise the CMS detector and its response to physics events is of great impor-
tance, in the design, construction, and data analysis phases of the experiment. We discuss the
visualisation requirements for the LHC environment and describe the current and future CMS
visualisation software, emphasising the difficulties faced compared to the LEP era.

Keywords: CMS; LHC; visualisation; event display.

1 Introduction

Event visualisation programs fulfil many needs. They are used for debugging and optimising the
detector design and the reconstruction algorithms, such as pattern recognition in the central tracker,
shower reconstruction in the calorimeters, and muon fitting in the outer detectors. During the com-
missioning phase of the detector, they are invaluable for understanding and debugging the detector
response and, in this role they must be sufficiently flexible to cope rapidly with unforeseen needs.
As more data are collected the display programs are used to study samples of rare events to check for
pathological effects. Throughout the lifetime of the experiment, such programs are used to produce
publicity pictures for communicating complicated physics concepts to other physicists and, very
importantly, to the general public.

2 Constraints on the Software Design

The LHC collaborations each consist of several thousand scientists around the world, working on a
multitude of hardware platforms. Display programs should therefore run efficiently on networked
platforms of different types to permit widespread use. Multi-platform capabilities also reduce potential
damage caused by the failure of a commercial vendor. Neither expensive software nor dedicated
hardware should be required to run the event display program. It is, however, desirable to have
a design which is able to take advantage of the enhanced capabilities of more powerful graphics
stations while still performing acceptably on more modest machines.
The software of an LHC experiment is expected to consist of ~ 106 lines of code, which will be
developed and used over a period of several decades. The design and maintenance of this software
poses major problems for the LHC collaborations. All code should conform to well-defined software
standards and be highly modular to make development, verification, use, and maintenance as easy
as possible. The use of commodity software components should be encouraged wherever they fulfil
the requirements; development of code by physicists should preferably be restricted to tasks specific
to high energy physics.
The documentation of the code is of paramount importance, both for the developer and for the user,
and should be an integrated part of the software engineering design and implementation strategy.
To enhance usability and minimise the learning time, the program should be intuitive to use and
controlled via a user-friendly interface with a style similar to other applications with which users
are familiar.

3 Visualisation in the LHC Environment

The LHC environment is considerably more demanding than that of High Energy Physics experiments
today. The number of readout channels will increase by typically one or two orders to ~ 107. The
event data will also be considerably more complicated. Each beam crossing will contain typically 20
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minimum bias events, in addition to the event of potential interest, such that each crossing contains
many hundreds of charged tracks. The beam crossing time of 25 ns is so short that signals from
several crossings are present in the detector and the readout chain at any particular moment. To
compound these difficulties, the events of interest are extremely rare. For example, prior to any
trigger or offline selection, only one event in ~ 1012 is expected to contain an observable Higgs
boson decay.
We advocate three strategies for producing meaningful displays from the huge amount of data available
to the visualisation program:

• flexible choice of the information to display and the way in which it is displayed;
• creative use of transformations of coordinate systems and other quantities;
• close interaction with the data and the reconstruction code.

We discuss each of these in the following subsections.

3.1 Flexible control of the display of information

The event visualisation program should be able to display any combination of detector elements and
event objects which are available in the data store. The event data should include raw information
such as hits and energy deposits, reconstructed objects such as tracks and jets, and information from
the slow control system, such as dead or noisy detector elements. For Monte-Carlo events, both the
true and the reconstructed quantities should be available.
The engineers designing the detector need to see details of the mechanical construction, the readout
cables, cooling system, etc. whereas the physicist would prefer to display highly simplified, yet
accurate, representations of the detector components in order to place the event data into context.
The display program must therefore permit sophisticated filtering of information thereby enabling
arbitrary sets of elements to be displayed.
There are many different ways of displaying the same quantity. For example, calorimeter energies
may usefully be displayed as: uniformly sized markers, colour-coded according energy; as volumes
representing the detector element hit, perhaps scaled or coloured according to energy; or as histogram
bars located at the point of deposition. In addition, one might consider either linear or logarithmic
scaling with energy, depending on the dynamic range and the energy of interest. Deposits belonging
to the same jet may also need to be identified, for example by using a single colour for all energy
deposits. For 2D projections, one may either superimpose the 2D projections of all 3D deposits
or integrate the energy over the third dimension and display the resulting sums. The event display
program should be sufficiently flexible to support multiple visual representations of the same quantity,
depending on the specific needs of the user.

3.2 Creative use of transformations

The single most important view is the 3D cartesian representation of the detector and event data,
with arbitrary magnification, translation, rotation, clipping, and visibility. The view is projected
into 2D although the future implementation of true 3D, for example using stereo views, should be
considered. Visualisation does not, however, consist merely of 3D cartesian views. Physics data are
intrinsically multi-dimensional and transformed and projected views of data play a crucial role in
our ability to assimilate the important features of events [1,2]. For example, hits on high momentum
tracks are separated in x, y, z but are tightly clustered in the <j> versus 9 view, while jet structures
are clearly seen in a lego plot of energy as a function of <j> and pseudo-rapidity. The physicist may
imagine many useful Euclidean, Lorentz, etc. transformations and a display program should be
prepared to support the resulting views. The LHC beam crossing time of 25 ns renders inter- and
intra-event times crucial for triggering and reconstruction. This adds a "fourth dimension" which
needs to be considered in the context of event visualisation.
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3.3 Interaction with the data and the reconstruction code

The event display program should be more than just a viewing program. Much of its value comes
from the ability to interact with the data displayed on the screen with more global functionality than
merely local manipulation of the graphical image [3]. The program should serve as an interface to the
data and reconstruction code and support such actions as: application of selection cuts (e.g. energy,
pT , event timing, trigger, etc.); plotting (e.g. hit residuals with respect to a fitted track, lego plots,
etc.); re-reconstruction (e.g. track fitting, jet finding, etc.); kinematic analysis (e.g. invariant masses,
Lorentz transformations, etc.); statistical analysis (e.g. fitting, hypothesis testing, etc.); database
interrogation (e.g. trigger conditions, HV status, dead/noisy regions, etc.). Where appropriate, the •
results of any such action should cause an automatic and consistent update of all displayed views.
The interfaces between the various software modules should support sophisticated bi-directional
interactivity between the graphics and the data and the rapid implementation of new tasks, perhaps
even at run-time.

4 The CMS Event Visualisation Program

Figure 1 shows schematically the logical relationship of the event display program with the other
components of the current CMS offline software. The dashed arrows indicate the interactive com-
mands issued from the screen which (from left' to right) control the local interactivity such as image
manipulation, global interactivity with the reconstruction algorithms, and the physics analysis.
The CMS software is based on F77 and ANSI C with rigorous maintenance of software coding
standards [4]. GEANT is used to describe the detector geometry and to simulate particle inter-
actions in the detector. The event data are stored in ZEBRA structures. The event visualisation
module, known as CMSCAN, uses the ISO/ANSI PHIGS [5] graphics standard, which supports
3D hierarchical graphics structures of polymarkers, polylines, surfaces, and volumes with various
lighting models. CERN has a member state-wide licence for GPHIGS™ [6] on HP™, SunOS™,
Sun Solaris™, IBM AIX™, SGI IRIX™, and DEC Alpha™. Moreover, many vendors supply
their native implementations of PHIGS. The CMSCAN user interface is based on XI1™ and
Motif 1.2™ [7], which is generally available under Unix. CMSCAN is designed to run even on X
terminals and low-end workstations.
Figure 2 shows the CMSCAN user interface. Context-dependent online help is provided while full

Fortran 77,
ZEBRA

PAW, etc.

Calibration
constants

Pythia,
etc. [ pp collision ]

Figure 1: Schematic flow of data between the main software tasks required for physics analysis at CMS.
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Figure 2: The CMSCAN X11 ™/Motif™ user interface showing the PHIGS window (left), the output text win-
dow (upper right), and the main Motif control panel (lower right).

documentation on WWW is also available with automatic access from within CMSCAN. The Trig
button clears the existing event, causes a new event to be simulated or read in, and then updates the
graphics structures accordingly. The Motion button invokes the motion widget which performs 3D
rotations, zooms, translations, and slices. The SavePS button enables the image to be saved to a
Postscript™ file. GPHIGS™ has a PS™ driver for all supported machines, while for HP™ native
PHIGS a CGM [8] to PS™ converter is used [9]. The Text widget button invokes a text annotation
widget which enables images to be annotated. Picking of arbitrary graphics objects from the screen
using the mouse is implemented at the level of the graphics structures but as yet has no interface to
the original data.
All displayable objects are stored in a tree structure, known as a frame. A frame contains four sub-
levels: detector, event, labels, and plots, which in turn contain subdetector objects, event data and so
on. Each frame is stored in a C structure which contains a description of the tree, the view parameters,
the attributes of the objects, and pointers to the functions which generate the objects. This design
enables frames to be cloned such that each can be independently displayed and manipulated on a
single screen, as shown in figure 2. The visibility of all elements in a frame tree is under the control
of the physicist, who may toggle on and off either the whole frame, a sub-tree, or individual objects.
The prototype event visualisation program, CMSCAN, is compatible with the current (traditional-
style) CMS software and is portable, maintainable, reliable, and affordable. It will necessarily evolve
in time to exploit advances in software and hardware technologies.

5 Future Outlook

The CMS strategy, which is typical of the LHC collaborations, is to migrate to an Object Oriented
paradigm [10] for the complete offline software by the end of the century. Figure 3 shows schemati-
cally the modules required for the offline physics analysis environment, together with the estimated
contributions to each module from the experiment, the HEP community, and commercial vendors.
At the core is a persistent object data base storage system [11] which contains event and slow con-
trol data, parameters describing the detector, results from test beam studies, and so on. The physics
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Figure 3: Software modules for the CMS experiment in an Object Oriented paradigm. The shading indicates

approximately the relative quantities of experiment-specific, HEP-wide, and commercial software.

generator, simulation, reconstruction, analysis, and calibration software will be written in C++ for
the foreseeable future. It is largely specific to CMS but will rely heavily on HEP-wide software such
as GEANT4 [12] and the LHC++ HEP library [13]. The software engineering, information system,
and data presentation software is expected to come predominantly from commercial companies.
A detailed strategy for the event visualisation software is difficult to define since commercial appli-
cations are developing very rapidly. The current aim is to use commercial software for rendering,
development of the graphical user interface [14], and for the underlying graphics library functions.
For the latter, we assume that the obselete GKS and PHIGS standards will be replaced by more
modern products [15] such as Open GL™, Open Inventor™, or VRML™. The display and inter-
activity pertaining to the detector is likely to rely on the GEANT4 graphics software [16] while that
pertaining to event data will necessarily be developed within the collaboration.
Looking even further ahead one might envisage a unified physics analysis environment [ 17] in which
the event visualisation is homogeneously integrated with modules for statistical, numerical, symbolic,
and user analysis. These may make use of new programming paradigms, such as a browser interface
based on Java [15], but given the speed of commercial software developments in recent years the
future is hard to predict.

6 Conclusions

Event visualisation programs fulfil an invaluable role in the design and debugging of the detector,
readout, and software, in the evaluation of event reconstruction algorithms, and in producing un-
derstandable images for communicating complex physics concepts to the physics community and
the general public.
The environment of the LHC imposes new demands on event visualisation. The events and detectors
are considerably more complex than current high energy physics experiments, the signal events are
extremely rare and the backgrounds are immense. The short beam-crossing time causes event pileup
which adds a new time dimension to the three spatial dimensions.
To enable physicists to make sense of the LHC environment, the event visualisation programs need
to support arbitrary choices of visibility and imaginative new transformations of the data and the
ways in which they are displayed. The event visualisation programs need flexible and well-designed
interfaces with the reconstruction code and data structures. These aims will be more easily achieved
after the imminent transition to a software-engineered OO paradigm, which uses commodity software
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components wherever possible. This strategy should enable physicists to concentrate on their field
of expertise - namely physics.
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Abstract
A method to visually detect tracks from hits in high density events based on
compressing and skewing of a p/(|) presentation is described.

Keywords: Visualisation, Event Display, High Energy Interactions, Skewplot

1 Introduction

The LHC experiments will have to deal with very many outgoing particles per beam crossing.
They stem from many simultaneous proton-proton interactions. This leads to an extremely high
density of recorded hits in the inner tracking chambers.

From these hits tracks are reconstructed by a pattern recognition program. When using Monte
Carlo data the track finding performance can be optimized by comparing the reconstructed
tracks to the Monte Carlo input. However, in order to check the pattern recognition software and
to understand its limits, visual inspection has proven to be an indispensable complementary tool.
It is the only feasable one when dealing with real data.

For visual inspection it is necessary to recognize the relevant track pattern from the recorded data
only. However, this is very difficult for high track densities and becomes even more difficult as
in most of the new detectors hits are effectively recorded in two dimensions (u,v) only. The third
dimension (w) is defined only very roughly, e.g. by the length of the subdetector or the length of
the recording wire, so that it can only be used to divide the total data into different sets to be
analysed separately. In this way the apparent hit density can be reduced.

Visual pattern recognition is simplified by the fact that only particles originating from the small
central interaction region and leaving the inner detectors are of interest. The cylindrical inner
detectors lie in a homogeneous field parallel to the cylinder axis (z). This means that only low
curvature tracks passing through the center need to be recognized.

In the case of three dimensional hits, the V-Plot representation [1] allows us to identify such tracks.
However, this technique cannot be applied to two-dimensional hits. Therefore it is of special
interest to find methods to recognize tracks of particles of sufficiently high momentum through
visualisation of two-dimensional hits. In the following, we propose a solution to this problem.

2 Method

The problem was studied by simulating the high track density by superimposing many real
events of the ALEPH TPC to form one data set. The reduction to two dimensions was realized by
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ignoring the z-coordinate of the hits. Similar to the inner detectors of the LHC experiments,
ATLAS and CMS, the ALEPH TPC lies in a homogeneous solenoidal magnetic field in the z
direction, so that particles run along helices, which reduce to circles, if the z-coordinate is
ignored.

3 <|> expansion and p compression

In order to resolve close radial tracks from each other, their representation needs to be expanded
perpendicular to the track direction i.e. in <(>. This means that, depending on the track density,
only a sufficiently small azimuthal segment can be visualized on a normal display or picture at a
given moment.
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Figure 1 : a,d: section of a Y/X projection. b,e: section of <{>/p corresponding to the 30° angular
section drawn in a. c,f: the same angular section as in b,e compressed. a,b,c: 6000 hits from real
ALEPH events, which gives about 500 hits in the 30° section. d,e,f: 6 numbered selected tracks
from the sample above.

An azimuthal segment of 30° is shown in a Y versus X projection (Y/X) in figure la. The same
hits are shown in figure lb in a <]> versus p projection (<(>/ p), which roughly preserves the spacing
of the hits as compared to Y/X. As was shown in ref. [1], circle segments through the origin in
Y/X are transformed into straight lines in <j>/p with a gradient proportional to their curvature, i.e.
inversely proportional to the transverse momentum pt of the particle. When compressing the
picture in the p direction (see figure lc) some few tracks become visible. These are tracks with
a small gradient produced by high pt particles. Tracks of low pt particles remain unnoticed.
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In order to understand better how 0 expansion and p compression acts on tracks of low pt

particles a set of few tracks which are contained in the set of many tracks, were selected and
displayed in figures ld,e,f in identical representations. It is seen that for these tracks the <j)
expansion yields straight lines with a fairly large angle to the horizontal axis. Therefore the
improvement in visibility by the p compression is not as striking as for high p t tracks and even
deteriorates visibility for some tracks (compare figure le and If).

In these cases one has to compress in other directions than the horizontal (i.e. p ) direction, which
corresponds to a "compression angle" 0. Then they can be examined by changing slowly the
compression angle through animation or by displaying the data in several slots side by side with
different compression angles. Each of the slots is sensitive to the charge of the particle and a
momentum range around a given transverse momentum value p t . Such a set of slots will be
called "Skewplot" in the following. Figure 2 shows such a Skewplot for the data of figure 1,
where the relevant pt range is indicated by the value given at the bottom of each slot.

Figure 2: Skewplots containing 11 slots covering the same angular region as in fig. 1 c,f. The slots
in the center are identical to figure 1c,f, respectively, the other slots are sensitive to different
momentum ranges around the value (in GeV/c) given below each slot. The upper skewplot contains
approx. 500 hits per slot, the lower skewplot contains the same selected tracks with identical track
numbers as figs. 1d,e,f.

A compression for a given angle is obtained by compressing the horizontal variable p and
choosing as vertical variable V the following expression:

V = $ - asin { p / (2cpt) } + asin { p , / (2c/?,) } (1)
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where pt, which varies over the slots, and p j , which is the same for all slots, are predefined
parameters. When choosing V in this way, a circle corresponding to a particle with
transverse momentum pt leaving the center in the direction <j>o, described in polar

coordinates by: p = 2c/?, • sin (<f> — <{>0) (2)

transforms into a horizontal, straight line at the vertical position:

V= «>, = a s i n { p , / ( 2 c p , ) } +<|>0 (3)

When varying the parameter pt, the approximately linear track pictures therefore rotate around

the point <|>i, p1? where <|>i is given by equation 3. For pt = °° one gets back the normal <))/ p

projection.

For horizontal lines the mean hit distance is much more reduced by a p compression, than for
inclined lines representing tracks of opposite charge or sufficiently different pt. Hence tracks
with a transverse momentum close to the pt value of the slot are resolved easily from the
background by the human visual system, which connects close hits to tracks. Accordingly, in
different slots of the Skewplot, which are characterized by different pt values, different sets of
tracks become visible.

The power of the method is revealed by comparing figures 2a,b,c to figures 2d,e,f, which shows
that all selected tracks can be identified even if very many other tracks are superimposed.

When approximating asin { p / (2cpt) } by p / (2cp ) , which gives a linear skew, the

visible track images in the low pt slots get slightly curved.

With higher hit density the (|) expansion must be increased, which in turn reduces the pt range of
tracks becoming visible in a single slot, so that for the same total pt range the number of slots in
the Skewplot must be increased accordingly, and vice versa.

4 Application to the Y/X projection

If the track density is sufficiently low a radial compression applied to the Y/X projection yields
a picture where high momentum tracks can be identified, see figure 3a,b. A skew in phi may also
be applied here to recognize tracks of the same charge around a given pt value (see figure 3c).
The picture was obtained in the following way:

p = *]{X +r) , $ = asin (Y/X) ,

p1 = k • p + (1 - k) • p m a x with k < 1 (4)

0' = (|)-asin {p/(2cpt) } + asin { p t / (2cpt) } (5)

where pm a x is the maximum value of p.

With
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X = p1 • cosf and F= p1 • sin<))'

one can generate the pictures in figure 3b for p( = <» and in figure 3c for p( = \GeV.

d)

Figure 3: a,b,c: 6000 hits from several superimposed real ALEPH qq events, i.e. about 1500 hits
per quadrant, a: quadrant of a Y/X projection, b: the same quadrant of Y/X compressed in radial
direction, c: the same quadrant of Y/X compressed in a direction sensitive to 1 GeV/c. d,e,f: 6
numbered selected tracks from the sample above in the same representations as in a,b,c.

The figures 3d,e,f show the same representations for the six selected tracks. Track 5 can be
identified in figure 3b and the tracks 1,2,3 in figure 3c, even in the crowded environment, but not
as well as in the Skew-Plot of figure 2, as the apparent ((> expansion is reduced by a factor of two
in figure 3 compared to figure 2.

For these radial compressions, animation will be the best tool to vary continuously the sensitive
pt range, as it will be difficult to represent pictures of all required pt ranges side by side.

5 Track finding algorithm

The method used for the Skewplot is also suited for use in track finding programs. By adjusting
the <|> expansion and number of slots, so that each track gets sufficiently horizontal in one slot and
by histogramming the different slots, tracks should be detectable as narrow peaks in the
histograms. If this track finding method is used, the Skewplot is a natural way to visualize and
check the algorithm.
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6 Conclusion

The task to visually identify tracks from high density, two-dimensional hits can be achieved for
a given momentum range by appropriate skews of ((>/ p followed by an appropriate <|> expansion
and p compression. The transverse momentum range may be changed by animation or by
displaying pictures sensitive to different transverse momentum ranges side by side (Skewplot).
This representation is especially suited for analysis but not for presentation to non-experts.

If the track density is not too high, a similar method can be applied to the Y/X projection yielding
a picture where again tracks in a given range of transverse momentum can be recognized.
Representations of this kind may be shown to non-experts and may be a basis for further
developments.
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Visualization in GEANT4

John Allison University of Manchester, UK
Abstract

The Visualization System of GEANT4 is an interface between the simulation kernel and the
graphics system. In itself it defines only the functionality required by the kernel and the GEANT4
user. It contains an abstract interface to which an installer may fit his or her favourite graphics
system; concrete interfaces to some graphics systems come ready-to-use with the GEANT4
toolkit. Commands to the graphics system(s) are channelled through or initiated by the Visual-
ization Manager. There exist basic facilities for debugging, development and publicity which
hopefully can evolve as effort accumulates and graphics systems become more powerful. This
document describes those facilities and is intended to act as a GEANT4 Visualization Primer.

Keywords: GEANT4, Detector Simulation, Scientific Visualization

1 introduction

Visualization is an essential part of a detector simulation program. In order to gain confidence in the
geometrical model, it is essential to produce graphical representations of the geometrical hierarchy
and to draw views and sections of the detector. To gain confidence in the physics processes that
are being simulated, it is essential to superimpose the "steps" and the "hits" which occur in the
simulation. The Visualization System also helps to evolve detector design. Not least, visualization
is a communication and publicity tool.
Past versions of GEANT, notably GEANT3, currently existing in version 3.21 (which will probably
be the last), offered facilities for the user to check his or her work by drawing individual detector
components, sub-detector assemblies and whole detectors. It was possible to eliminate hidden lines
and shade surfaces, but the predominant style was wireframe and sections (cuts). For example, it was
common to superimpose projections of steps on a previously drawn section, as a way of confirming
the correct behaviour of the program and appreciating the processes which were going on.
The above basic facilities are also provided in GEANT4. In addition, more sophisticated facilities are
provided, for example, interactive cutaways, which rely on the greater computer system performance
available today. We hope the Visualization Interface is flexible enough to accomodate new facilities
and new graphics systems as they become available.
In designing the Visualization System, our guide has been the original User Requirements Docu-
ment; the next section outlines the visualization items and describes how well we have satisfied, or
surpassed, them. Subsequent sections outline the design of the Visualization System and the way
of communicating with it to obtain drawings on the computer screen or on hard copy. Details are
left to the appendices.

2 User Requirements

The specific user requirements for visualization as set out in the requirements document are (to
quote):

UR 6-1. The detector setup can be visualized in its entirety or in subsections or by individual
component.

UR 6-2. The individual geometrical entities representing a detector can be visualized and
their parameters displayed.

UR 6-3. Particle trajectories can be visualized and each step of the particle tracking can be
visualized.

UR 6-4. The detector response in sensitive elements of the detector can be visualized.
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UR 6-5. The visualization system is capable of navigating the genealogy relationships of
information in an event, e.g., highlighting all hits from a given track, all tracks from
a given parent track, etc.

UR 6-6. The visualization is capable of showing the geometry structure, i.e., the genealogy
relationships of the geometry.

UR 6-7. There is a built-in visualizer of reasonable sophistication. However, the toolkit can
provide a straightforward way of connecting to other visualization systems so that
the provider can build a visualizer of his/her choice into the framework. Some
specific interfaces are provided.

To these, the visualization working group has added:
1. Unless the user decides otherwise (for example, for performance reasons) the drawings are

faithful graphics representation, i.e., there are no unnecessary approximations (e.g.,
polygons for circles) worse than the device resolution.

2. The user can view several different scenes simultaneously and a given scene from several
viewpoints.

3. The Visualization Interface can support more than one graphics system concurrently.
4. 'Transient' objects such as steps and tracks can be drawn on an existing view of

"permanent" objects (such as detectors) in a transient way (drawn and erased) or
accumulated.

5. Remote graphics can be supported, i.e., the graphics Tenderer can be spawned and run on a
computer different to the one running the GEANT4 kernel.

6. Graphics actions (e.g., mouse movement to produce camera movements) should be
possible in parallel with other GEANT4 actions or commands.

7. The user can draw sections or cutaways of the detector.
For the alpha release, not all the above requirements will be implemented. There will no "picking" or
anything which requires feedback from the graphics system to the GEANT4 Visualization Manager
or kernel. On the other hand, the alpha release will offer multiple view manipulation, putting it
ahead of GEANT3 in that respect.
We have a basic framework which supports several graphics systems. They are:

• The Fukui Renderer (DAWN) [1], for high quality graphics and hardcopy (PostScript).
• OPACS [2], an X-Windows-based system in the public domain.
• OpenGL.
• Open Inventor.

The last two require commercial licences, for which CERN has a special deal [3]. Ray tracing, using
GEANT4's own tracking algorithms, will be added later.

3 Philosophy of User Interaction

GEANT4 is a "toolkit". The user or installer at each site decides which features he requires, and
compiles them with the kernel. In particular, he decides which graphics systems to use. Then the
user compiles his geometry and user action functions and links to make a GEANT4 executable.
For a particular GEANT4 executable, through the general GEANT4 User Interface (G4UI), which
may be command-line-based or graphical, the user issues commands (Appendix A). For example,
he may draw a detector component. He may also issue commands directly from C++ code, for
example, from a user action function to draw steps and hits (Appendix B).

4 Features of GEANT4 Visualization

In GEANT4 Visualization, there are some particular possibilities, features or concepts which the
user needs to appreciate.
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4.1 Active View

The user may open several views of several scenes with several graphics systems. Thus he might
have more than one windows open. So the Visualization Manager needs to have the concept of the
"active view", i.e., the one that the drawing commands will affect.

4.2 Scene and Scene Data

A "scene" is defined by a set of long-life GEANT4 objects which the user wishes to view. Together
with their associated characteristics, they comprise the "scene data". The GEANT4 objects which
qualify are: physical volumes, trajectories (if they are stored), hits and digitisations, i.e., anything
that is guaranteed to be available in memory at the end of simulating an event (that is what is meant
by "long-life"). Steps and non-stored trajectories , so-called transient objects, are not part of the
scene, but can be superimposed on individual views of it (Section 4.5).
Each scene is represented by a C++ object derived from G4VScene. Each such C++ object keeps
its own scene data encapsulated in a G4SceneData object.

4.3 View and View Parameters

A "view" is a particular graphical rendering of a scene. Normally this is a window on the computer
screen, but it may be a piece of paper (hardcopy). The view is defined by the scene and additional
"view parameters", such as viewpoint direction and lighting. The view parameters also include
drawing style, for example, wireframe or solid, but this may be overrriden for individual GEANT4
scene objects.
Each view is represented by a C++ object derived from G4VView. Each such C++ object keeps its
own view parameters encapsulated in a G4ViewParameters object.

4.4 Current Scene Data/View Parameters

The Visualization Manager keeps a memory of the scene data and view parameters — the so-called
"current scene data" and "current view parameters" — which usually correspond to those of the
active view.
However, the user can create a new view, or select a different existing view. The memory in the
Visualization Manager means that if he now issues a draw command, the picture in the new window
will be a view of the same scene with the same view parameters, rendered by the same or different
graphics system. (Transient objects, such as steps, are not memorised in the scene data, so are
excluded from this procedure.)
The user may also request the current scene data and view parameters to be "updated" to those of
the active view. A subsequent change of view, followed by a draw, will therefore copy the view.
In these ways, a user can have several views of the same or different scenes and copy them (except
transient objects) from view to view, and graphics system to graphics system. In particular, he may
experiment to find a suitable view using wireframe for speed, then copy, change drawing style to
solid, to get a different view, or copy to the high quality Tenderer.

4.5 Transient Objects

"Transient" objects are those which exist temporarily during event simulation, such as G4Step
objects, which the user might wish to visualize. He can superimpose them on the active view by
writing C++ code in the appropriate user action routine. An example is given in Appendix B. He
cannot copy them from view to view. They might or might not disappear if he attempts, for example,
to change the viewpoint direction, depending on whether the graphics system keeps its own memory
of drawn objects, for example, in a display list; that is, the behaviour is graphics-system dependent.
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5 Conclusion

Some basic visualization facilities are available in the alpha release of GEANT4. Details are given
in the Appendices. Try them, enjoy them or be frustrated by them — either way, let us know what
you think.

A Commands Available through the GEANT4 User Interface

This is a transcript of a terminal session:
G4vis> Is
Command directory path : / v i s /
Command / v i s /
Guidance :
Visualization

Sub-directories :
/ v i s / s e t / Set 01 parameters
/vis/show/ Show UI parameters

Commands :
draw * Draws scene data
reset_view *
pan * Takes 2 parameters: right, up
dolly * Takes 1 parameter: move in
zoom * Takes 1 parameter: zoom factor
draw_spiral *
draw_spirals • Takes 1 parameter: no. of random spirals
spin * Takes 2 parameters: frames, degrees per frame
trig * Specify id, p, x, y, z, dx, dy, dz

G4vis> cd set
G4vis> Is
Command directory path : /vis/set/
Command /vis/set/
Guidance :
Set DI parameters
Sub-directories :
Commands :

verbose * Takes 1 parameter: level [0-10]
graphics.system *
physical.volume *
drawing.style •

rep_style *
projection.style *
transients * Allows drawing of steps, etc., daring tracking.
no_transients • Disables drawing of steps, etc., during tracking.
viewpoint * Takes 2 parameters: theta, phi (in degrees)
view •

B User Action Functions

An example from G4UserSteppingAction. cc:
G4Polyline pi;

G4VisAttributes va(G4Colour(colR,colG,colB));
pi.SetVisAttributes(ftva);
pi . append(fpSteppingManager->get_fpStep()->getPrePosition());
pl.append(fpSteppingManager->get_fpStep()->getPostPosition());
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if(fpVVisManager) fpVVisManager->Draw(pl);

C The C++ Abstract Interface of the Visualization Manager

G4VisManager is actually derived from G4VVisManager, and it is the latter that defines what is
available to the user in user action routines.
class G4VVisManager {
public:

static G4VVisManager* GetConcretelnstance ();
// Action routines!
virtual void Draw () = 0; // Draw current scene in current view.
virtual void Draw (const G4Polyline&) = 0; // Draw "transient" primitives.

virtual void Draw (const G4Polyhedronfe) = 0;
virtual void Draw (const G4KURBS&) = 0;
// Timing messages.
virtual void EventBegins () = 0; // All stacks are clear, event processing

// is about to start.
virtual void EventEnded (G4Event * pEvent) = 0 ; // Event processing has

// ended, all event-persistent data is available.

D The C++ Abstract Interface of the Scene

G4VScene is itself derived from G4VGraphicsScene, and it is the latter that defines what is available
to the user in user action routines.
c lass G4VGraphicsScene {
public:

/ / Functions for adding raw GEANT4 objects , i f the graphics system can
/ / can understand them (optional on the part of the graphics system).
virtual void AddThis (const G4Boxft box) = 0;
v irtual void AddThis (const G4Consfc cons) = 0;
v irtual void AddThis (const G4Tubsft tubs) = 0;
v irtual void AddThis (const G4Trd& trd) = 0;
v irtual void AddThis (const G4Trapfc trap) = 0;
/ / For so l ids not above. . .
v irtual void AddThis (const G4VSolid& sol id) = 0;
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WIRED - World-Wide Web Interactive Remote Event Display
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Abstract
WIRED, WWW Interactive Remote Event Display is a framework, written in the Java
language, for building HEP event displays which can be used interactively across the
Internet using World-Wide Web. An event display written using the WIRED
framework enables users of a HEP collaboration to explore, scan and research events in
remote places using ordinary WWW browsers. The DELPHI experiment is the first to
try and use a WIRED prototype.

The recent introduction of the Java language enables the transfer of code across the
Internet to be executed in a WWW browser. It enables us to create a remote event
display in WWW. The Java and WWW technology offer a world wide availability of
such an event display, an always up-to-date (executable) code, a platform independent
implementation and easy use and installation

Keywords: WIRED, Event Visualization, Java, World-Wide Web

1 Purpose

The WIRED project[l] proposes an interactive remote event display, currently with limited
functionality, for spreading information rapidly within a large High Energy Physics
collaboration. It explores advanced technology such as Java[2] and the World-Wide Web.

The main features of WIRED are:

• Accessibility: the code of WIRED as well as the event data is loaded across the Internet
using a World-Wide Web browser.

• Portability: the code runs anywhere, without actual porting.

• Transparency: no installation is needed, and the code is always up-to-date.

2 Status

A prototype of WIRED, see figure 1., was implemented by the ECP/IPT group[3] in
collaboration with the DELPHI experiment within half a year. This prototype exhibits the
following functionality:

• Zoom and rotation of events

• Selection of events

• Show/hide parts of the event and detector geometry

• Context sensitive help

• Configurable user interface

Accent within the WIRED project was given to the exploitation of me Java language and not so
much to the visualization of the events. The following subjects Were studied: ease of use of Java
as a language, use of a WWW browser to run an application and its restrictions, shortcomings of
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Figure 1 : An example of the DELPHI implementation of WIRED shown in a Netscape browser.
A view of the detector (TPC.RIB) and an event are shown surrounded by several components to
show additional information and to interact with the view.

the current Java implementation (speed, portability...). Access to the event data is still under
investigation, as well as generalisation of WIRED to be useful for other experiments.

A paper will be submitted to CHEP'97, to be held in April 1997, Berlin.

3 Future

The Java technology itself is still under development. New strategies are being developed by Sun
Microsystems (the inventors of Java), which will lead the way to better applications running
across the network. In the near future we will further explore the Java technology, integrate other
experiments to generalize WIRED and investigate the use of a CORBA implementation in Java
to access event data.
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AVS/Express - an object-oriented visual development tool

Bruno Proix Advanced Visual Systems, Clichy, France

Abstract

This paper describes a new generation of software dedicated to the development of
applications that require advanced 2D and 3D visualization techniques.

Keywords : AVS/Express, visualization, development, object-oriented, C++

Introduction

Using graphics to visualize data in order to understand it has always been a key issue for people
like scientists that need to manipulate large amounts of data. The development of graphics
hardware capabilities has led these people to look for new kind of graphics software, especially
for 3D graphics.

That is the reason why, in the late '80s, software packages such as AVS, IRIS Explorer and Data
Visualizer appear on the scene. The goal of these was to provide users with a tool to create
complex visualization scenes without needing to program hundreds of lines of code. These new
visualization products were very well suited for end-users that wanted a solution for visualizing
their data. However, they were not well suited for developers that wished to build their own
visualization applications that they could re-sell and distribute.

Some of the reasons for this were:

- Lack of configurability of the entire user interface of the products.

- Restrictive access to and manipulation of data.

- Efficiency problems due to a data flow paradigm.

- Difficult progi^mming interface to manipulate geometries, particularly when upstream data
was concerned.

So, in 1992, Advanced Visual Systems decided to start a project to design a new generation of
software that could still be used by end-users to visualize their data in a fast and efficient way,
but that also could be used by developers to build custom applications to distribute to end-users.

Why a new product ?

The characteristics of such a new product were defined as:

- Utilizing an object-oriented design for more flexibility and usability, inctadirig object re-use.

- Providing a very high level of access to the user interface portion of the product.

- Offering uniform access to high-performance rendering functionality on a wide variety of

platforms, for text, images, 2D and 3D geometries, and volumes.

- Using state-of-the-art technology for the rendering pipeline.

- Providing a flexible and extensible data model.
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- Using a data reference architecture, instead of data flow, for performance efficiency and
flexibility.

- Providing support for large images and other large datasets.

- Providing interfaces to major databases.

- Offering automated cross-platform portability between all the major UNIX flavors as well as
PCs.

AVS/Express was developed to meet these requirements.

AVS/Express overview

AVS/Express is available in two versions :

- AVS/Express Visualization Edition

- AVS/Express Developer Edition

The main difference between these two versions is the ability for the Developer Edition to
generate a runtime, stand-alone application that can be distributed to other people.

Figure 1 :CFD post-processing with AVS/Express. Courtesy of ICS - Stuttgart

Major features of AVS/Express include :

- advanced graphics tools,

- visual programming interface,

- cross-platform (UNIX / PC NT & Windows 95),

- code import (integration of external user code),

- component export (Dev Edition only): C++ classes, OCX
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4 A new architecture

Since AVS/Express is object-oriented, at its core are a number of objects. A central underlying
element of the system, called the "Object Manager", manages the relationships between all of the
objects used.

4.1 The Object Manager

The Object Manager is the central control mechanism in AVS/Express that manages the
definition and execution of an application built with AVS/Express objects.The Object Manager
defines data and functions (with interactive validation) during object creation, actually accesses
the data, manages the connections among objects and schedules their execution, executes objects'
methods, handles API calls to update objects and their data, and supports multi-process
computing. The user interface to the Object Manager in AVS/Express is through:

- A command language called "V" (as in "Visual").

- A visual programming tool called the "Network Editor".

- Application interfaces (API's) for C, C++, FORTRAN, and OLE/ActiveX.

V is a declarative, ASCII-based language with a C-like syntax, that also includes a powerful
mathematical expression evaluator.The data model used in AVS/Express for storing and
accessing technical data offers unified support for structured, unstructured and geometric data..
This permits the use of the same modules for rendering a uniform dataset or an FEA-like
structure. This flexibility illustrates the polymorphic nature (in object-oriented terms) of the data
visualization techniques available in AVS/Express.It is also very easy to do define new data types
or to enhance existing data types in AVS/Express.For instance, suppose you are building an
application for medical imaging (e.g., the display of images coming from scanners). Your
requirements include manipulating images for display and applying some image processing
techniques, and you are using a data structure called "image". Perhaps you would like to
associate some additional information with that data structure, for example, information related
to the image such as patient name, image date, scanner type, etc.The syntax to acomplish this
using "V" is the following:

image A;

custom_type B;

A+B custom_image;

This custom_image type can still be used with the modules taking 'image' type as input (like
image processing modules), because the custom_image base type is 'image'.

4.2 The Network Editor

Another way to manipulate objects in AVS/Express is through the use of a mouse*driven visual
programming interface called the Network Editor .The Network Editor consists of awork area
into which you can "drag and drop" objects from various libraries, and visually construct data
types, modules and applications. Modules in the Network Editor offer simple, menu-driven
interfaces to edit module properties, modify values or connect modules together.When you link
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two objects together, the color of the link actually provides a visual indication of the data types of
the connected parameters.1

Users of the Developer Edition can "drill-down" into every module in the system to access the
lowest levels of a module containing its parameters and methods, and can change the behaviour at
any level of the module by simply modifying parameters' values.

Figure 2 : Inside an application. Courtesy of ADAC Laboratories Inc.

Saving/Restoring a network in the Network Editor actually stores the application as a V file,
which can be accessed through the Network Editor or through the V command-line language.
Every action that you perform in the Network Editor has a corresponding V command.

5 A collection of kits

AVS/Express provides the user with hundreds of modules, that are contained within "Kits". Each
Kit contains modules that share a common theme, such as data visualization (the Data
Visualization Kit), graphics rendering (the Graphics Display Kit), relational database access (the
Database Kit), graphing and hard copy output (the Annotation and Graphing Kit), and so on.

5.1 Data Visualization Kit

It includes a large catalog of techniques available, from 2D charts with annotation to 3D texture
mapped images. There are techniques for traditional 3D representations such as colored slices
through a 3D dataset or isosurfaces that show surface connecting points with the same value.The
Data Visualization Kit also includes readers for the most common datasets; a menu-driven tool to
create custom readers; support for NULL data (in 2D and 3D), support for Polar (including polar

1 Note : In AVS/Express, unlike other packages using visual programming, linking two modules together does
not connotate establishing a channel between these two modules across which data will flow. A "connection"
indicates a link between the parameters of two (or more) modules. Theyshare the same memory and are notified
of changes that will cause a method to execute or another parameter to be computed again.
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axes), Cylindrical, and Spherical coordinates; and support for Multi-Block Data (arrays of
contiguous fields of data).

5.2 Graphics Display Kit

Anything and everything related to graphics rendering is included in the Graphics Display Kit. It
provides a unified viewer for geometries, images, volumes and graphs, allowing the user to
produce a scene that combines all these different techniques in a single window .This scene can
also be output as a Postscript file (Color, B&W, EPS), a CGM file, or as image formats like
TIFF, GIF or JPEG.Rendering of displays in the Viewer is optimized :

- 2D calls are made through XI1 on UNDC and GDI on PC

- 3D calls are made through OpenGL, PEXlib or XGL for best performances on supported
platforms; or through XI1 in the absence of hardware rendering, so that the user can
perform 3D visualization even on X-terminals or low-end workstations.

The architecture used for rendering includes the following features :

- direct rendering of data without creating intermediate geometries,

- alternate object for interactive manipulation of complex objects,

- data chunking to enable rendering of large images,

- virtual palette (enables assignment of color data values in real time).

Direct user interaction within the viewer is enabled via a comprehensive user interface built into
the viewer itself, but this user interface is also customizable, and additional actions can also be
defined. Typical ones might include the drawing of a region of interest, to isolate an area where a
computation needs to be performed, or to enable the editing of a 2D mesh simply by selecting the
node to edit.For image display, tile display is supported as a standard feature.

5.3 User Interface Kit

The User Interface Kit includes all the necessary objects to create a customized user interface
using a visual programming approach. It includes all the standard Motif or Windows widgets that
one would expect, plus additional ones, such as dials, which can provide the user with a handy
means of entering values.A user interface is constructed by simply building up the "tree
structure" of the interface, and can be tested during the creation phase. As objects are connected
together, they are automatically 'active' and can react to user actions.A strong feature of the
AVS/Express User Interface Kit is the ease of programming callbacks; for example, popping up
a file browser dialog after a button press. In AVS/Express, to add a button to a user interface that
will do this, the user simply has to connect a parameter named 'do' within a "button" object, to a
parameter named 'visible' within a "file dialog" object. As soon as the user presses the button in
the user interface, the 'do' function gets a value of "1" (meaning execute), and so does 'visible'
(because they are linked together), and the file browser dialog pops up. A user interface built on
UNIX in AVS/Express can be ported to Windows by simply bringing the AVS/Eicpress V code
from the UMX system into AVS/Express running on a PC, and then saving it out on the PC.

5.4 Image Processing Kit

The Image Processing Kit contains a number of image processing techniques, including
algorithms for edge detection, contour, fast-fourier transforms, etc.
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5.5 Database Kit

The Database Kit provides modules that interface AVS/Express with the most popular relational
database management systems (RDBMS). Database Kit interfaces currently exist for Oracle,
Sybase, and Informix. In addition, an Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)interface is provided
that enables AVS/Express to interface to any relational database that supports ODBC.Multiple
simultaneous database connections are allowed, so that, for instance, the user can access data
stored in an Oracle database and data stored in an Informix database, within the same
application.

5.6 AVS 5 Compatibility Kit

AVS/Express is a successor to AVS 5. In order to provide users with a smooth migration from
AVS5 to AVS/Express, an AVS5 Compatibility Kit is provided that allows certain AVS5
networks to run within AVS/Express.

6 Building new modules

AVS/Express includes an "Add Module Tool" that provides a menu-driven interface for the
creation of new modules. Users can create modules in C, C++ or Fortran. An API is available for
C, C++, and Fortran to provide access to user code written in one of these languages. In the case
of C++, there is a direct mapping between the V structures that are used in AVS/Express and
user-defined functions in C++.The C++ interface is also designed to integrate C++ classes into
AVS/Express simply by asking AVS/Express to create a 'link' between a V object and a C++
class. Then, each time the user creates an instance of the V object, AVS/Express will
automatically create an instance of the corresponding C++ class. (The same things occur with the
"delete" and "free" functions).These features make integrating existing code into AVS/Express
extremely fast and easy.

7 AVS Developer Editor

A specific version of AVS/Express is available for developers, as described below.

7.1 Access to low-level modules

The Developer Edition gives the user access to every level of every module in all of the
AVS/Express kits. (The Visualization Edition restricts access to the AVS-supplied modules to
those parameters that are necessary for end-user access). In this manner, the developer can build
custom macros dedicated to the particular types of data found in his particular application
environment. He can also create custom interfaces for his end-users that only expose those
parameters that he deems necessary.

7.2 A component generator

When a user develops modules or macros (macros are small applications that connect modules
together) using AVS/Express, it is possible at any stage of development to export any and all
objects (modules and macros) as standard components that can be used within other development
environments .Export capabilities currently exist to generate C++ classes, or OLE/ActiveX
controls (in the PC environment).
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7.3 A runtime generator

To distribute an application made with AVS/Express, the developer needs to create a single
executable which contains everyting related to his application. To do this with AVS/Express is as
simple as pressing a button in a menu and typing in a file name. An executable is automatically
created that can be distributed to others.

Since all AVS/Express Developer Edition licenses are floating licenses, the user can generate
runtimes for all supported platforms by simply loading in the same application on each
AVS/Express platform, and then saving out an executable.

Figure 3 : AVS/Express meteorological application. Courtesy of NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory

8 The future

AVS/Express is an evolving product and, as such, will see its feature set, which is already at a
very high level, become larger and larger over time.The Internet/World Wide Web is one of the
areas where AVS/Express envisions a lot of expansion in the future.Specific features related to
the Web that are currently being added to AVS/Express include:

- A URL reader, to access files located anywhere on the Web,

- A VRML 2 writer to export 3D pictures to the Web and then manipulate them in 3D, using
viewers that support VRML,
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- The ability to create Web viewer plug-ins to provide access to sophisticated rendering
techniques like 3D texture mapping or volume rendering that are currently not supported
by VRML.

These and other enhancements will be coming in the next few months. But don't delay in hopping
on the new train for graphics — the Express train!
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Data Visualisation with IRIS Explorer

Jeremy Walton NAG Ltd, Oxford, UK

Abstract

The use of IRIS Explorer, a data visualisation toolkit, is described with reference to
some examples from the fields of chemistry, computational fluid dynamics and finite
element analysis. Some of the new features in the latest version of the toolkit are
highlighted, and its relationship to other technologies such as the NAG numerical
library, Open Inventor and VRML are discussed in detail.

Keywords: IRIS Explorer; Open Inventor; software re-use; VRML

1 Introduction

The important role which visualisation plays in the interpretation of data has been recognised for
a long time. Much progress has been made in academic research and industrial development
towards the goal of producing modern data display software that is powerful, and yet easy to
invoke, modify and extend. In this paper we discuss the use of IRIS Explorer, a data
visualisation toolkit, in the analysis of scientific data, and outline the way in which it makes use
of complementary software technologies in its architecture. One of these is Open Inventor, an
object-oriented 3D graphics library with an associated fiie format that was used as the basis of
the Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML), which is the description language for 3D
scenes on the WWW.

Our paper is arranged as follows. We introduce IRIS Explorer as a data visualisation toolkit in
the following section, and follow this in §3 with a description of the software technologies that
form a basis for the system. Specifically, we shall look at the NAG libraries (§3.1), Open
Inventor (§3.2) and VRML (§3.3). Some of the new features that have been added in the latest
release of IRIS Explorer are then discussed in §4, before concluding (§5) with some closing
remarks.

2 IRIS Explorer—a visualisation toolkit

Data visualisation is the gaining of insight by making a picture out of numbers, be they from
engineering, geology, physics, chemistry, finance or architecture, in the past, visualisation
applications have been constructed using traditional programming methods incorporating calls to
a graphics library such as—for example—the OpenGL [1 j . However, the drive towards
applications that are easier to construct, maintain and modify has led to the introduction of
libraries such as Open Inventor [2], which provides a set of object-oriented abstractions above
OpenGL, and—at a still higher level of abstraction—toolkits such as IRIS Explorer [3], which
give users the ability to construct and edit visualisation applications using an intuitive visual
programming metaphor.

The hierarchical relationship between these packages (IRIS Explorer uses Open Inventor to
create pieces of geometry—lines, surfaces, voxels, etc.—and Open Inventor uses OpenGL to
render this geometry in a graphics window) can often be exploited by application developers. For
example, new geometry manipulation modules can be built in IRIS Explorer using components
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from Open Inventor, and new rendering methods can be created in Open Inventor by making calls
to OpenGL. We shall return to this point below, in §3.2.

When working with IRIS Explorer (or other toolkits such as AVS [4], Data Explorer [5] and
Khoros [6]) users interactively create their application in the form of a network (or map) of
modules. Here, each module is a software routine that operates on its input data to produce some
output. The map—built by connecting module inputs and outputs—defines the way in which
data flows through the application. Editing of the map is performed via a point-and-click
programming interface, where modules are selected from the module librarian, dragged onto the
map editor and connected together. The behaviour of each module is usually controlled by some
set of parameters (such as the name of an input file, the value for which an isosurface is to be
calculated, or the form of a colourmap) and the user can interact with these while the application
is running via a standard set of widgets. Some of these elements are illustrated in the IRIS
Explorer screen shot in Figure 1. A particular feature of the toolkit is that it is extensible; users
have the facility to create their own, supplementary, modules which can be added to the default
set.

Figure 1: Running a map in IRIS Explorer. The module librarian is at top left, and the map editor is in the
middle at the top. The control panel for one of the modules in the map is at bottom left. The final scene
appears in the large display window of the Render module, together with annotation elements created by
other modules in the map. This map is displaying cell-based data from an oil reservoir simulation.

IRIS Explorer was originally developed by SGI for SGI workstations, and ported by NAG to
other platforms. Development was taken over by NAG in 1994, and the product is now available
from NAG for SGI, Cray, Sun (SunOS and Solaris), HP 9000/700, IBM RS/6000, DEC Alpha
and—most recently—Windows NT platforms (see Figure 2). In §4 below, we will outline some
of the new features of Release 3.5, which is the latest version of IRIS Explorer. Before doing
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that, however, we interpose a section which looks at some of the libraries that act as a foundation
for IRIS Explorer, and shows how each is utilised within the modules and the base system.

3 IRIS Explorer and other software technologies

3.1 The NAG libraries

The numerical and graphics subroutine libraries from NAG are widely known and respected. In
particular, the NAG numerical library, which contains more than 1000 routines, has been used by
a large community of developers for over twenty years, and provides easy access to complex and
highly sophisticated algorithms for performing tasks such as minimisation, solution of ordinary
and partial differential equations, quadrature, statistical analysis and solving linear and non-linear
equations. The advantages of using a high-quality numerical library are well-known:
development time is saved, investment in application programs is protected, and the testing of the
accuracy and reliability of the routines gives confidence in the solution.

Figure 2: Displaying the flow through a half-cylindrical pipe using the Windows NT port of IRIS Explorer.
The fluid velocity has been calculated using the cfd package PHOENICS, and read into the map using
the ReadPhoenics module. The control panel for the OrthoSlice module is on the left, in front of the
module librarian. This map features animation; the For module is used to step through the different
slices, while the caption updates dynamically as the slice number changes.

We have made use of the numerical library in the creation of some of the modules in IRIS
Explorer. An example is provided by the modules for calculating streamlines for particles
released into vector fields. At the heart of this calculation is the solution of the velocity equation
for the particle—a first-order ordinary differential equation—and the IRIS Explorer modules call
the appropriate routine from the NAG library to obtain this. We have shown elsewhere [7,8] that
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the use of this routine gives superior results for simple test cases when compared to modules from
other visualisation systems that use simpler, less sophisticated algorithms.

More broadly, such work has highlighted the importance of a good understanding (or at least
awareness) of the details of the algorithm inside a module in finding out (a) how it works and (b)
how reliable it is. The use of a good numerical library (such as the one from NAG) in the
construction of a module is the key to this, since, as noted above, it provides the user with a high
degree of confidence in the knowledge that the implementation of the algorithm has been
extensively tested and used in a wide range of other applications. Moreover, it provides the
module with a ready-made reference for documentation purposes.

The NAG graphics library, which provides user-callable routines for numerical plotting, is built
on many of the routines from the numerical library. This has been used to create IRIS Explorer
modules for simple plotting of y(x) line graphs and z(x,y) contours.

Work on incorporating elements of the NAG library into IRIS Explorer is an on-going project.
For example, the latest release (see §4, below) makes use of new interpolation routines from the
NAG numerical library. In addition, the annotation modules have been updated to handle inline
font changes, subscripts, superscripts and multiline fractions via calls to the NAG graphics
library.

3.2 Open Inventoi—a 3D toolkit

Open Inventor [2] is an object-oriented toolkit that allows users to create 3D graphics
applications. It provides a comprehensive software model for developing interactions with the
elements in the 3D scene, and defines an intuitive file format for 3D scenes. Open Inventor is
written in C++, and uses OpenGL for rendering scenes.

An Open Inventor application creates and manipulates 3D scenes in a database known as a scene
graph of objects called nodes. Various classes of nodes implement different geometry elements
(primitive shapes, surfaces, text, etc.), properties (colour, lighting, texturing, transformation, etc.)
as well as other behaviours. Other nodes help to organise the structure of the scene graph—for
example, nodes may be grouped together under a separator node so that they do not affect other
nodes outside the group. The ordering of the nodes in the scene graph and their relationship to
one another defines the 3D scene.

Having created the scene graph, actions can then be applied to it; these include rendering,
computing a bounding box or writing: to a file. The file format used by Open Inventor is rather
intuitive, and relates directly to the structure of the scene graph. The simplicity of this format,
coupled with the fact that, once the scene has been created within an Open Inventor application, it
may be easily written to a file, has led to its adoption as a de facto standard for 3D geometry files
and contributed to its being used as the precursor of VRML 1.0 (see following subsection). A
number of translators between Open Inventor and other formats have already appeared and it is
straightforward to exploit this when passing 3D data between one Open Inventor-based
application and another. In some cases, this can be performed using a familiar cut and paste
mechanism, exactly analogous to the transfer of more conventional data types such as text.

Open Inventor supports the creation of new nodes both through extensions to the existing library,
and through collecting nodes together into higher-level abstractions. Extensions are easy to do
because the library is written in C++, and new objects can be created by subclassing from the
orginal set of C++ classes [9]. Because of this, and the fact that executables can dynamically
load shared objects in a modern operating system, it is straightforward to share these new nodes
with other Inventor applications. The creation of higher-level abstractions of nodes is handled in
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Inventor through the mechanism of node kits [2,9], which define collections of nodes using a
template which determines the arrangement of the nodes and their insertion points into the scene
graph.

IRIS Explorer uses Open Inventor to create and manipulate geometry (shapes, lines, polygons,
etc.). More technically, the IRIS Explorer geometry datatype is an Open Inventor scene graph.
This means that the module developer in IRIS Explorer can make use of all of the functionality in
Open Inventor when working with geometry. Conversely, it is often possible to take existing
Open Inventor applications and turn them into modules. Finally, the common file format can be
used to pass 3D scenes between IRIS Explorer and other Open Inventor applications. For
example, Axiom, NAG's symbolic solver, uses Open Inventor as its 3D graphics library when
rendering views of the mathematical surfaces which it manipulates, and the common basis of the
two systems has been demonstrated [10] by sharing 3D objects between them.

Once again, the close links between IRIS Explorer and this software technology are being further
exploited in the latest release (see §4, below) with the addition of 3D cut and paste from the
Render module, improved picking and editing of scenes, and new Open Inventor-based modules.
The subclassing mechanism has been exploited in this release in the creation of new geometry
nodes associated with the so-called "smoke" techniques for visualising vector fields (see Figure
3). Other work involving the addition of new nodes via node kits is discussed in §5.

3.3 VRML—3D on the WWW

As noted above, the ubiquitousness of the Open Inventor file format was further enhanced when it
was adopted as the basis of VRML, the language used to define the interchange of 3D geometry
on the WWW. This is the analogue, in a 3D world, of HTML, which is used to define text-based
documents on the Web. The use of an already extant language had the advantage that existing
Open Inventor content and applications could be easily converted to VRML, and so shared with
other workers on the Web. VRML 1.0 is a subset of the file format defined by Open Inventor
2.1. The definition of version 2.0 of the language has been recently finalised; below, in §5, we
shall give a brief account of its features. However, much work has already been done using
VRML 1.0, and a number of VRML applications and browsers (including WebSpace [11], which
was developed by Silicon Graphics, and ported to a variety of other platforms [12] by Template
Graphics Software) have been in use for some time. The widespread acceptance of VRML
makes it a natural choice for storing and sharing 3D geometry as output from a visualisation
package. In the case of IRIS Explorer, converting its output to VRML is most easily done using
the Inventor translator ivToVRML, which is part of the WebSpace distribution.

Some of the uses of IRIS Explorer with VRML have been reviewed recently [13], including a
visualisation web server [14, 15] and a number of examples using EyeChem, a purpose-built
suite of IRIS Explorer modules for molecular visualisation [16-18].

4 What's new in IRIS Explorer 3.5?

IRIS Explorer 3.5 contains a number of new features and enhancements to existing modules.
Internally, the system has been ported to use Open Inventor 2.1, which gives a speedup of
between 20 and 400% for rendering, as well as other improvements such as full VRML support,
a new locate highlighting node and a new all-in-one geometry manipulator. In addition, the
Render module has been completely rewritten for this release to incorporate new features such as
3D cut and paste and improved support for picking, editing and saving elements from the scene.
Software rendering via X has also been added, which means that IRIS Explorer can now run on
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any display, even those that do not support OpenGL. Other internal enhancements include the
incorporation of NAG Library interpolation routines into the system library. The NAG routines
use a state-of-the-art algorithm, which results in faster, more accurate interpolation for all
modules that make use of this facility.

Functionality that has been added at 3.5 includes new pyramid modules for analysing data on
irregular grids using contouring, streamlines, displacement maps and slicing. In addition, support
for datasets which are associated with elements of the grid such as edges, faces and volumes (as
well as nodes) has been substantially improved. Other new modules have been added to enhance
the display of multivariate data and to manipulate geometry.

This last category of extensions provides an example of how the functionality of Open Inventor
can be exploited within IRIS Explorer; since IRIS Explorer's geometry type is an Open Inventor
scene graph, all of the classes and methods available in that library can be invoked in geometry-
based modules, and existing Open Inventor routines can be easily converted to IRIS Explorer
modules. In a similar way, the new LatSmoke module illustrates how new Inventor nodes can be
created by subclassing and used in novel visualisation methods. LatSmoke (originally developed
at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [19], and enhanced in 3.5 by the incorporation
of NAG library routines) generates particle traces in a vector field using small translucent
tetrahedra (see Figure 3), which is a particularly effective technique for visualising turbulent
flows. The implementation is such that the smoke probe can be interactively moved around in 3D
space, by means of an Inventor manipulator. Computing and rendering the flow volume is fast
enough for the smoke to be drawn continuously while the probe is moving or the scene is rotating
[19].

Besides adding new modules, extra functionality has been incorporated into existing modules.
For example, solid contouring in 2D and 3D has been added as an option to the LatToGeom and
IsosurfaceLat modules. The NAG Graphics modules which appeared at Release 3.0 have been
updated to support geometry output, which means that it is now possible to construct composite
displays of ID, 2D and 3D data in the Render window. Finally, a number of enhancements have
been added for annotation of the rendered scene. Thus, for example, the DrawText module
(introduced at Release 3.0), now supports inline font changes, subscripting and superscripting of
text and multiline fractions, in addition to existing features like embedded parameter values in the
text, support for multiple lines of text, and control over colour and placement of text. In addition,
the Annotation module has been rewritten to incorporate multiple labels, each with their own
font, size and colour, and lines and arrows for pointing at objects in the scene. Some of the new
functionality in IRIS Explorer 3.5 is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows a selection of scenes
which have been created using the new and enhanced modules.
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Figure 3: Some examples of scenes created using IRIS Explorer 3.5. Top left: Displaying vector data
using smoke trails with the new LatSmoke module. Top right: Plotting the potential energy along a path
through a zeolite crystal; the plot is incorporated into the display in the Render window, using the new
version of the NAGGraph module. Bottom left: Displaying results from a finite element calculation on a
cylinder segment, where the geometry has been coloured according to both vertex^based data (on the
left) and cell-based data (on the right). Bottom right: Streamlines for flow past a rotating cylinder. The
flow is calculated on an irregular grid, and the streamlines come from the new StreamlinePyr module.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have introduced IRIS Explorer as a visualisation toolkit, illustrated its use with
some examples, and discussed some of the software upon which it is constructed. Building a
system on top of other complementary subsystems is a well-established practice in software
design, and leads to efficient re-use of code and the inheritance of new features and functionality
as the underlying components evolve. For example, because IRIS Explorer 3.5 uses Open
Inventor 2.1, it automatically picks up all of the new functionality (and in particular, the
performance improvements) of that release. Another example is provided by the utilisation of the
NAG library. The use of up-to-date, sophisticated numerical methods is as important in the
visualisation of data as in its computation [8], although their implementation can often present a
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challenge to the developers of the visualisation system. Here, it makes sense to build on the work
of others by incorporating calls to a reliable source of numerical routines such as that provided
by NAG.

The close relationship between IRIS Explorer and Open Inventor has been discussed throughout
this paper. The incorporation of Inventor-based applications and libraries into IRIS Explorer is
straightforward, because they share the same underlying basis. For example, the recently
released GraphMaster library from Template Graphics Software (TGS), which contains nodes
for axes, labels and other components necessary for producing good-quality y(x) plots, can be
easily incorporated into IRIS Explorer modules because it is implemented as a suite of Open
Inventor node kits. In a similar way, TGS's VRMLMaster library, which is a set of extensions to
Open Inventor 2.1 for the creation and manipulation of VRML 2.0 scenes, could also be added in
for users who wish to develop modules to handle 3D scenes which incorporate new VRML 2.0
features such as behaviour, sensors and prototyping. Finally, the TGS PrintMaster product can
be used with IRIS Explorer to generate high quality vector hardcopy output from the Inventor
scenes created within the Render module. Users of IRIS Explorer can expect to see these
enhancements (and others) appearing in the product in the near future.
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Open Inventor™ and MasterSuite
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Abstract

Open Inventor is a powerful C++ class library for building 3D graphics
applications. Open Inventor was developed by Silicon Graphics Inc. for the
UNIX/X11/Motif environment. The UNIX version consists of a portable core
component and a window system (in this case XI1 and Motif) specific component
named "SoXt". Template Graphics Software Inc. (TGS) has licensed the Open
Inventor source and developed a version for Unix platforms and Microsoft
Windows NT / Windows 95 platforms.

Keywords: TGS Inc., G5G SA, Open Inventor, MasterSuite, VRML, GraphMaster,
3D DataMaster

1 Architecture

Open Inventor was designed to be portable and window system independent. It uses a
strategy similar to the one used in OpenGL (which Open Inventor normally uses as its
rendering engine). OpenGL is divided into a large core of system independent
functions and a small set of window (and operating system) specific functions. The
system specific functions generally have similar functionality but different parameters.
These OpenGL functions are identified by a unique prefix, for example:

UNIX XI1

Win32 (Windows NT/95)

OS/2

Macintosh

gix

wgl

Pgi

agl

This has been a successful strategy. Some modification of the program for each
platform is necessary, but in most cases the window system specific calls are used in a
small number of places. Of course there may be many other window system and user
interface changes that must be made to the program, for example converting a Motif
interface into the equivalent Win32 or MFC interface. These changes are independent
of the graphics library.

The corresponding prefixes for Open Inventor are:

UNIX XI1

Win32 (Windows NT/95)

SoXt

SoWin
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The correspondence between Open Inventor components in the Win32 environment and
in the UNIX environment is illustrated in Figure 1.

Microsoft Windows
fnviroianeni

C(
SoWin

jmponents .

Win32
Controls

WIN32 API

•^1 Open Inventor
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OpenGLAPI
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Figure 1: Open Inventor for Win32 and for UNIX

In porting an OpenGL program from UNIX you find that the Win32 "wgl" functions
have different names and different syntax but similar concepts. We used the same
strategy in designing the Open Inventor SoWin classes. SoWin contains the same classes
as SoXt and in most cases their methods differ only in the data types of the parameters.
This allows experienced UNIX Open Inventor programmers to benefit from their
knowledge of the SoXt classes. It also allows all Open Inventor programmers to benefit
from the extensive tutorial and example information in the The Inventor Mentor and
The Inventor Toolmaker. SoWin is fully described in a following section.

There is a very close correspondence between the UNIX SoXt classes and the Win32
SoWin classes. This allowed us to define a set of SoXt "aliases" for the SoWin classes
that facilitate porting Open Inventor programs from the UNIX XI1 environment.
Using the SoXt aliases, simple Open Inventor programs can often be ported to the
Win32 environment with only minor changes. The SoXt aliases are described in their
own section.

A significant difference between the Win32 C++ environment and UNIX is that much of
the new C++ development under Win32 is being done using the Microsoft Foundation
Classes (MFC) and the MFC AppWizard. MFC is both a class library that "wraps" the
Win32 API and a powerful application framework based on the document/view
paradigm. MFC provides a standard implementation of services common to many
applications, such as printing, tool bars and status bars. The MFC AppWizard is a tool
that generates a skeleton MFC application that is ready to compile, link and execute.
The AppWizard can automatically add support for various features such as OLE, ODBC
(database access), and so on.

For programmers using MFC, Open Inventor for Win32 provides the IVF classes and
the IVF AppWizard. IVF is both a class library that "wraps" the SoWin API (similar to
the way MFC wraps the Win32 API) and an extension of the MFC application
framework specifically for 3D graphics applications. Using Open Inventor features,
IVF also extends MFC to provide a standard implementation of 3D graphics services
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common to many applications, such as interactive viewers, object manipulators and
attribute editors. The IVF AppWizard is an extension of the MFC AppWizard that
generates a skeleton MFC application with 3D graphics enabled. The IVF AppWizard
can automatically add support for features such as interactive viewers, VRML
"anchors" and so on. IVF is described in its own section.

So there are actually three parts to the implementation of the window-system-specific
components of Open Inventor for Win32:

SoWin

SoXt

IVF

Win32 specific classes

Aliases for SoWin classes

MFC extension classes

Why three parts instead of just integrating Open Inventor into MFC? In short, because it
provides the "best of both worlds". IVF provides a good, clean extension to MFC
without having to expose every method of every Open Inventor component class.
Similar to the way MFC allows direct access to the Win32 API, the Open Inventor
component methods are accessible to applications that need them. At the same time the
one-to-one correspondence between SoWin and SoXt classes allows Open Inventor
programmers to carry over knowledge from one environment to the other and makes
resources such as The Inventor Mentor directly applicable to the Win32 environment.
The SoWin classes provide critical flexibility in two areas that will allow Open Inventor
to be more quickly adopted and have lasting value in this environment. First, the SoWin
classes can be used to build extension classes for application frameworks other than
MFC. Second, the SoWin classes can be used to add 3D graphics functionality to
existing applications, even in situations where development policy does not allow the
class inheritance tree to be modified (as would be required to add IVF support to an
MFC application).

2 SoXt Alias Classes

Here is a simple Open Inventor program from chapter 2 of The Inventor Mentor
(example 2-4). The only difference between this program and the UNIX/X11 version
shown in the Mentor is the addition of three lines (highlighted below). These lines use
the standard preprocessor symbol "WIN32," which is defined in the Win32
environment, to change the name of function "main". Most Win32 programs (the
exception is console applications) do not have a function named main. Instead the first
entry point in the program is named "WinMain" and has a very different set of
parameters. Applications using Open Inventor for Win32 are not required to have a
WinMain because the optional SoWin utility library provides one. Open Inventor's
WinMain function performs some basic bookkeeping operations and then calls the
application's "ivMain" function with the same parameters as the familiar UNIX
"main" function.
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Example 1 "Hello Cone" Using the SoXt Alias Classes

#include <Inventor/Xt/SoXt.h>

#include <Inventor/Xt/viewers/SoXtExaminerViewer.h>

#include <Inventor/nodes/SoCone.h>

#include <Inventor/nodes/SoMaterial.h>

#include <Inventor/nodes/SoSeparator.h>

#if defined(WIN32)

#define main ivMain

#endif

void main(int, char **argv)

{

Widget myWindow = SoXt::init(argv[0]);

if (myWindow == NULL) exit(l);

SoSeparator *root = new SoSeparator;

root->ref();

SoMaterial *myMaterial = new SoMaterial;

myMaterial->diffuseColor.setValue(1.0, 0.0, 0.0);

root->addChild(myMaterial);

root->addChild(new SoCone);

SoXtExaminerViewer *myViewer =

new SoXtExaminerViewer(myWindow);

my Vie wer->setSceneGraph(root);

myViewer->setTitle("Examiner Viewer");

my Viewer->show();

SoXt::show(myWindow);

SoXt::mainLoop();

Because the WIN32 symbol is not defined on UNIX systems, this program is completely
portable. It can be compiled, linked and executed with no additional changes in either a
Win32 or a UNIX environment. With one or two exceptions, all the example programs
from The Inventor Mentor and The Inventor Toolmaker were made portable with only
minor changes similar to the ones shown above. This is highly desirable because these
programs are, for the most part, intended to illustrate system independent features of
Open Inventor. Using the SoXt alias classes, the important information in the programs
is not obscured by platform differences.

The SoXt alias classes are valuable for more than just simple example programs.
Potentially any Open Inventor program that does not make explicit calls to Xlib, Xt or
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Motif functions can be ported to Win32 with its SoXt calls intact. For example, the
Open Inventor demo program "slotcar" (included with the Open Inventor for Win32
SDK) is a moderately complex program that was ported using the SoXt aliases. Even
when there is Motif code to be converted, knowing that SoXt calls map directly to
SoWin calls (and generally have the same behavior) means that the SoXt calls could be
left in the code, which would reduce the number of "ifdefs" in the final code. We do
not recommend this approach for production code but it can make porting easier for
some projects.

Strictly speaking, there are no SoXt classes or data types in Open Inventor for Win32.
However all the SoXt header files are provided. These header files redefine the SoXt
classes as the corresponding SoWin classes and the necessary XI1 (and Xt and Motif)
data types as the corresponding Win32 data types. So, for example, class
SoXtExaminerViewer is redefined as class SoWinExaminerViewer. There is an SoWin
class that corresponds to each of the SoXt classes. The Win32 SoXt (SoWin) methods
generally perform the same, or very similar, actions as their UNIX counterparts.

In order to redefine the XI1 data types, we take advantage of the general similarity
between the X Window System and the Microsoft Window System. Both refer to
windows using opaque handles, both provide a window hierarchy in which child
windows are clipped against their parent window, and so on. The XI1 type Window
corresponds well to the Win32 type HWND (which is the mapping Open Inventor uses).
Win32 does not have a concept directly analogous to the Xt "widget". However, in Xt
there is always exactly one window that corresponds to a particular widget, so Open
Inventor for Win32 also maps the Xt type Widget to the Win32 type HWND. Thus the
SoXt::init method returns a "Widget" which is actually a window handle which can
then be passed to the SoXtExaminerViewer constructor as its parent window.

The SoXt::show method has the same effect as its UNIX equivalent in this situation. It
uses the Win32 function ShowWindow to make the application's top level window
visible. The SoXt::mainLoop method also has essentially the same behavior as its UNIX
equivalent. It uses the SoXt::nextEvent and SoXt::dispatchEvent methods, which are in
turn implemented using (mostly) the Win32 GetMessage and DispatchMessage
functions. More details are given in the SoWin section. The Win32 MSG data type is
roughly equivalent to the XI1 Xevent data type. Most of the same basic user interface
events exist in both window systems, for example keypress, mouse button and mouse
motion events.

3 VRML and extensibility

IVF provides a convenient layer for implementing Win32 specific extensions to the core
Open Inventor capabilities without having to modify Open Inventor itself (and thereby
introduce portability problems). A good example is the standard VRML feature
support defined for IVF. VRML stands for Virtual Reality Modelling Language. It is a
standard file format, based on Open Inventor, for using 3D geometry and scenes on the
World Wide Web. Open Inventor itself can read and write VRML geometry files (in
addition to Open Inventor geometry files) and supports a superset of the nodes defined
in VRML. However reading VRML nodes into the scene graph and actually providing
browser-like behavior is two different things.

For example, the WWW Anchor node provides a way to associate a hyper-link with some
geometry in the scene. Fields in the WWW Anchor node allow both a URL and some
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descriptive text to be specified for the link. The WWW Anchor class allows the
application to specify a callback function to be called when the Anchor's geometry is
selected. So far, so good. But typically an application using WWW Anchor also wants to
have some feedback provided to the user when the cursor is over the associated
geometry, in other words when a click (or other action) would select the Anchor. IVF
provides this behavior. By default the URL string is displayed in the mainframe
window's status bar when the cursor is over the geometry. An application can override
this behavior in the usual MFC way, by overriding a virtual function.

As was mentioned earlier, IVF implements support for VRML "hints", including
ViewPoints. ViewPoints, for example, are specified as a set of predefined cameras under
a Switch node named "Cameras". IVF puts the viewpoints (cameras) into a convenient
list from which the application can set them. The IVF AppWizard can optionally create
a ViewPoints menu for the application. If this menu exists, IVF will automatically add
the viewpoints from the scene to the menu.

4 IVF AppWizard

The MFC AppWizard is a standard part of the Microsoft Visual C++ product. It is a
powerful (and often used) tool that generates a skeleton MFC application that can
include support for OLE, printing and many other features. The resulting application is
ready to compile, link and execute. The IVF AppWizard is a "Custom AppWizard" for
the Visual C++ 4.0 environment that extends the standard MFC AppWizard. In addition
to the standard AppWizard dialog boxes, it displays the dialog box shown below. The
IVF AppWizard generates an MFC application that includes support for interactive 3D
graphics using IVF and the Open Inventor class library. Notice that the optional
features include support for VRML nodes.

5 General Issues

The core Open Inventor classes (nodes, actions, sensors, etc) are almost entirely platform
independent. However there are some cases where platform differences must be
addressed, either by establishing a convention or by enhancing the classes. The most
significant cases are:

5.1 Fonts

In the UNIX/X11 environment, Open Inventor's text classes can use any PostScript
(Adobe Typel) font. A selection of PostScript fonts is available on every major
UNIX/X11 platform. The default font in this environment is "Utopia", which is
distributed with the Open Inventor SDK and assumed to be always available.

In the Win32 environment, PostScript fonts could be used, but they are not as
commonly available because they are not distributed with the windowing system.
Instead Open Inventor's text classes use Microsoft standard TrueType fonts. A basic set
of these fonts is available on every Windows NT or Windows 95 platform, and many
different fonts are available from third parties. The default font in this environment is
"Times New Roman", which is distributed with the Windows NT and Windows 95
operating systems.
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5.2 SoFont Node

In the UNIX/X11 environment, to use an alternate style of a PostScript font, for example
bold or italic, you actually specify a different font. Usually the names of the variants
are fairly obvious, for example "Utopia-Bold" and "Utopia-Italic", but the point is
that the UNIX/X11 environment uses the name of the font to encode style information
in addition to the actual font name.

In the Win32 environment, each TrueType font (typically) supports some number of
"styles". The four basic styles are "Regular", "Bold", "Italic" and "Bold Italic".
To use an alternate style of a TrueType font, you actually specify the same font but with
a different style. Therefore, the Win32 environment needs more than just the name of
the font to determine the desired appearance.

Open Inventor for Win32 uses the following convention for a string specifying a font
(specifically for the name field of the SoFont node):

"Font Name : Style"

For example, a bold serif font could be specified as: "Times New Roman : Bold".
Note that font names under Win32 can (and often do) contain spaces. Space characters
immediately preceding or following the colon character are ignored (treated as white
space). The TrueType fonts used for the various values of the family field of the
SoFontStyle node are:

SERIF

SANS

TYPEWRITER

Times New Roman

Arial

Courier New

5.3 File Portability

Open Inventor "ascii" format files are inherently portable because they are simply
"text" files. The only issue is the minor difference in how a "line" is terminated. In
the UNIX environment, each line of a text file is terminated by a new line character, also
known as the line feed character. In the Win32 environment, many programs still use
the DOS convention that each line of a text file is terminated by a carriage return plus a
line feed. Open Inventor for Win32 reads both kinds of text files, but always writes files
with UNIX style line termination (line feed only). Programs to do the (simple)
conversion between line termination styles are widely available.

Open Inventor "binary" files face the usual portability issues of byte order and floating
point format. Open Inventor for Win32 follows these conventions in reading and
writing binary files:

Byte order

Floating point format

Numeric values

Same as SGI ("big endian")

IEEE floating point

32 bits
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Necessary format conversions are done automatically when reading or writing a file.
Because Open Inventor uses the same conventions on every platform, Open Inventor
binary data files are network transparent. The same file can be read successfully on any
platform without performing any explicit conversion. Because the Open Inventor
binary format is also a very compact representation, the portability conventions make it
ideal for transferring and storing 3D graphics data.

5.4 Extended Input and Output

The standard Open Inventor classes, Solnput and SoOutput, can read and write Inventor
data from a buffer in memory or a file represented by a stdio file pointer ("FILE *").
Both of these mechanisms are also available in the Win32 environment, but there are
several additional requirements.

In order to allow derivation of new classes from Solnput and SoOutput, these classes
were modified to make (essentially) all of their methods virtual. This change does not
affect Open Inventor applications.

5.5 Offscreen Rendering

The Open Inventor SoOffscreenRenderer class is a very powerful tool for generating
bitmap images of an Open Inventor scene. The bitmap image can be written out to a
file or reused within the application as an image or texture map. Arguably,
SoOffscreenRenderer belongs in the Open Inventor component library because it needs
to use window system specific calls to obtain a bitmap (pixmap in XI1 terms) that
OpenGL can render into. However the system specific details are hidden from the
application.

The standard SoOffscreenRenderer can write files in SGI's ".rgb" format or in
Encapsulated PostScript format. Open Inventor for Win32 adds a new method to this
class which writes a file in the standard Win32 ".bmp" format:

SbBool writeToBMP(FILE *fp) const;

This is much more useful in the Win32 environment because many programs can
import and display ".bmp" files, including Microsoft's Word, Excel and Powerpoint.
The standard SoOffscreenRenderer also provides a method (getBuffer) that returns a
pointer to the bitmap image in OpenGL (glReadPixels) format. Open Inventor for
Win32 extends this concept with a new method that returns a pointer to the Win32
memory device context (DC) that contains the image:

HDC getDC() const;

The memory DC is roughly equivalent to the glXPixmap used in the UNIX/X11
implementation. Because of the generality of the Win32 graphics model, a Win32
program can "bit" the bitmap image directly from the memory DC into a display
window context, a Windows Enhanced Metafile (".emf') context, or a printer device
context. A printer device context hides the details of the actual printer, allowing Open
Inventor for Win32 programs to support hardcopy onto any device (supported by
Windows) with no additional effort. The getDC method is also used in MFC programs
to implement support for the "print preview" feature.
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6 MasterSuite

The complete object oriented product line for all your cross-platform and cross-
network graphics developments Powered by Open Inventor. This part is designed to
help you understand what are DialogMaster, PlotMaster, GraphMaster and 3D
DataMaster class libraries, the four companions of Open Inventor parts of the Master
Suite by TGS-G5G.

Master Suite class libraries implement extensions to the Open Inventor development
environment. These extensions give you access to all new functionality that will speed
up your development by including 2D drawing and charting capabilities, a set of input
devices that makes design of user interface much more powerful and still cross platform,
a set of classes to develop viewers for your scientific data. This is not only for your
screen but also for your favorite printer on which you are able to output your graphics
using vector quality rather than just getting a hardcopy image through Open Inventor.

Because the Master Suite product line is powered by Open Inventor (and so OpenGL),
you are going to develop fully cross-platform graphics applications and you will be
able to deliver your graphics through the network using the de facto standard VRML.
Using the 3Space family products your Master Suite visualization may be included
using ActiveX control in a Word document, an Excel report, a PowerPoint presentation
or in e-mail, to share with others real 3D information that can be manipulated and not
only a flat and static 2D representation of your results. You can also distribute your 3D
graphics to the Web by including them in your Web page, then people are able to
visualize and manipulate your results.

If you develop your application using Master Suite you have still access to all Open
Inventor capabilities, you can mix Master Suite and Open Inventor nodes, you can use
all of Open Inventor rendering facilities such as camera, lighting, texturing, and fog to
render your visualization. Master Suite node's fields can be connected to any Open
Inventor engines to animate them for instance or sensors to change any of their values.
The same way you are able to store your Open Inventor database in a metafile, you can
store and retrieve your visualization to or from a metafile that can be a iv format or
VRML format.

6.1 DialogMaster

The first component of the Master Suite products line, DialogMaster extends the Xt
component of Open Inventor and provide you with an easy and powerful way to design
cross-platform user interfaces for your Master Suite application. This component
library is available for both UNIX and windows platforms. DialogMaster defines a
dialog area that can include sliders, choice button or string input areas. Each of the
devices can be triggered and then a callback function may be started for each of them.
All Master Suite (or Open Inventor) parameters may be changed using these devices.
Some powerful « widgets » are also provided within DialogMaster to very easily
customize GraphMaster and 3DDataMaster nodes such as axis editors, contouring
editors, or cross section editors. GraphMaster monitors provide you with a powerful
built-in user interface to customize your vector PostScript, HPGL or CGM outputs for
all your Open Inventor or Master Suite applications.
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6.2 PlotMaster

The second component of the Master Suite product line, PlotMaster extends Open
Inventor actions to allow your application to output a vectorized format of your
database. At this time Open Inventor can only make a postcript bitmap output of your
database. This action stores the image of your visualization using PostScript image
output, which is like doing a hardcopy of your screen. With PlotMaster you are able to
create vectorized output using CGM, HPGL or PostScript format. With CGM format you
can the plug your date in a wide range of other software, using HPGL or PostScript
format you can now produce high quality paper output. PlotMaster allows you to fully
define configuration parameters by setting the action fields to fit your printer
configuration.

6.3 GraphMaster

GraphMaster gives you access to a new set of 2D and 3D shape nodes :

2D nodes : Open Inventor only provides 3D shape nodes. With this first set of extension,
you are able to design very easily and efficiently your 2D graphic applications. This
includes simple 2D shapes, such as rectangles, circles or arrows, 2D charting nodes to
draw a range of different 2D axis (linear logarithmic, angular, time...), curves or
markers field, statistical nodes using pie or bar chart representation, error areas, etc.

3D drawing : The previous classes are extended in 3D such as 3D circles, 3D pie or bar
charts, 3D curves or 3D axis. These nodes give you access to a wide range of new 3D
functionality:

cartesian axis 2D/3D

linear

logarithmic

generalized

angular axis 2D/3D

polar axis

linear

logarithmic

time axis 2D/3D

multi-axis system 2D/3D

XYaxis

rectangle of XY axis

XYZ axis

rectangle of XY axis
with Z elevation

6.4 3D DataMaster

curve

linear

stair

smooth (cubic-spline)
double stairs

histogram

raise points

filling curve to a threshold

2D/3D text

vectorized fonts

PostScript fonts

legends

items legend

values legend

statistic representations

single histogram

multiple histogram

2D pie chart

3D pie chart

high-low-close

error curve

error points field

points field bars

2D3D generalized

parallelogram

circle, circle arc

arrow

labels field

valued markers field

3D DataMaster allows you to « mine » your data. The best way to understand, explain
or distribute your scientific results is certainly to visualize them. 3D DataMaster can
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deal with whatever type of meshes you have, 2D or 3D meshes, Cartesian, spherical,
cylindrical, triangle, hexahedral, structured or indexed and let you build from them
vectors field, 2D or 3D contouring, cross section and of course a wide variety of legends
to explain your visualization.

6.4.1 : Types of meshes :

2D "grid" mesh : cartesian, parallel cartesian, polar.

2D indexed mesh (unstructured): mesh of triangles, mesh of quadrangles, and mesh of
any type of polygon. Each element of the mesh is
defined by its nodes indices.

3D "grid" mesh : cartesian, parallel cartesian, cylindrical.spherical.

3D indexed mesh (unstructured): mesh of tetrahedrons, mesh of hexahedrons, and mesh
of pentahedrons, pyramids, hexahedrons or
tetrahedrons. Each element of the mesh is defined by its
nodes indices.

6.4.2 : 2D mesh representations :

limit: representation of the mesh limits

lines : representation of each edge of the mesh

filled : fill each element of the mesh

contouring : representation of contouring lines

side : 2D-1/2 representation of the mesh limits, by using altitude values

vector : representation of 2D vectors field

streamline : representation of 2D streamlines

6.4.3 : 3D mesh representations :

skin : representation of the mesh skin

cross-section : representation of scalar data on a cross-section of the mesh (cut-plane)

level surface : 3D level surface of scalar data on the mesh.

cross-contour intersection of a cross-section and the mesh skin

skeleton : set of X, Y and Z cross-contours which form a wireframe skeleton of the

mesh

vector : representation of 3D vectors field

streamline : representation of 3D streamlines

voxel : volumic representation
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6.4.4 : Coloring type attribute of 2D-3D mesh representation

It defines the method used to color the edges or facets of the representation:

inherited : each elements of the representation are drawn with the same color

average: the color used to draw an element depend of the average of its nodes values,

mapping: data mapping

contouring : each element of the representation is divided into small elements according the
contouring values

Contact TGS Inc. or G5G SA

Template Graphics Software, Inc.

9920 Pacific Heights Blvd.

Suite 200

San Diego, CA 92121 - USA

Phone : 619 457 5359

Fax :619 452 2547

Email : info@tgs.com

WWW: http://www.tgs.com/

G5G SA, a TGS company

European Headquarters :

PA Kennedy I - BP 227

33708 Mengnac Cedex - FRANCE

Phone : +33 (0) 5 56 13 37 77

Fax : +33 (0) 5 56 13 02 10

Email : info@g5g.fr

WWW: http://www.tgs.com/
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Graphics standards in High Energy Physics

O. Couet CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

This article presents the various graphics standards used in High energy physics software, in
which context they are used, and an idea of what will be the next generation of graphics
packages in view of LHC experiments.

Keywords: Graphics standards; GKS; PHIGS; OpenGL; PostScript.

1 Why graphics standards ?

In the past, in High Energy Physics (HEP), graphics standards (such as GKS) were mainly used to
develop portable graphics programs which are independent of the graphics hardware and operating
system. In future HEP should use appropriate industry graphics standards, if they can be provided at a
reasonable cost, because the industry effort is much greater than HEP effort for software developments,
HEP does not have special requirements in many computing areas, and finally the manpower for
central support is limited (even diminishing), at least for CERN. For all these reasons HEP should
in the future concentrate the effort on specific HEP software.

2 The various graphics layers

A graphics package can be divided into several layers.

Low level graphics: This level is the closest to the hardware. It allows the drawing of points,
lines, polygons and text but only in pixel coordinates on screen or on paper (printer). This
layer is machine dependent and is often called a "Device driver".

Window management: This level is not really a "graphics" one because it doesn't produce any
picture. Nevertheless it is mandatory in almost all the graphics applications and is often
bundled with the low level graphics layer. This level essentially provides graphics window
manipulation (move, resize, request the size, etc.). X-Windows is the de-facto standard on
UNIX platforms.

Basic graphics: This layer performs graphics in user defined coordinates which are
independent of the final hardware output required. It gives also the possibility to create
graphics objects such as GKS segments, PHIGS structures, etc. which can be manipulated
interactively. This level is machine independent.

High level graphics: This layer provide functions able to produce sophisticated graphics
primitives (macro primitives) such as axes, iso-contours, vector fields, etc. It should
provide all the graphics tools specific to a given environment. For example, for HEP
applications, this layer should provide all the necessary functions to produce log scales,
error bars, lego plots, etc.

3 Where do we need graphics in HEP ?

In HEP all levels of graphics are used, ranging from the low level 2D drawing to the high level 3D
graphics. The following list describes the various areas where graphics is used in HEP.

• Data analysis and presentation: The main tool used for Physics analysis and data
presentation is PAW. In this kind of system 2D and 3D views are used depending on the
kind of data set represented. A high quality paper output is required for publications.

• Simulation: GEANT is the system used to simulate the experiments at the physics level.
GEANT uses 2D and 3D graphics. 3D graphics was mainly wireframe but some high level
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rendering algorithms including "ray tracing" or "Gouraud shading" are used more and
more.

• Event display: Physics experiments typically have at least one "Event Display" program.
These kind of programs give reconstructed views of the interactions in the detector. 2D
and 3D graphics are used. 3D is mainly wireframe. It is evolving and some graphics
rendering algorithms are now used. Speed is needed to rotate the 3D volumes in real time.

• Data acquisition Monitoring, Control: This is often called online software. It requires fast
2D graphics and deported output. There is no real need for high quality paper output.

• CAD: 2D and 3D views are used. It requires high quality paper output, often in large
formats such as AO.

• Virtual reality: Virtual reality is used to do navigation into the accelerators and detectors.
It requires fast high level 3D rendering. These are real time programs.

4 Who is using what ?

For each kind of system listed in the previous section we shall now describe which graphics system
is used.

• Data analysis and presentation: As we said before, this task is mainly covered with PAW.
The graphics is provided by the HIGZ library. The XI1 driver of the library covers almost
all the need of the screen output. The paper output need is completely covered by the
PostScript driver.

• Simulation: The simulation is done with GEANT-3. GEANT-3 uses HIGZ 2D. The 3D
transformations are done by GEANT itself. Because of the large number of volumes
manipulated and the fact that GEANT needs to have the knowledge of these volumes (for
tracking), GEANT does not use the graphics structures provided by systems such as
PHIGS.

• Event display: This is the area where the PHIGS system is most widely used because it
provides a standard way to create and manipulate 3D graphics structures.

• Data acquisition Monitoring, Control: In this domain, XI1 is often used directly. Also
HIGZ and HPLOT are used (with the XI1 driver). PHIGS or GKS are little used.

• CAD: The graphics package used comes with the CAD system itself. Often the user does
not even know which one is used.

• Virtual reality: Vitual reality programs run on dedicated hardware (mainly SGI). The
graphics system used are special VR systems built on top of GL or OpenGL.

5 Yesterday in HEP (before 1992)

The first graphics (ISO) standard used in HEP was the Graphical Kernel System (GKS). Below are
listed the main advantages (+) and the disadvantages (-) of this system:

+ It is an (ISO) standard which provides portability and independence from the hardware.
+ It produced true PostScript output.
+ It was simple to use.
+ A lot of device drivers were available (Tektronix, Falco, Megatek, etc.).

But:
It was only 2D graphics. GKS 3D has immediately been superseded by PHIGS.
The XI1 device driver was not well supported (at least in the GTSGRAL version).
No scientific macro primitives were available.

No new application uses GKS and it is now virtually abandoned.
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6 Today in HEP

Today in HEP, two main lines are used to produce graphics:
1. the "CERNLIB" one, using the HIGZ package developed at CERN.
2. the PHIGS environment.

The CERNLIB and PHIGS environment are shown in figure 1.

Application

programs

High level

graphics

Basic graphics

CERNLIB

PAW, GEANT-3, etc...

HIGZ

PHIGS

Event display etc...

(G)PHIGS

1 - " —
Window management

X11

Low Level Graphics

X11,PSetc...

Figure 1: The CERNLIB and PHIGS graphics environments.

GPHIGS is the PHIGS implementation of G5G/TGS. This is the main machine-independent imple-
mentation available today (since 1990). Note that not all the HEP experiments use GPHIGS (CMS
also uses HP native PHIGS).

The following list described the main advantages (+) and the disadvantages (-) of those two lines:

HIGZ: + HIGZ is tuned for HEP. It provides the basic functions needed for physics data
presentation: macro primitives, axes, log scales, errors bars, etc.

+ It produces true PS output. We will see later that some systems are only able to
produce bitmap Postscript output which is not good for publication.

It is simple to use.
The XI1 driver is well supported.

+
+
But:
- It is not a 3D package (2D 1/2).

Only a few drivers are supported.
- It is not an industry standard. This is likely to give problems for long term support.

PHIGS: + PHIGS is an ISO standard.
+ Graphics structures are supported
+ It provides many drivers.
+ It provides true PS output.
+ It is fully 3D.
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+ The XI1 driver is supported.
But:

It is complex to use (especially PHIGS+).
It does not provide scientific macro primitives (although G5G has developed

PHIGURE).

7 What are the industry standards today ?

Nowadays graphics developments are driven more and more by industries such as movies, games,
design, etc., in which the quality and the realism of the pictures produced is essential. OpenGL and
Open Inventor meet these requirements.

• OpenGL is a software interface for applications to generate interactive 2D and 3D
graphics.

• Open Inventor is an object oriented 3D toolkit which simplifies graphics programming. It
includes a rich set of objects such as cubes, polygons, text, materials, cameras lights etc .
Open Inventor is built on top of OpenGL. It defines a standard file format for 3D data
interchange.

Open Inventor/OpenGL are the emerging industry standards for screen output:
• Microsoft provides OpenGL for free on Windows.
• A public domain OpenGL has been built by Gnu (YGL).
• 35 vendors have already adopted OpenGL (IBM, HP, SunSoft, Microsoft, DEC, etc.).
• In HEP, the BaBar experiment, DESY, and Fermilab have already acquired licenses for

Open Inventor (and Iris Explorer).

8 Tomorrow in HEP ?

The Open-Inventor/OpenGL environment is shown in figure 2. Note that OpenGL does not provide
window management facilities, as do XI1, SGI/GL, Apollo/GPR, etc. The native window manager
has to be used to manipulate windows (move, resize, request the size, etc.). The OpenGL task is
"only" to produce graphics.
The following list described the main advantages (+) and the disadvantages (-) of Open Inventor /
OpenGL:
+ It Works on PCs. This is the first system widely available on both workstations and PCs.

This is a great asset because the PC will be an increasingly important platform for HEP
computing in the future.

+ It is the emerging de facto industry standard.
+ OpenGL manages the screen output only (the native window manager must also be used).
+ OpenGL is bundled with NT.
+ VRML: Virtual Reality modeling Language is very close to the Open Inventor file format.
But:

No true PostScript output is provided in Open Inventor (G5G/TGS has developed one).
No scientific macro primitives are provided (but likely to come: G5G/TGS extensions).

9 Conclusions

• After a long period, during which several standards for screen ouput and printing were
available (Tektronix, Megatek, etc.), the Low level graphics has now standardized on
X-Windows for the screen output and Postscript for printing. These two "standards" are
in fact "de-facto standards" and have not been initiated by any committee.

• The Basic Graphics and the High level graphics do not have standards yet. GKS is now
abandoned and PHIGS will certainly be replaced by OpenGL.
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graphics

Basic graphics
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Open Inventor/OpenGL

Data Analysis System, GEANT-4 etc ...

Open Inventor + Extensions

OpenGL
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X11, Windows...
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OpenGL

Figure 2: The Open-lnventor/OpenGL graphics environments.

OpenGL is the first "standard" which covers the Low level graphics and the Basic
Graphics.
Openlnventor, with the G5G/TGS extensions, should cover the High level graphics.
Graphics is now more and more integrated with the Web (VRML, Java). New products
such as COSMO 3D from SGI are now integrating 3D graphics capabilities with the Web.
The SGI web pages say COSMO 3D is: " a powerful set of advanced technologies
bringing interactive multimedia and 3D graphics to the World Wide Web."
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Experiences with Open Inventor *

Joseph Boudreau University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, 15260 USA
Abstract

The Open Inventor(OI) library is a toolkit for constructing, rendering and interacting with a
3D scene. In an object-oriented environment it provides a powerful and low-cost way to
construct fully functional event display programs. By subclassing shapes from the OI
toolkit, the HEP community can develop HEP-specific shapes of a general nature and further
reduce the cost of developing event displays.

Keywords: Open Inventor; Event Display; Visualization; C++

1 Introduction

An event display program is a major cost to a HEP experiment; the time to develop and maintain
such a program runs into many man-years as more features are added at the request of users. In the
past these programs have been developed using low-level graphics libraries, such as the X Toolkit,
GPHIGS, GKS, or GL. These libraries all function at the level of graphics primitives, in two or three
dimensions.
Open Inventor (OI) [ 1 ] is a C++ toolkit for building 3D scenes. Its class tree contains shapes, materials,
transformations, and viewers that encapsulate a large part of the behaviour of a scene, including user
interaction. This layer of soft ware has traditionally been written by HEP programmers. OI appears to
be unique in the world of computer graphics, and is used widely in industry. The primary advantage
of OI is that it allows HEP programmers to assemble complete event displays with unprecedented
economy.
This report is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe general problems in HEP visualization;
in section 3 we describe the Open Inventor solution; in section 4 we describe a prototype event
display based upon OI and HEP-specific extensions; in section 5 we discuss some of the technical
issues of concern to potential users, and in the conclusion we recommend a course of action for the
HEP community in order to make the most efficient use of this promising technology.

2 HEP Visualization in an Object-Oriented Environment

In future HEP environments the principle objects of experimental particle physics will be coded as
C++ objects. In many cases the visualization of these objects is immediate: the object has geometry,
and it suffices to render that geometry within a scene. Examples are detector elements and trajectories.
Other cases require some creativity to turn abstraction into geometry; for example, energy deposits
are sometimes represented by elongated calorimeter crystals. This kind of visualization aims, usually,
to be as intuitive as possible.
Because the objects of physics are never far from a geometrical interpretation, we find abundant
examples in first generation class libraries of physics objects that can draw themselves. "Draw"
methods are useful to application programmers because they allow them to visualize the state of
the program at any point during its execution, even (potentially) with spectacular graphics and full
control over the camera position and angle (local interactivity).
Simply drawing objects is not enough, however, because users demand far more than to be able to
browse events. They need full interactive control over what parts of the scene are drawn, and they
expect to interact with the image. The purpose of their interaction can be to retrieve information,
or even to modify physics objects. Implementing the user interaction with the scene in general is
far more challenging than perfecting the quality of images on the screen.

' Open Inventor is a registered trademark of Silicon Graphics, Inc.
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3 The Inventor Solution

Because of the need for user interaction, the application programmer should be able to organize
objects into a scene, to display the scene while giving the user full control over viewpoint, to save
and retrieve the scene, to locate a scene object after a pick action, to reliably navigate from a part
of composite scene object to the whole, and to set and modify the spatial, geometric, or material
properties of scene objects. This is a layer that OI supports and that the low-level graphics libraries
do not. In addition, OI provides a base class for shapes of any kind. This makes it easy to define
HEP-specific scene objects derived from OI shapes, to map the scene objects in a flexible way into
physics objects, to retrieve information from the physics objects, and possibly to modify the physics
objects through the scene object. Open Inventor uses a good low-level graphics library (Open GL[2])
internally for rendering. The main distinction between a mature graphics library and Open Inventor
is functionality, not graphics quality.

3.1 Open Inventor Basics

root

6 group • • •

transform box
material

Figure 1 : Graph of part of a scene representing one wafer of silicon.

A scene can be represented as a graph such as that in Figure 1, which might describe a wafer of
silicon. It is constructed programmatically through statements such as:

SoSeparator *root = new SoSeparator();

SoGroup *wafer = new SoGroupO;

root->addChild(wafer);

SoTransform *transform= new SoTransformQ;

wafei—>addChild(transform);

SoHaterial *silicon = new SoMaterialQ ;

wafer->addChild(silicon);

SoCube *box = new SoCubeO;

wafer->addChild(box);
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Once the scene is constructed, it can be viewed. Several kinds of standard viewers provide various
flavours of advanced local interactivity: one simulates flight, another uses a virtual trackball, a third
provides planar projections. Different viewers can be simultaneously active. Most can provide
stereoscopic viewing through active eyewear.

3.2 Subclassing

Open Inventor classes are designed to be subclassed. This provides a useful way to define physics
scene objects inheriting the behaviour of Inventor shape nodes. For example one could define
SoHelicalTrack class ("So" is for "Scene Object") to represent helical tracks, they could be added
to the scene like any other node. Inventor supports a "LevelOfDetail" node that can automatically
switch to a less detailed rendering of a shape when its area on the screen becomes smaller than a
programmable limit. One might use it to switch automatically between alternate representations a
physics object.

3.3 Locating the Physical Object

When the user picks an object, through a mechanism that we won't describe here, Inventor passes
the path of the object to a callback function provided by the application programmer. Hash tables
(or maps) are container class objects that can be used to navigate from the scene object a physical
object. This mapping is at the discretion of the application programmer. The STL[3] map class
requires a declaration like:

map<SoTrack *, PhysicalTrack, less<SoTrack*> > MyPhysicalTrack;

The following line would be used to bind the scene object to a physical object:

MyPhysicalTrack[GraphicalTrack]=APhysicalTrack;

In the callback function, the physical track is indexed by the scene object:

MyPhysicalTrack[GraphicalTrack]

An event display has been referred to as an index into an event[4]; this example is a pure transcription
of this idea into C++.

4 The Prototype

A small prototype event display has been constructed. First a handful of HEP-objects were im-
plemented as subclasses of OI shapes, including: Tracks, Wafers, Hits, Measured-Vertices and
Beam-Profiles. This takes some effort but one quickly gains proficiency. Once the classes exist,
programming the rest of the event display is relatively simple. The viewers are regular X Toolkit
widgets and can be placed within a widget hierarchy. The display is shown in figure 2. The adorn-
ments along the bottom and right-hand side are provided entirely by OI for local interaction. The
remaining buttons were coded by hand, but could have been programmed with a GUI-builder. The
menus along the top control visibility of silicon wafers, hits, and tracks. Along the side the buttons
"N" and "Q" allow the user to proceed to the next event, or quit the application. Clicking on a track
prints its transverse momentum.
Two novel features were incorporated. First, the user can interactively rescale the spatial dimensions,
by attaching a "tab box" to the scene as in figure 3 and figure 4. This can be convenient in certain
situations, such as when detectors with low-angle stereo hits are examined. Second, the user can
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Figure 2: A scene as viewed using one of the standard viewers. Buttons along the bottom and right-hand

side control perspective et cetera and are provided by the viewer.

Figure 3: Silicon wafers showing tracks and the beam profile. A Tab Box" is placed on the wafers to allow

the reseating of spatial dimensions.
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Figure 4: The same scene as figure 3. after rescaling.

Figure 5: User interaction with Silicon Geometry. The Trackbox can manipulate position and orientation.

Various other manipulators are also available.
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also interact with the wafer geometry, as in figure 5. Here the user has put a "trackball" manipulator
around the wafer, allowing him to change its position. Variations on this technique could be useful
some day for detector alignment. The prototype falls well short of a full experimental event display
but one can easily imagine scaling it up.

5 Features of Open Inventor

Open Inventor was developed at Silicon Graphics, and is now an open standard distributed by three
third-party vendors in addition to SGI. 01 can be purchased for virtually all Unix platforms, Macintosh,
Microsoft Windows 3.1, Windows 95, and Windows NT. No version yet supports the use of the gnu
compiler. OI developers can call on arbitrary level of graphics acceleration, however they should
keep their low-end users in mind by allowing them to turn these features off. OI can run over X-
terminals thanks to the MESA library[5], on PC's, and on high-powered graphics workstations and
VR equipment. Open Inventor ASCII File Format is the basis for VRML[6], and a scene can be
readily converted to VRML for web browsing.

6 Conclusions

The Inventor Toolkit today provides the most direct and rapid route to well-designed event displays for
the next round of collider experiments. HEP projects which ignore this are doomed to re-implement
a large fraction of Inventor's functionality themselves. The development of graphical applications
can be made yet more economical if the HEP world could design a reusable set of HEP objects, as
extensions to Inventor shape nodes. The design of these classes is relatively unrelated to physics
issues and uncomplicated; the main hurdle is to allow optimal performance on all levels of graphics
hardware. It is not too optimistic to think that this step will be taken before HEPVis 97.
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Graphical User Interface Tools*

G. Cosmo CERN-CN/ASD, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

The use of GUI builder tools in developing modern software applications has nowadays
become a requirement. In this paper, a summary of some evaluations tests performed on
commercial GUI tools and C++ graphics class libraries is presented. The evaluations have
been performed in order to choose a suitable GUI tool to be used for designing the GEANT4
[1] graphical user interface.

Keywords: GUI; Object-oriented design; Widget; Gadget; Notifiers

1 Motivations & evaluation criteria

The user interface (UI) software is often large, complex and difficult to implement, debug and modify.
A study found that about 50% of the implementation time is devoted to implementing the UI portion
and that 48% of the code of applications is devoted to the user interface[2]. In the last few years,
there has been significant progress in software tools to help with creating user interfaces, and today
almost all user interface software is created using tools that make the implementation easier, make it
possible to do fast prototyping, to organise the development process into working-groups, to assure
code-rules integrity, and to reuse UI layouts already developed. Moreover, several tools integrate
also more or less complete graphic class libraries.
The advantages of using GUI tools in a software development process can be classified into two
main groups:

• The quality of the interfaces will be higher;
• The user interface code will be easier and more economical to create and maintain.

1.1 GUI Builders

GUI builders are interactive tools for building graphical user interfaces. Widgets used as building
blocks can come from different graphics standards (X, OSF/Motif, Athena, etc.). The most important
evaluation's criteria we considered in order also to fit with our project's requirements are:

• simplicity of use;
• compatibility and standards;
• completeness and extensibility;
• code generation and C++ solutions.

1.2 Graphics class libraries

Graphics class libraries provide a set of graphic primitives, resources, graphic objects and methods
to handle them, which should be used and integrated to compose the interface In the final application.
These objects share many common traits and form a natural hierarchy and therefore can be considered
as the units of an object-oriented design. These are the criteria we took into account in our evaluation:

• Compatibility and Portability across APIs
• Extensibility and Completeness

- primitive drawing functions
- geometrical functions
- transformation functions
- events handling and interactors
- graphics objects/gadgets, persistency and efficiency

* Evaluations of three commercial GUI tools
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• Object-oriented design
- polymorphism
- class hierarchy - Protocols and Containers
- external objects encapsulation
- active values

• Maintenance and other more technical features ...

2 Evaluations

The commercial software packages evaluated and presented in this paper are the following:
• X-Designer 3.2
• ILOG Views 2.1
• XVT Development Solutions C++ 3.2

2.1 X-Designer 3.2

X-Designer is an interactive tool for building graphical user interfaces (GUIs), using the widgets of
the standard OSF/Motif toolkit as building blocks.
Using X-Designer it is possible to design a hierarchy of widgets simply by clicking on icons and
obtaining simultaneously on the screen the tree structure of the hierarchy and an active prototype
as dynamic display, showing what the current interface looks like and how it behaves.
How to create an X-Designer application:

1. Building the widget hierarchy;
2. Settings resources;
3. Adjusting the interface-layout using the built-in Layout Editor;
4. Designating callbacks to be associated with individual widgets;
5. Generating code (C, C++ or UIL): code-files for each hierarchy, header files and stubs files

containing the function declarations necessary to connect the interface code to the
application code;

6. Linking, running and testing.

2.1.1 Features

The tool offers a very clean and intuitive Design Hierachy representation. There's the possibility
to fold/unfold subsets of widgets, to highlight with colors those widgets defined as C++ classes,
structures or functions, to split the design in more than one shell.
The Standard OSF/Motif widgets are directly represented on a widget palette and the user can add
directly into the palette user-defined widgets or set of widgets. It is possible to integrate class widgets
different from standard OSF/Motif, like XRT'or Athena widgets. X-Designer offers a very powerful
control of widgets' resources. The use of inheritance is exploited for managing common resources
and methods among widgets. The tool provides built-in Pixmap Editor, Compound String Editor,
Layout Editor and a Dynamic display. It is possible to map, unmap, declare, create, destroy callbacks
and user-defined methods, adding user-defined method declarations directly at design-level. It is
also possible to apply same callbacks to different widgets.
The tool automatically generates code specifications for callbacks and puts the code to be filled by
the user in a separated file (stub-file). It can generate C, C++ or UIL source code, XPM and UIL
Pixmap files, X resource files, Makefile and a main procedure. The code is well structured and
commented where needed.
The user always has an exact control of resources for each widget (resources can be inserted or
not inside the code). It is possible to import pixmap data from external files. X-Designer can be
integrated with other packages (e.g.XRunner) for testing the generated interface.
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2.1.2 X-Designer 3.2, globally

X-Designer 3.2 globally gives a positive impression. It appears to be reliable and complete. Its
strong points are:

• Good assembly and intuitive grouping of command types;
• Complete on-line help and text documentation even in matter of error recovery;

The support from the company is good and quite fast. On the other side:
• No possibility to load more than one design at a time;
• Not very easy to understand how to setup and manage inherited resources and methods for

widgets defined as C++ classes;
• Compatibility: supporting only X or X/Motif;
• It's nothing more than a GUI-builder !

2.2 ILOG Views 2.1

ILOG Views is an advanced C++ graphics class library; it handles graphics tasks, ranging from basic
graphical user interfaces to complex real-time vectorial applications. Interfaces built with ILOG
Views are portable across systems including X, X with Motif, Windows, and Presentation Manager.
The package is supplied with an auxiliary editing tool called ilvedit to help the user designing his
interface. The editor itself is written making use of the ILOG Views class library and its source code is
delivered with the package, so it is useful to the user for possible customizations or coding templates.
Everything is written in pure exemplary C++ style emphasizing code reuse through inheritance.
Classes can be grouped into 7 different domains more or less linked to each other through the use
of derived objects or inherited methods:

• Primitives, a collection of drawing member functions realizing a sort of connection layer
enabling the user to communicate transparently with different display systems (X, Motif or
MS-Windows);

• Resources, whose class directly interacts with most of the primitives cited above;
• Views, the objects directly associated to windows on the screen;
• Graphics Objects and Containers, a class hierarchy to create and manage graphics objects

and containers where to put them in;
• Gadgets, the set of classes enabling the user to create interface graphics objects, their

interactors and their special containers;
• Charts, Scales & Gauges, graphics objects designed to represent data;
• Management, the main class which is responsible of the interactions between graphics

objects, views and storage places (layers).

2.2.1 Features

In ILOG-Views, the drawing member primitives handle every aspect of the connection with the
used display system. Elementary drawing classes includes: point, point with fp coordinates, vector,
rectangle, region (list of rectangles), curves, strings, arcs, arrows, polylines, Bezier curves, labels,
bitmaps... . There are primitives dealing with resources: colors, line styles, patt., fonts, and Mouse
& keyboard events handling primitives. It is possible to manage any bitmap format (GIF, BPM,
BMP), to record events, store them and play back at any speed, to redirect the output on screen or
PS file. The package includes 2D transformation, strings, timer and error handling.
A View is the real place where graphics objects are drawn on the screen, a window is an associated
set of one or several views; visibility, scrolling, drawing, sizing are managed at this level. A graphics
object is displayed associating its coordinates with the coordinate system of a particular container.
The Containers coordinate the storage and the display of graphics objects inside a window; it is a
kind of view with predefined Callbacks handling system/user events and the automatic refresh of
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graphics objects it stores. Functionalities provided by Containers are: object management, drawing
functions, geometrical transformations, buffering, I/O operations, accelerators.
It's possible to set look & feel of graphics objects. Object Interactors are defined to manage user
events on objects. For each gadget there's a predefined object interactor for containers. At manager
level the user can handle large sets of objects. The Manager coordinates the interactions between
the display of graphics objects in multiple views and the organization of graphics objects in multiple
layers.

2.2.2 The graphics editor

ILOG Views provides llvedit as a tool to build graphical user interfaces using ILOG Views gadgets.
Ilvedit is an extensible GUI builder, it provides special panels displaying predefined gadgets and
graphics objects; the user must simply pick and drag the object from the panel to the work space to
graphically configure his own panel.
It gives the possibility to handle all graphics objects and gadgets supported with the library in a
graphic and intuitive way. Attachment and alignment of objects is very easy and practical. It's very
easy to extend the editor with user-defined gadgets and graphics resources can be set in a practical
way. The tool generates C++ code, defining a class for each panel being built. Generated code is
clean, well structured and commented where needed; it is possible to generate callbacks as virtual
member functions (just redefine them in a derived class). Resource data can be included or not inside
the code. The tool can also generate a main procedure.

2.2.3 ILOG Views 2.1, globally

ILOG Views 2.1 is provided as a C++ class library where classes are complete, efficient and extensible.
Its power is that it is based on a true object-oriented architecture separating visual aspects from objects'
behavior. Benefits of this are class reusability and programming flexibility.
Predefined drawing primitives assure portability accross different window systems (X, X/Motif,
Microsoft Windows) making the system independent of platform and graphics standards. Docu-
mentation and tutorial on classes and code description are good and sufficiently deep. The possibility
to handle the gadget editor source code, which is freely delivered within the package, is very useful.
The GUI builder or gadget editor is provided as a tool. By means of the editor it is possible to handle
the most important features and tools provided within ILOG Views. Some solutions adopted with
the editor are really successful such as the way to set attachments and alignment for objects and the
easiness to extend the editor itself.
On the other hand:

• There's no on-line help or error-recovery;
• Ilvedit lacks a sort of dynamic-display;
• A hierarchy display is missing.

2.3 XVTDSC++3.2

XVT Development Solution for C++ (DSC++) is a set of products whose aim is to form a productive
C++ development workbench. The software components of DSC++ are:

• XVT-Power++ (release 3.2) - a portable C++ application framework, including the Rogue
Wave Tools.h++ class library;

• XVT-Portability Toolkit (release 4.0) - a portable API library that enables XVT-Power++ to
easily move across platforms.

• XVT-Architect (release 1.0) - a visual object-oriented GUI development tool and
application generator.

XVT DSC++ is portable across most major GUI environments including: Motif/X11R5, OPEN
LOOK, MS-Windows, MS-Windows NT, OS/2 and Macintosh.
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2.3.1 Application Framework

XVT-Power++ incorporates an application framework and encapsulates several hierarchies of object
classes to feature an object-oriented design within the field of GUI programming. These objects are
used by the designer as building blocks to assemble into the application. The application framework
consists of three levels:

• Application - program control, application startup and cleanup handling, providing global
objects/data and getting access to them, finding out global definitions and creating
documents, message propagation between classes.

• Document - The document is the link between the application level and the view level.
CDocument is the abstract class for accessing and managing files and internal data,
creating windows or variations.

• View - Views allow the user to interact with the application and reflect the state of the
application. Views draw themselves on the screen. A Draw() method is defined for each
view, providing automatic clipping.

2.3.2 Features

In an application built using XVT-Power++ there's one CApplication object which controls the
program once started: it's the first object to be instantiated and the last to be destroyed. The CBoss
class manages the events and message-passing among classes. Data can be propagated in two different
ways:

1. through the DoCommand chain mechanism: the document acts as a server to all of its
client windows. Windows can ask for a change or pass messages to other windows by
simply generating a DoCommand.

2. through the ADP (Automatic Data Propagation) system: it plays around the concept of
notifiers: providers and dependents.

Views can be built up of other views and a view can contain several other views. Enclosures are
provided to ensure clipping on included views. Among the predefined shapes are: Rectangle (Square),
Oval (Circle), Arc, Polygon (Regular Polygon), Line. They are all derived from CSubView and
can act as enclosures for other objects, receive and communicate events, be moved/sized, or also
generate commands. The package offers helper views providing stickiness properties, data structures
to manage attributes, helper objects for enabling a view to be moved and sized. It provides classes
for inserting, removing, moving objects on cells and sizing grids; classes for handling strings/texts
(from Rogue Wave); classes for run-time type checking of objects and debugging utilities; classes to
automatically handle traversals of menubar hierarchy; methods to read and write several different
image file formats: BMP, PICT, xpm, xbm.
Program resources on UNIX platforms are coded using the URL (Universal Resource Language).
It is possible to store resources in a separate file (read at launch time by the application) or store
them in a separate code-file.

2.3.3 XVT-Architect

Built on top of XVT-DSC++, it offers most of the functionalities of XVT-Power++ to graphically
design and build an application. XVT-Architect supports different editors for managing global data
and refining the application: Menu, Command, Accelerators, etc. It is possible to import/export
and cut/paste projects. XVT-Architect consists of three main visual components: the Blueprint, the
Drafting Board and the Strata Interface.

• Blueprint module, to establish the primary object hierarchy and inter-object
communication for the application;

• Drafting Board module, to lay out views and subviews making up the GUI interface of the
application;
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• Strata Interface, the attribute editor.

2.3.4 XVT-DSC++ 3.2, globally

XVT Development Solution for C++ seems to be globally a very good product for developing GUI
applications within an object-oriented application framework. It can assure portability across the
most important hardware platforms and graphics environments by means of a robust and complete
API library provided by the XVT-Portability Toolkit component. XVT-Power++ integrates the Rogue
Wave's Tools.h++ data structures and its class hierarchy is based on Rogue Wave Collectable classes.
That's really a strong advantage of this package, since Rogue Wave class library provides a robust
and rich set of collections, utility classes and data structures. Templates are not used within XVT-
Power++, however it can benefit from the use of Rogue Wave template classes. Very interesting and
powerful is the Automatic Data Propagation (ADP) system to propagate changes of data from objects
to objects, as well as the possibility to perform run-time type checking on objects. XVT-Portability
Toolkit realizes a robust and reliable interface to operate on UI graphics objects independently from
the underlying graphics system or hardware platform, providing in addition a flexible and powerful
hypertext-based help system. By means of XVT-Architect, the user can make use of all features
and functionalities provided by the XVT-Power++ class library in a very ease and intuitive way.
The possibility of import/export and cut/paste projects files becomes very useful to structure the
development for a team-oriented organization. The "Factory"-system method is a skilful solution for
application maintenance and for reducing efforts when updating or refining parts of the application
being developed. Documentation and tutorial on classes and API library as well as XVT-Architect
on-line help are good and well organized. Strong point:

• The user always has under control the general structure of the project and the class
hierarchy of objects he is working on; it's very ease to skip among them to visualize or
change current settings and/or inherited attributes.

On the other hand:
• RW persistence feature is not supported by XVT-Power++ (it will be in a future release);
• Resources management is quite complex, since on UNIX platforms it makes use of the

URL language and the final generated application has to be delivered together with a
separated binary file containing all specific resource settings (which will be loaded in
memory once at launch-time).
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Data Analysis - a Physicist's Perspective
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We describe the traditional HEP physics analysis environment in terms of the data types and
the software tools used and, using a typical analysis task as an example, we identify the generic
problems which are encountered. We then attempt to define requirements for a future analy-
sis environment considering such issues as correctness, homogeneity, consistency, fault toler-
ance, ease of use, and efficiency. Finally, we discuss the hopes and plans for a future physics
analysis environment based on an object oriented software paradigm.
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1 Introduction

To function in the typical physics analysis environment used in HEP today requires an extensive
familiarity with a wide range of tools and data types in a highly heterogeneous framework. We
examine the situation and then attempt, with some unavoidable hubris, to suggest ways in which
a future analysis environment might alleviate some of the problems described and also enhance
productivity by using modern computing technologies. Since this subject has been discussed a great
deal amongst the HEP computing community, we will emphasise the perspective of the physicist.
The eventual goal of any physics analysis is to make measurements of fundamental physical quantities
which can then be compared to theoretical models. Such quantities are rarely determined directly -
in general raw event data must first be processed in a variety of ways and by a variety of different
tools. Figure 1 shows schematically the flow of data, represented by arrows, between the traditional
software modules used for HEP offline analysis, represented by rounded boxes. The box labelled

Detector
description

User analysis
Statistics
tOstogrammtng
Numerical analysis
Symbolic math
Event display

Calibration
constants

Figure 1 : Schematic flow of data between the main software tasks of a typical physics analysis.

"Physics analysis" contains many elements which are not specific to a particular experiment, as well
as dedicated tools such as event visualisation programs. In addition to this "final analysis" step,
analysis also includes: detector calibration and alignment; data quality checking; processing and
selection of subsamples of real and simulated data based on physics criteria; numerical and statistical
analysis; and comparison to theoretical models.
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There are many data samples required for physics analysis and an even larger number of data formats:
• event data, including raw event data (typically sequential access binary files),

reconstructed event data (typically ZEBRA [1] or BOS [2] files), and micro DST data
(typically ZEBRA, BOS, or HBOOK ntuple files [3]);

• test beam data (a variety of obscure and poorly documented formats);
• detector description (various CAD files for the full engineering description and ASCII

titles file, ZEBRA file, or FORTRAN 77 code when used with GEANT [4]);
• slow control data (ASCII, ZEBRA, binary files and/or a database such as Oracle or

HEPDB);
• calibration data and run parameters (stored as for slow control data);
• natural constants such as T, e, etc. and fundamental constants such as c, h, etc. (typically

defined in multiple places throughout the code with varying degrees of precision);
• experimentally determined physics quantities such as particle masses, lifetimes, branching

fractions, etc. (FORTRAN 77 code, ASCII files, PDG [5] database - often inconsistent and
with no simple update mechanism);

• theoretical formulae such as matrix elements, fragmentation and structure functions, etc.
(FORTRAN 77 code, output from a symbolic math package, printed papers).

There are a multitude of software tools used in even a simple analysis. The HEP-specific tools include:
• event generator programs (JETSET/Pythia [6], KORALZ [7], ISAJET [8], etc.);
• detector simulation programs (usually, but not always, based on GEANT [4] which is also

used in its interactive form to analyse and display the detector elements);
• event reconstruction programs (almost completely specific to the experiment);
• statistical analysis programs (usually based on MINUIT [9], these may be written by the

user or use general packages such as PAW [10] or mn_fit [11]);
• numerical analysis tools (generally libraries of routines, e.g. NAGLIB [12]);
• generic analysis software (the predominant package in use is PAW);
• data presentation software (the predominant package in use is PAW);
• event display software (these are specific to each experiment).

Many of the tools are essentially single-purpose while others, notably PAW, are applicable to a variety
of different tasks. In addition, there are many tools used in physics analysis which are often taken
for granted, such as the basic operating system functions, mail, printing, web browsers, graphics
viewers, text editors, document preparation tools, and symbolic math packages.

2 A Typical Physics Analysis Task

In this section we describe a typical specific analysis subtask and the problems which arise. The
conclusions we draw, however, will be general in nature. The analysis consists of finding photons
produced in the neighbourhood of a jet. The photons are identified in a crystal calorimeter but are
difficult to identify due to the overlapping energy deposits of the hadrons in the jet, as shown in
figure 2(left). Electromagnetic showers are characterised by a narrow shower compared to hadronic
showers, as shown in figure 2(right). Therefore, in order to identify a photon, one searches for a
narrow energy bump allowing for a small background of dispersed energy deposits from hadrons.
The electromagnetic shape is measured in the test beam while the hadronic shape is taken from a
shower library derived from a GEANT [4] simulation study.
The optimum value for the fraction of electromagnetic energy is obtained by maximising the likelihood
for the data to agree with the linear superposition of the two shower shapes. The candidate shower
from the data consists of 25 energies deposited in a 5 x 5 array of crystals. Similarly, the ideal
electromagnetic and hadronic shower shapes are each described by 25 real numbers. Conceptually
the task is straightforward although in practice there a number of problems, as we describe below.
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Figure 2: Actual shower in the L3 BGO calorimeter (left). The heights of the histogram-like bumps are pro-

portional to the energy deposited. The figure on the right shows typical profiles for electromagnetic showers

(upper) and hadronic showers (lower).

2.1 Problems encountered

In our simple example of shower shape fitting the following input files are required:
the data events;
the test beam data for the electromagnetic response function;
a Monte Carlo file of simulated hadron responses;
the geometrical parameters of the crystals;
the run characteristics which define whether the calorimeter was functioning correctly;
the calibration constants used to convert from ADC counts to energies, allowing for
electronics pedestals and noise.

Thus, in order to perform one small aspect of a full analysis, making a one-dimensional fit involving
75 real numbers per shower, we need to read six files. This is probably inevitable, but the problem
is that the format of the data is different in each case such that a different interface module is needed
to read each file. To perform the MINUIT fits, REAL numbers then need to be converted to DOUBLE
PRECISION. The results are converted back to REAL numbers and used to fill histograms which are
written out in ZEBRA format for final plotting in PAW.
In addition to the multitude of different data formats, problems encountered include:

• nonuniform interfaces to the event display and reconstruction programs, PAW, MINTJIT,
the system shell, etc.;

• the low reliability and poor documentation of the programs used;
• the need to use the operating system to manage files and manipulate their formats;
• unnecessary repetition of work due to poor propagation and standardisation of work

previously done by other physicists {e.g. detector alignments, interface routines etc.).
PAW was a well-motivated attempt to provide a unified physics analysis environment. Unfortunately
the implementation suffered from many of the problems mentioned above which we elaborate, in
the form of requirements.in the following section.
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3 General Requirements for an Analysis Environment

In this section we attempt to define, from a physicist's point of view, a set of requirements for a
coherent and easy to use physics analysis environment.

3.1 Correctness

The single most important requirement for the physicist is that results produced from analysis programs
are correct. All too frequently this is not the case. A great deal of time is wasted by physicists trying
to understand spurious results produced by faulty software or data (admittedly often their own). Of
course in practice one must allow for intrinsic limitations of analysis programs, due for example to
rounding errors and the pseudo-randomness of random number generators. These effects should be,
and generally are, much smaller than the intrinsic error on the measurement.

3.2 Homogeneity

A significant fraction of a physicist's time is spent becoming familiar with the large variety of languages,
data formats, interfaces, and associated tools, such that frequently programs are not used to their full
extent if at all. It is desirable to offer an analysis environment which is as homogeneous as possible
to minimise the learning time for each application. In particular, the data should be presented in
as consistent a way as possible. The data themselves may be stored in a variety of formats but this
should be hidden from the user. Use of a data description language (DDL) and a uniform command
interpreter may greatly enhance the physicist's productivity.

3.3 Consistency

Closely tied to the issues of correctness and homogeneity is that of consistency which refers to the
logical behaviour of commands and languages. For example, a language which is used to communicate
instructions to a program must have a grammar in which every command parses in an unambiguous
and conventional way.

3.4 Fault tolerance

Fault tolerance is the ability behave meaningfully in the presence of errors. Data used by a program
should be checked for its validity since it may be incorrect or unavailable due to human error, error in
code which generated it, or network or other hardware errors. Similarly, code should be written with
checks to avoid such problems as overwriting, overflows and underflows, and memory leaks. The
common practice of globally trapping such errors is extremely bad. The program should terminate
gracefully, with meaningful diagnostic messages, rather than continuing with unpredictable results.

3.5 Ease of use

All too frequently physicists are required to learn unnecessarily obscure aspects of programming
languages, data formats, or operating system functions . While this will always be inevitable for
a few "experts" it is currently the norm rather than the exception. Commands and graphical user
interfaces should be intuitive to use and have a style and syntax similar to other applications with
which users are familiar. The documentation of the programs and data structures is of paramount
importance, both for the developer and for the user. It should be an integral part of the software
engineering design and implementation strategy and, in order to be useful, it should be up-to-date,
accurate, and complete.
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3.6 Software and Hardware Efficiency

The efficiency of code is nowadays not such an issue as it may once have been. At one time, physicists
would optimise the code by hand to enhance the performance and tune the data structures to save disk
space. Nowadays the lower cost of CPU's, memory, and disks, compared to the cost of physicists' time,
makes it unprofitable to indulge excessively in these activities. Moreover, physicists are generally
less competent than commercial compilers or profiling tools for analysing and optimizing code
performance, and often less efficient and reliable than software or hardware compression algorithms
for reducing the sizes of data sets. In general, the largest sources of inefficiency result from the need
to repeatedly re-run programs due to errors in the code or data structures.

4 Development of a Future Analysis Environment

The large HEP collaborations of the future, such as ATLAS and CMS at the LHC, each consist of
several thousand scientists dispersed around the globe. The analysis software typically consists of
~ 105~6 lines of code, which is developed and used over a period of O(decades) on a multitude
of hardware platforms. There is also a considerable amount of other software: DAQ, slow control,
information systems, collaboration support tools such as personnel databases. The traditional HEP
software model, whose problems we described above, is inadequate in satisfying the needs of these
future experiments.
The HEP community has (almost) universally accepted that future software developments should
use an Object Oriented (OO) paradigm [13, for example], using C++ at least for the moment. All
relevant data (events, slow control data, calibrations, etc.) will be stored in an object database [14].
The OO strategy has many advantages; in particular the code and data structures are highly modular,
the interfaces are clearly defined, and the software is (in principle at least) better engineered and
documented. This approach will not only enhance the quality, usability, and maintainability of the
code but it will also present a much more flexible environment for physics analysis. For example,
in the CMS computing model, the serial data processing of the past (to form DST's, mini-DST's,
etc.) will disappear at a logical level such that physicists may analyse raw data together with highly
processed reconstructed objects. There are many generic HEP OO projects which are already well
advanced, including LHC++ [15], GEANT4 [16,17], and RD45 [18].
The use of commodity software components, for example for data presentation, will be encouraged
wherever they fulfil the requirements. This will result in large reductions in manpower costs by
removing the time consuming in-house development time, such that physicists can concentrate on
those tasks which are specific to high energy physics. New paradigms of distributed computing
are being developed very rapidly by commercial companies. These are likely to play an important
role in the way in which we do analysis at a distance on an arbitrary hardware platform, using the
most up-to-date code and data. The prototype projects using Java which were presented at this
workshop [19,20] already show the immense potential of this approach.
The use of modern technologies alone will not guarantee the success of future HEP software projects. It
seems likely that the weakest element of future HEP software projects is neither the software techology
nor the software engineering methodology, but rather the personnel involved. Good physicists work
creatively (to put it politely) and this can be damaging to a large software effort, which requires rigour
and uniformity. We need to accept that not all physicists can be involved in th$ development of the
core physics analysis software. This should be developed by professional software engineers together
with a small number of physicists who have undergone training in modern software technologies and
methods. To ensure success we need to treat the software of future HEP experiments as seriously
as subdetector systems which nowadays are developed by specialised physicists and professional
engineers, in close collaboration with industry.
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An Evaluation of PAW
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Abstract

This short paper describes the Web-based questionnaire that was made available for
users of the PAW (Physics Analysis Workstation) program. Over three hundred replies
to the questionnaire have been received, and they are summarised with the help of data
from PAW session monitoring. Following this, some requirements for a second
generation tool that would replace PAW are proposed.

Keywords: Data analysis visualisation PAW

1 Introduction

In late 1995, users of PAW were invited to fill out a lengthy Web-based questionnaire
http://wwwcn.cern.ch/asd/paw/question.html. The questionnaire contained sections that
addressed the purpose for which PAW was being used, how often it was used, on what
operating system, the extent of satisfaction with the tool, the favoured data formats for analysis,
and so on. In addition, the users were asked to provide details such as home institute,
experiment name, and where PAW was being used. The questionnaire is still available, and is
linked to via the PAW Web page http://wwwcn.cern.ch/asd/paw/.

Since that time, over 300 replies have been received. These replies are stored in a text file,
which has been processed into statistical information in the form of histograms, using a
sophisticated PAW macro. A summary of this statistical information, together with data
obtained from PAW session log records is made (also linked via the PAW Web page), and
conclusions drawn.

2 Typical use of PAW

PAW is typically used to analyse experimental HEP data stored as Ntuples on disk. Ntuples
may be thought of as a single table database. There are two flavours of nTuple, those that have
the data stored with one row after the after, and those which have the data stored with one
column of data after the other. Row-wise Ntuples are the original form. The newer column-wise
Ntuples were introduced to speed up data access for typical queries (which tend to require data
from one or a few columns only), and are heavily used on the PIAF systems. The PIAF systems
run a special version of PAW that has been parallelised, and the PAW user can connect to this
system using an IP connection from his/her workstation.

The survey results show that the majority of users are still using row-wise Ntuples. These are
typically attached by PAW, and a selection function applied to a range of columns in the
nTuple. The selection function is often a Fortran routine that encodes an algorithm on the
column variables. Such routines are interpreted by the COMIS program, which is incorporated
in PAW. In some cases, the native Fortran compiler may be used instead of COMIS to
dynamically link the user's Fortran function with PAW. Rows of the nTupie which pass the
selection function are used to fill histograms, which then show a distribution of the function
value, or some combination of the column variables. The histogram appears in the PAW
graphics window. At this point, the user will often decide to fit the distribution in the histogram
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to a theoretical prediction, which is also encoded as a Fortran function. For this, the MINUIT
program (also incorporated into PAW) is used, and the results of the fit are shown as a %2 value
in the PAW text window, and as a curve in the PAW graphics window.

Once the user is satisfied with the plot, he/she will annotate it ready for publication, maybe
using a mixture of fonts, super- and sub-scripts, and so on. At this point the plot will typically
be stored as a PostScript file.

In contrast to the above pattern of use, approximately one quarter of all PAW "sessions" take
place in batch, where the program is run without keyboard input, and under the control of a
KUIP macro.

Summarising, users of PAW make heavy use of macros, interpreted/compiled Fortran selection
functions and fitting.

3 Suitability to Tasks

Users were asked to rate PAW for ease of use, reliability, functionality, and so on. In general
the functionality of PAW was highly rated, but there were poorer results for reliability and
documentation. Despite a considerable publicity campaign when it was introduced, the Motif
version of PAW (called PAW++) was still little used (around 10% of respondents), and the
reason for this is suspected to be due to both a poorly designed user interface, and, for
proficient users, its having few advantages over the command line mode version.

Considerable independent use of the PAW component packages HBOOK (for histogramming),
MINUIT (for fitting) and COMIS (for Fortran function interpretation) is made. This is not
surprising, as these ubiquitous packages existed before the PAW system integrated them into its
fabric.

The incorporation of packages such as these, places the PAW system simply without
competition in terms of functionality for HEP data analysis.

4 A Replacement for PAW

By examining how PAW is used, and looking at the users' evaluations of it, some requirements
for a replacement tool can be drawn up. For example, from the replies to the questionnaire, the
functionality of PAW appears sufficient for today's physicists needs. Any new tool should thus
target equal or increased functionality.

So why would one want to replace PAW ? The answer to this question lies in the intrinsic
limitations of the data model used. This model is instantiated by Ntuples, which are database-
like tables. The table view of HEP data is insufficiently rich to fit with the new object paridgm
that is gaining considerable footing in HEP data analysis. Reading and writing Ntuples is
achieved using CERN-written data access routines, which are known to be buggy and
occasionally inefficient. The Ntuples themselves are limited in size, a limit which is known to
be too low for LHC data. The PAW system itself is hard to maintain, partly because of its size,
and partly because of a lack of coherence between its component packages. It relies little on
industry standards, most noticeably for its graphics and I/O parts. Finally, it is hard to
customize to individual needs: one either takes the whole system or nothing at all.

A new tool would offer equivalent or better functionality to PAW in the areas of:

• Object representations of the data
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• The convenience and speed of access to user data

• The manipulation of the data, with user-defined functions and so on

• Easy automation of data manipulations

A new tool should be more modular, robust, maintainable and modern:

• With more user freedom to pick the required analysis components

• With less home-grown code

• With standard layers for graphics and access to an OO database

• With more emphasis on ease of use for beginners

It is proposed that any new tool should target Windows/NT as the primary OS environment.
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Data Analysis/Visualization for the Object-Oriented LHC era

Y. Adesanya CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

The LHC++ [1] (Libraries for HEP Computing) working group was established in
mid-1995, in response to a stated requirement from the LHC collaborations, to investigate a
"CERNLIB-like" environment, but based on C++. The strategy of the working group, which
involves representatives from CERN experiments and outside, has been to adopt standards -
either de-jure and de-facto - wherever appropriate and to concentrate HEP effort on
HEP-specific problems. The presentation will focus on those areas of the proposed LHC++
environment related to data analysis and visualization, and will include a discussion of
HEP-specific histogram classes, why they are needed, and their relationship with other
components of the strategy, including Object Databases (ODBMS) and industry-standard
scientific visualization frameworks (AVS Express and IRIS Explorer).

Keywords: Object-Oriented; C++; Standards; Histograms; Persistency; Visualization

1 Introduction

The LHC era introduces new requirements which cannot be met by the CERNLEB software foundation.
Effective re-evaluation demands a change in our approach. In the past, there was just cause for CERN's
in-house development of mechanisms used to handle fundamental computing tasks. Today's modular
approach, adopted through object-oriented and component-ware environments, enables common
elements of performance demanding applications to be identified and exploited. Such elements are
far more accessible today than yesteryear. The move towards object-oriented perspectives of problem
solving has left FORTRAN in its wake. The latest generation of high energy physicists regard C++
as the current leader in high-level languages. The imminent arrival of the ANSI standard [2] should
resolve large compiler differences, easing the pain of porting code. Many features are introduced
as part of the language. Not all are ground breaking, but the point is that they form a standard, to
be adopted by all who use C++.
The STL [3] (Standard Template Library) need not be used directly by users but we must ensure that
class libraries are as compatible as possible while avoiding redundancy. We need to identify which
parts of a future framework should be developed specifically for LHC. Object-Oriented components
will help us to create a consistent infrastructure, preserving objects as the units of operation throughout
all levels of the data analysis process. Nobody believes that todays implementation will address all
the needs of 2006. But we can fuse together a data analysis/visualization environment that is far
more future-proof than its predecessor, i.e. a software foundation that is coherent, maintainable and
based on recognized standards. The prototype data analysis/visualization framework will addresse
the immediate needs of LHC physicists with an eye to the future.

2 Areas associated with HEP unique requirements

2.1 Histogram classes

The data analysis/visualization process model relies heavily upon suitable data structures. The
working group considered existing solutions, both commercial and otherwise. General purpose
histogramming packages seemed to fall short of our demands. This prompted the creation of the
Histogram sub-group whose role it was to draw up a well defined set of requirements for a design.
It appeared deceptively easy. What physicist couldn't describe the features of a histogram? The
requirements are still being revised.
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2.2 Object Peristency

Persistency was not treated as an implicit feature of the histogram classes but it was advised that
prototype coding should begin as soon as possible, to help validate the analysis and see how much had
to be taken into consideration when making a class persistent capable. Object databases fitted into
the LHC++ scheme. Nobody wanted to see persistent data as rows and columns in a file. The RD45
[4] group was established in 1995 to research object persistency and to produce recommendations
for HEP projects such as GEANT 4. They understood the storage and performance demands of
future experiments and had chosen the Objectivity ODBMS [5] as a suitable choice for prototype
histogram class library.

2.3 Modular interactive visualization for HEP

Interactive data analysis and visualization is a major concern. Experience comes from several working
group members who have spent a considerable amount of time both developing and using the PAW
visualization package (amongst others). Over the course of time, lessons were learned relating to
maintainability of such systems. The AGOCG (Advisory Group On Computer Graphics) confirmed
our beliefs in Modular Visualization Systems. They provide well structured functionality which
can be easily extended. The modular approach allows supports encapsulation, vital for the reuse
of legacy code. Although such systems tend to have larger learning curves, their benefits provide
ample justification.

3 Designing histograms for HEP

Before the decision was taken to develop HEP histograms, some individuals had already contemplated
creating their own ad-hoc classes. It was time for a common solution. An evaluation of Rogue Waves
Math.h++ histogram class showed several limitations. Work began on formalizing histogram package
requirements. The criteria include:

• support for weighted entries;
• multi-dimensional histograms;
• recording underflow and overflow;
• variety of binning systems which can be extended;
• persistence capability;
• general transformations;
• statistics.

Once a draft requirements document had been produced, an initial class diagram was derived. It's
most striking feature is the distinct separation between histogram bins and the problem space which
defines their boundaries. Histogram objects contain a collection of bins which store weights and
errors. Partition instances are responsible for generating a bin identifier from a data point.
The classes are connected via a one-to-many relationship. This acknowledges the fact that users
often wish to create create several histograms in a program which share the same characteristics.
Bin contents can be set through the Histogram member functions:

• set_bin_value(X:Data.point,value:Real)
• set_bin^error(X:Data_point,error:Real)

Both calls cause the recipient Histogram to retrieve the bin qualifier ID from its respective partition.
The appropriate bin can then be referenced and the value or error is returned. Histograms can also
undergo operations such as addition, multiplication and subtraction. The OMT diagram (Figure
1.) lists operations which accept Histogram objects as arguments. This will be extended to scalar
types in the future. Two subclasses directly inherit from the Histogram class: DataHistogram is
for accumulating weights. The other subclass is ProfileHistogram.
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w:Weight)

operator+(P:Profile_Hlstogram):Profile_Histogram
operator-(P:Profile_Hlstogram):ProfHe_Histogram
transform (T.Transformation)
rebin(new_partltlon:Partition)

is associated to the
same data points and
the same partition as

GlobaLStatistics

character_nam8.String
mean: Real
rmsiReal
skew-.Real

Screate(charactsr_value_llst:Ust<Cnaracter_Value>,
welghlJist:Ust<Weight>)

add_valuo(w:Weighl,y:Characler Value)
operator+(stat:Global_Statistics):GlobaLS1atistics
operaIor-(stat:GlobaLSIatistics):GlobaLStatistics

Data_Hl8togram

nb_ol_data_potnts: Integer

$creale(datajK!intJisl:Ust<Data_Poinl>.
we!ght_list:Ust<Weight>)

acW_data_polnt(X:Data_Point,w:Weight)
operator+(h:Data_Histogram):DataLHistograni
op9rator-(h:Data_Hislogram):Data_Histogran)
transform (^Transformation)
rebln(new_partition.Partition)

is associated to the
same data points as
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HlstOJtD

$creale(name:String,nB!ns:lnteger,xLow:Real,xHigh:Real)
(ill(X:Real,w:weight)

HiStO_2D

$create(name:Stnng,nxBins:lnteger.xLow:Real,xHiBh:Real,nyBins:lnIeger.yLow:Real,yHigh:Real)
lill(X:Real,Y:Real,w: weight)

Figure 1 : Top-level OMT diagram of Histogram class structure

The Partition class holds a list of references to elementary partitions. An ElementaryPartition
object is abstract, corresponding to a single dimension within a partition. Through sub-classing,
different kinds of dimension are implemented such as fixed length, variable length, sets, etc. El-
ementaryPartition objects can also be shared amongst different Partition objects. The design is
fairly open in terms of extensibility. The initial class structure had been defined but concrete test
cases would aid validation and refinement. Prototypes would act as a catalyst by promoting user
feedback. Other issues included the interface design. Persistency also had to be dealt with. Just
how much work is required in making C++ classes persistent?
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4 The impact of the Objectivity on class design

A subset of the histogram class structure was chosen for immediate coding, enabling the creation
of data histograms of n-dimension (fixed/variable width bins). The first stage was simple enough.
Transient C++ classes were written using normal pointers to handle associations. The base types of the
data members belonging to persistent capable classes were switched to ODMG [6] (Object Database
Management Group) compliant types. These types have a fixed implementation to overcome compiler
and machine architecture differences. C++ memory pointers cannot be stored inside persistentclasses.
Objectivity provides a set of generic "smart" pointers used to reference persistent objects. The de-
reference operators are overloaded so object data members and functions can be accessed just like
any normal object pointer. These smart pointers are also used to implement associations between
persistent objects. Objectivity also provides persistent string classes and STL like containers including
vectors and ordered lists which can hold persistent objects or their references.

4.1 The role of HepRef

The provisions are there but what if you wish to build a class that will exist in transient and persistent
forms without having to make extensive code changes? The RD45 group were already tackling the
problem. Using smart pointers and macros a generic interface to references and containers was
developed. In its persistent state, Objectivity references and containers were used. In transient
form, containers were implemented using Rogue Wave's Tools.h++ [7] class library.The generic
reference is known as HepRef.

4.2 Creating and accessing persistent histograms

In Objectivity the key unit of database operations is the Transaction class. There can be only
one active transaction open at any time (per-process). While a transaction is running, objects can
be created, deleted and amended but changes are only made to the database once the transaction is
closed. There is also the option of aborting a transaction. Everything must be done through persistent
references. This is an important point to remember because when you de-reference in order to access
an objects member functions, objectivity hands the controls over to the C++ compiler.
Some test code was written to perform the simple task of creating a Histogram, binning some values
and storing it in a database. Objectivity allows for different object clustering schemes within databases
based around "containers" (not to be confused with STL container classes). Hashing algorithms can
be used for optimized access. At this stage, we simply used the default database containers. Here
are the stages involved for creating a 2-D histogram:

• Start a transaction
• Obtain the desired database clustering handle
• Create an ElementaryPartition object for 1 st Dimension
• Create an ElementaryPartition object for 2nd Dimension
• Create a Partition object
• Register ElementaryPartition objects with the Partition object
• Create a DataHistogram using the Partition object
• Fill the DataHistogram
• Close transaction

There are several steps involved, but one must be aware that the above example represents the most
detailed case since all the associated objects are created from scratch. Partition and Elementary-
Partition can be referenced by many client objects so if several histograms are created using similar
dimensions and base types, steps can be omitted. It's straightforward but it was felt more could be
done to simplify matters. During many meetings, the subject of HBOOK was raised because its
represents the bare minimum which the histogram package has to provide. This covered the API too.
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Two new DataHistogram subclasses were created: Histo.lD and Histo_2D. They contain no new
data members, just more convenient functions. Their constructors create ID and 2D fixed width bin
histograms respectively. They take care of Partition creation and provide a HBOOK style interface.
A Session class provides a high level interface encapsulating the behavior of Transaction, simpli-
fying the task of database access. The C++ Objectivity interface did not produce any unwelcome
surprises. The API doesn't pose any problems for competent C++ programmers. Clearly, things
were taken into consideration when writing persistent capable classes but the effect on the design
was not overwhelming. Currently, the class library has been compiled for Silicon Graphics and
HP-UX platforms.

5 Histogram Interfaces for Visualization

In reality, no vendor supplies a shrink-wrapped HEP visualization system ready to ship. An MVS
(Modular Visualization System) is designed to allow a high degree of extensibility through code
integration. A HEP tailored visualization package could include function fitting and minimalization
through a MINUIT interface as well as tools to manipulate the persistent histograms. The code
prototyping continued in conjunction with the evaluation of two leading MVS packages: AVS Express
[8] and IRIS Explorer [9].

5.1 Modular as opposed to monolithic

MVS environments are a far cry from the unmaintainable "black box" designs of the past. The
process model is now seen as being composed of discrete, re-useable functional units connected
together to form a user application. Groups of modules can be encapsulated in order to derive new
features. Typically, an off-the-shelf MVS environment will consist of general purpose modules.
Categories include:

• File readers/writers
• Filters for extracting data subsets
• Transformers which apply functions to datasets
• 2-D and 3-D graphics toolkits

New modules can be built with existing code using an API provided by the MVS. Data is shared
between modules through a variety of types designed to handle different forms of visualization
information, from array-like datasets to graphics geometry. There is also the possibility to create
user-defined types: The protoyping objectives were:

• Read in histograms
• Provide an interface to operations
• Render the histogram data

5.2 Share the histograms or database references?

A decision had to be made as to how histograms were to be shared between the prototype modules.
The choice was either transient C++ classes or persistent database references. MVS packages make
use of shared memory mechanisms to reduce the need for data copying. Support of shared C++
objects is of great importance but this would imply that the persisent object would have to be initially
duplicated. The alternative was to share database references. Objectivity has a caching system for
efficient object access but at the moment, the scope of each cache is limited per-process. The ideal
scenario would be either a global, machine scope database cache or an MVS which allows many
modules to be executed as a single process.
GUI building facilties allow widgets to be associated to module parameters. HistogramReader was
the first module to be written, allowing persistent histograms to be read into the MVS using a browser
front-end. Databases can be scanned for classes and their titles displayed in a scrolled list. Objectivity
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class iterators are used to perform the scanning with the use of run-time type identification. Operator
functions had been partially implemented and they were complemented with an MVS interface which
allows binary operations to be performed interactively. In order to display the histogram data it was
necessary to transform it into a suitable MVS datatype which could in turn be converted into geometry
through graphics toolkit modules.
The result was the ability to visualize histograms in two or three dimensions in a variety of ways.
These included traditional graph plots, contours and 3D rendered scenes, annotated with axis and
legends. OpenGL [10] and Open Inventor [11] are widely regarded as the leading graphics libraries.
They also provide standard means of accessing 3D scenes via the World-Wide-Web using the VRML
[12] (Virtual Reality Modelling Language).

6 Standards and vendor collaboration

So if industry can give solutions, they are worth our consideration. CERN's program development
should center around HEP unique functionality. A great deal of manpower can be saved by sharing
the burden of software support but critics of the LHC++ approach raise two common questions:

• How long will vendors and their products last?
• Can you assure product interoperability?

Many developments will take place during the next ten years. Our aim should be to try and make
future transitions as smooth as possible. LHC++ strategy involves building layered foundations,
based on leading standards. But that isn't enough to guarantee compatibility between products
originating from different vendors. The intention is not only to form strong links between CERN
and vendors but to get vendors collaborating between themselves.
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HEP Data Analysis based on an Object Database Store

D. Dullmann CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract

The RD45 project at CERN is aimed at providing a persistent data store for LHC
experiments. More than 1PB of event data per experiment a year have to be stored and
retrieved for analysis by physicists distributed at some 100 institutes world wide. This
paper discusses the design for an event data store based on commercial object
databases management systems (ODBMS) and presents first results from the ongoing
RD45 prototyping work.

Keywords: ODBMS, Persistency, Analysis, Event Data, RD45

1 Introduction

The design of the data management system for LHC experiments will be a challenging task. On
one hand this system has to cope with the vast amount of measured data of more than 1 PB
(1015 bytes) per experiment per year that has to be stored in a complex hierarchy of different
storage media. On the other hand also the distribution of the LHC collaborations with some
2000 physicist from some 100 institutes world wide poses a serious requirement on the storage
system with respect to data distribution in a heterogeneous networked computing environment.

Since the LHC experiments will exploit OO technology as much as possible, a well designed
binding of the storage system to OO languages is very important. The storage system should
not impose it's own data model on HEP applications, but rather be a natural extension of the
underlying implementation language. The storage system should not enforce the choice of only
one particular language on the whole software system. Even if major parts of the experiment
software will be written in a single language (like C++), openness to new market trends in the
computing industry is an essential requirement which allows us to exploit new developments in
the computer industry in a long term software investment like the experiment software.

Traditional, sequential file base storage packages like ZEBRA do not meet any of the listed
requirements. They do not scale to the data volume, they fail to provide a suitable language
binding for modern OO languages and they do not comply to any commercially recognised de-
jure or de-facto standard. This makes the use of third party software very difficult if not
impossible.

2 The RD45 preferred Solution

The solution studied by the RD45 project consists of three major building blocks:

• A commercial Object Database Management System (ODMBS), which stores all
experiment and user data and provides in a single logical view of the data for a multitude of
platforms and languages.

• A commercial mass storage system like HPSS[1], which is integrated with the ODBMS in a
way that allows transparent access to the data from user applications without the need to
supply any details on the physical organisation like file, host and device names.

• A largely experiment independent analysis framework which is implemented as an
extendable class library and provides HEP specific functionality which is needed
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2.1 The ODMG Database Portability Standard

The Object Data Management Group (ODMG) - a group of object database vendors - has
defined a portability standard[2], that allows application code to be written in a vendor
independent way. The standard defines

• the semantics of a language independent object model;

• an object definition language which describes the object attributes and methods and the
relations between different objects;

• a language binding to several OO languages like C++, SmallTalk and soon Java;

• an ad hoc query language (OQL/SQL++).

2.2. Objectivity/DB

On top of those features defined in the ODMG standard, most database vendors implement
additional functionality aimed at specific market segments. Objectivity/DB for example
provides heterogeneous access to a fully distributed database from more than 14 different
operating systems among them all major UNIX and Windows variants together with additional
functionality with respect to fault tolerance and high performance in a networked environment:

• Federated database architecture
The federated database concept combines a multitude of database files - possibly residing
on different machines - to a single logical view of related objects. This allows the user to
access data from local or remote locations in a single transparent fashion without having to
worry about physical storage details. On the other hand it allows the experiment to
choose a physical storage layout which achieves the best possible performance for the
current access pattern and later on to reorganise this data without compromising existing
applications.

• Data Replication to remote sites
Replication of key data to multiple regional centres to increase availability and performance
by keeping local copies of the data. The database keeps those copies up to date also after
temporary network problems.

• Schema Evolution
Support for an evolving data model over time with minimal impact on existing applications.

• Object Versioning
Support of history keeping on object level and concurrent access for example in cases like
calibration data and working group event selections

These features make Objectivity currently a very well suited ODBMS with respect to the data
management problems of the LHC era. All RD45 prototyping work is currently base on
Objectivity/DB and C++.

2.3 Impact of an ODBMS on HEP Software

To study the impact of the use of an ODBMS on HEP software, we have ported several existing
software packages to use the Objectivity database. Our main interest was to evaluate the
amount of object model or code changes needed and to compare the transfer performance of the
database with traditional I/O packages.
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The ODMG object model is in most respects an extension of the implementation language
objects model (in this case the C++ object model). We have shown by porting several data
stores from existing experiments (among them HI, OPAL and L3) to an ODBMS, that the
ODMG object model and the ODL language in particular are very suitable to describe HEP
data models.

It should be noted, that the main access method in typical HEP applications is navigational
access. An event object typically references other objects like sub-detector data directly,
without any associative lookups. In the C++ language this is implemented through the use of
pointers or references. A ODMG compliant database extends this model introducing smart
pointer classes which implement on demand object I/O in a way transparent to the application.
Objects are automatically brought into the application memory as needed whenever they are
referenced. We have shown, that the transfer performance (object transfer between disk and
application memory) of the database reaches for a suitable object model1 more than 90 % of the
raw device performance.

Since the ODMG approach to implement the access to persistent data through smart pointers is
much less intrusive than traditional systems with explicit I/O statements, the amount of code
changes needed to make transient C++ applications use an ODBMS was generally relatively
small. Some minor changes were needed to establish and control the database session and to
migrate from transient container classes to their persistent replacements provided by
Objectivity/DB.

In addition to navigational access object databases provide powerful associative access
methods like B-trees and hashed dictionaries which speed up the selection of relevant data from
the data store. The query language OQL, a superset of SQL extended with respect to the richer
object model of ODBMS, is expected to be a useful tool for interactive data selection and to
provide an important interface to third party products.

3 Efficient Event Selection based on a ODBMS Data Store

Within RD45 we started to prototype some first ideas for an experiment independent analysis
framework. The central problem specific to HEP analysis is the selection of suitable event as
input to further analysis. Since traversing the complex data structure within each event in a
large data store is a time consuming process, traditionally techniques like "Event Directories"
and "Ntuples" have been employed to make the selection problem easier to manage.

The "Event Directory" approach has the important disadvantage to be very sensitive against
storage reorganisation (e.g. moving the event data to different hosts or reprocessing the
underlying data). The Ntuple technique enforces a completely new data model - a single table -
and introduces a new naming scheme. The user thereby loses any system-supported logical
relation to the complete event data. Ntuples are also frequently invalidated by new calibrations
or reprocessing the event data or just the need for one additional field from the full event data.
In all those cases a time consuming recreation of the Ntuple has to happen.

In the RD45 project we have implemented a prototype system which overcomes most of these
problems by exploiting the features of an Object Database. The prototype consist of a few

1 The performance of a particular data model depends to a large extend on model parameters like mean size of
the objects and number of relations between them. An more detailed analysis of the object model dependency of
the transfer performance will therefore be very important.
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experiment base classes which should be specialised to adapt to an experiment specific data
model.

• Event and Run
Mostly abstract base classes which implement the 1-to-n relation between runs and events.

• EventTag
Extracted copy of important event summary data condensed in a single database file to
speed up the selection performance, but still logically attached to the main event data via an
association.

• EventCollections
Collections store a set of events by references and provide an iterator like access.

• EventSelections and SelectionPredicates
EventSelections are specific EventCollections, which store a set of event defined by boolean
selection function encapsulated in a SelectionPredicate object.

Copying the selection relevant information from the main event data hierarchy to a relatively
small EventTag objects (<100 bytes) allows us to achieve a very good physical data clustering
on disk. The EventTag therefore is used as an important tool to significantly speed up
selections that have to be performed very frequently or that access larger amounts of input data.
An important benefit of isolating the selection relevant data is that the database file containing
the tag objects because of it's moderate size can always be kept on disk and can easily be kept
up to date through the database replication feature. Even though the tag data is physically well
clustered, it is in contrast to Ntuple data still logically attached to the main model and can
therefore be kept in sync with calibration or reconstruction changes in an automated way. Since
EventTags are normal objects of the implementation language, they can contain complex types
like four-vectors or matrices, which enables the user to define selection in terms of standard
operation on this types.

Even though this framework can make use of EventTag objects, it is not limited to use only tag
data. To define a selection, the user simply creates an object which inherits from the abstract
SelectionPredicate class. This base class defines the interface to a boolean selection function,
which has access to a particular event when the selection is performed. The user is expected to
override this function with his specific code and can at the same time define important cut
values used by the selection as data members of the concrete predicate. Currently the
implementation of such a predicate is possible either as a C++ object, via a selection
expression in SQL or - limited to the tag object - via a simple predicate language defined by
Objectivity/DB.

Since predicate objects can be made persistent as well as the container with the references to all
matching events, physics working groups can share their analysis samples (e.g event classes
like "all events with two reconstructed photons") through the database in a consistent way.
Since the persistent selection object retains the information on its input data and its selection
predicate, the system is capable of revalidating selections automatically after reprocessing of the
input data or even to classifying new data as it arrives in the event data store.

3.1 Implementation of Version Control for Event Selections

A common problem during the iterative refinement of selection cuts in HEP analysis is to keep
track of different versions of cuts and the corresponding selected event sets. Lacking other
solutions the user typically had to maintain multiple versions of the selection code together
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with multiple copies of more or less the same data which corresponds to particular versions
of the selection code.

Within RD45 we have developed a prototype that uses the object version capability provided
by Objectivity/DB to solve this problem: If the user decides to change the selection cut
parameters, he can specify to retain the old version of the predicate object and optionally also the
references to the selected events. The database will create a new predicate and a new event
collection with new cuts and optionally make it the default version of the "physics event
class" seen by analysis applications. At the same time other applications can still explicitly
choose an older version of the class (e.g. to do consistency checks with old cuts) or they can
use a newer version than the default (e.g. to check the quality of the new selection).

4 RD45 co-operation with experiments and research projects

RD45 is working in close contact to the LHC experiments and also with experiments that are
currently taking data to understand their data management needs and to help to define their
computing model in a way that exploits the services provided by an Object Database. The
status of the different projects is summarised in the following.

4.1 Alice

The object model for the ALICE experiment is currently defined on the basis of
Objectivity/DB. Persistent classes describing the raw data for the 7 main detectors have been
defined comprising an typical amount of data of 40MB per event. A "mathematical event
generator" has been developed, which fills the experiment data structure with simulated data of
the expected amount. The main aim of this project is to check the consistency of the model and
to do detailed performance studies with the database based on this data model.

4.2 CERES/NA45

The CERES/NA45 collaboration has recently redesigned their complete reconstruction and
filtering software based on C++. The package consisting of more than 30 k lines has been
ported to use an ODBMS store. The system has been used to write from multiple processing
nodes in parallel into one store. In the next step 60 GB of reprocessed data will be stored in an
Objectivity database.

4.3 GEANT 4

A first proof-of-concept prototype has been developed that stores persistent hits in an
Objectivity database. More detailed object model design studies will follow to optimise the
storage and runtime usage.

4.4 Atlas & CMS

RD45 works in close contact with the ATLAS and CMS computing model working groups to
help defining the experiment data model and software infrastructure.
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4.5 Future Plans

In a joint project together with Digital and Objectivity we will set up a performance test-bed
consisting of multiple high-end Alpha servers and up to 100TB of disk. The main goal is to
perform

• a detailed analysis of data transfer and query performance,

• a comparison with conventional Ntuple based analysis tools like PAW

• a detailed analysis of object model dependency of performance,

• scalability tests up to 100 TB.

5 Conclusion

Commercial Object Databases provide a coherent, logical view to a distributed data store
expected to scale up to the PB region. The abstraction from the physical storage layout and the
implementation language will be an important tool for optimising the data clustering and for
adapting to changes in the analysis practice. ODBMS do not impose unacceptable performance
penalties and do not constrain the choice of language, platform and object model. A HEP
specific layer on top of an ODBMS can implement an efficient data selection that is applicable
to batch and interactive analysis and might completely remove the need to produce Ntuples.
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Abstract

The status of visualization for High Energy Physics (HEP) at Fermilab is presented, placing
the emphasis on the event sample analysis rather than detector and single event displays.
Although the PAW package usage remains prevalent at Fermilab, the Nirvana tools are
gaining acceptance quickly. A brief status report on our experience with Explorer and Open
Inventor is also given.

Keywords: HEP statistical analysis, HistoScope, plot widgets, IRIS-Explorer, Open Inventor

1 Introduction

This paper summarizes some of the work done recently at Fermilab by the Physics Analysis tools
group. It will also give the current status of statistical tools (e.g. event sample histogramming, plotting
and fitting) for the upcoming RUNII-Collider analysis. Since our own plans are not yet firm, this
gives us the opportunity to be open minded with respect to the CERN LHC++ plans. This paper is
organized as follows: we start by reviewing briefly the original goal and scope of the FNAL Nirvana
project with respect to the PAW product, and we describe the current set of supported products. Most
relevant to this workshop is HistoScope: we present the new features of this Histogram & Ntuple data
browser. We also describe the HistoScope plotting widgets and NFit. IRIS-Explorer i» also used at
Fermilab; we'll summarize the most recent application, related to the MCFAST simulation package.
Finally, we comment on the applicability of these tools with respect to the upcoming Fermilab Runll
collider program.

2 Nirvana Products

The Nirvana charter is to bring modern Graphical User Interface (GUI) technology to the HEP
community. Our goal is to free physicists to do physics by spending less tirhe programming or
learning how to use complicated, hard to use software in order to see their data visually. When our
group was started, we were directed not to be a victim of the past, and strive for very high standards
and quality of visualization. Backwards compatibility with existing frameworks was not on the list
of requirements.
At that time, PAW was very successful, and was adopted by most physicists at Fermilab. We wanted
to write a new software package with significantly improved interactive graphics, an intuitive and
appealing user interface, exquisite presentation graphics, and robustness. We knew that others were
also working on similar goals, such as Paul Kuntz's Next-based package "Reason." However, it was
clear to us that portability of Next products was a problem. We thought that it would be more realistic
to stick with more open technologies, such as XI1 and Motif. Although inferior to the "Next-step,"
Motif's prospect for long term survival was much higher, and time has proven us correct. From
there on, we started designing and implementing a suite of independent, standalone products.
The technical description of our products can be found on the Web at http://www-pat.fnal.gov. The
products we have shipped are:

• Visajet - StdHep
• HistoScope (3 major releases)
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• Plotting Widgets
• NPlot
• NFit
• NEdit (3 major releases)

Our goal for multi-event visualization and analysis was to utilize advances in languages and software
technology. Our first product, written as a trial, was a GUI to ISAJET. It fell into obsolescence, but its
bundled event display is now used in StdHep, an interface tool between various HEP event generator
packages. The other products (NEdit, HistoScope, Plotting Widgets, NPlot and NFit) are now in
use.
Histo-Scope is a tool to select and display histograms, n-tuples, and scalar values from a program as
data is being created or analyzed. Using Histo-Scope, one can interactively "browse" through large
quantities of statistical data as they are generated. It is intended to complement existing physics
applications, providing immediate access to data while a program is running, as well as new interactive
methods for viewing data.
Histo-Scope has two parts. The first includes a small library of routines which can be inserted in
physics analysis or data acquisition code without significantly changing its behavior. The other part
is the "scope" process. Invoked upon user demand, the scope requests and displays data continuously
from the analysis or data acquisition process. The scope concentrates on interacting effectively with
users. It responds to mouse and keyboard input and provides the interactive graphing and plotting
that enable users to view their data quickly and effectively. The scope program, on its own, can read
HBOOK and Histo-Scope format files. These two parts of Histo-Scope can run on different Unix
machines. Histo-Scope dynamically translates the binary data from one type of Unix machine to
the other.
Histo-Scope produces highly interactive graphs and plots. These include: multi-variable graphs, two
and three dimensional scatter plots, one and two dimensional histograms, and a number of specialty
plots such as adaptive histograms and cell plots. Users can re-scale, zoom, and pan these plots by
dragging on axis scales and other sensitive areas. The three-dimensional widgets (2D histogram and
3D scatter plot) can be rotated accurately using the mouse as a hand on a "virtual trackball" sphere
surrounding the plot. The plots can also be combined with animation sliders to reflect additional
variables or to re-bin histograms. A number of plots may be combined into multiple frames of a
multi-plot window. Each mini-plot retains the features it had as an individual plot, including updating
with new data and changing scale and plot settings. Printing and encapsulated POSTSCRIPT output
of plots is also supported.

For existing HBOOK applications, only three calls to the HistoScope API (Application Programming
Interface) need to be added to see the data as it is being generated and interact with the plots. The API
also includes its own histogramming package which supports one- and two-dimensional histograms,
memory-resident NTuples, Indicators (a scalar value to display), Controls (a settable scalar value),
and Triggers (an action passed from browser to application).
New features of HistoScope V4.0, to be shipped soon, include:

• Overlay plots via Motif "drag and drop" mechanism, and also via a programmable
grouping mechanism.

• A grouping mechanism which can be used to display individual plots as well as overlaid
plots and multi-plots.

• Improvements of the GUI, such as multiple selection of plots from the Main panel, to
minimize mouse clicks.

• Improved ID histogram plotting, which allows fill patterns, colors, and marker types to be
specified.

• Color display of most 2D plots.
• A C++ application interface, written by a few members of the CDF group from the

University of Pennsylvania (http://dept.physics.upenn.edu).
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• New command line options.
HistoScope is used mostly at various fixed target experiments in a Data Acquisition context. The
API fits neatly in the VxWorks real time UNIX operating system. Some of the new features in V4.0
were implemented at the request of the SVXII/CDF group.
NFit is a Nirvana Graphical User Interface to MINUIT. 1 -D histograms or curves can be interactively
fitted, and the answer of the fit is given in both graphical form (a curve superimposed/compared to
data) and in tabular form (table of fit parameters). Ease of use, flexibility, access to all pertinent
information, and above all greater interaction between the user and the computer are the goals of
NFit. The user is able to select and see the input data. A data file can be a flat ASCII list of data
points, a HistoScope-format file, an HBOOK-format file, or a native NFit file. The user has various
options to define the function used to fit the data, ranging from simple polynomial expressions, to
his own algorithm, coded in FORTRAN or C. When changing the function or a parameter value,
the user can immediately see the effects of the change on the minimization. As the fit proceeds,
updates of the fitted function compared to the fixed data is displayed, as well as the evolution of the
parameters and the corresponding LogLikelihood. The user has complete control: the minimization
procedure can be stopped and restarted at any time, should the user be unhappy with the direction
MINUIT takes. Although only one fit can be performed at a time in a given NFit session, multiple
fits can be opened simultaneously for comparative studies or references. The result of a fit can be
saved to an NFit file, printed, or saved to an encapsulated POSTSCRIPT file. NFit can also generate
a FORTRAN program that performs the same minimization without the GUI. This code can easily
be integrated into a larger program, rendering complex Application Interfaces to MINUIT obsolete.
The HistoScope plotting widgets are available as a separate product. These widgets are callable
from C programs that are structured to be able to call Motif widgets and process X events. No user
intervention is required to produce good-looking plots at any size, scale, or font. The plot types
available are:

XY Plot: 2D Line/Marker Plot
XY Scatter Plot
3D Scatter Plot (XYZ)
1-D Histogram Plot
2-D Histogram (Lego) Plot
Cell Plot
Adaptive 1-D & 2-D Histograms

NPlot is a product based on Histo-Scope. It is a modified Ntuple browser which reads an ASCII
data file of columnar numbers. The user can specify labels for his columns in the file, and all of
the plots supported from Histo-Scope's Ntuple panel are available for plotting the data. NPlot is
produced from the same sources as HistoScope and is released each time HistoScope is released.
In data analysis, one of us (PL.) has stopped using PAW completely, and relies almost exclusively
on Nirvana tools to investigate Charm and light quark spectroscopy in photoproduction. In that
context, NFit, our MINUIT GUI product, was essential to derive accurate and trustworthy resonance
parameters. Its highly interactive, immediate response graphics capabilities are extraordinarily helpful
in monitoring the behavior of a minimization and directing the fit.
Our short term goals are:

• Ship Histo-Scope V4.0 (currently in Beta test)
• Support of our existing customer base. A number of experiments are using Histo-Scope:

CDF SVX-II, CDF B Physics Analysis Run lb, APEX, E831, E835, E687, Selex
• Small extensions for HistoScope.
• A new release of the Plotting Widgets, to bring them up to date with Histo-Scope V4.0.

In the long term, we would like to complete the original suite of programs we envisioned were
necessary for HEP data analysis and visualization. These were to include an analysis package,
complete with a programmable way to specify calculations, and a publication-quality presentation
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graphics utility. These would complement and interact with our existing tools to provide a more
complete and useful suite of programs for HEP data visualization and analysis.
However, one thing is quite clear to us: 2 FTE is not enough to accomplish all of the above goals
in due time. Thus, we are looking for collaborators.

3 IRIS-Explorer

This commercially available Scientific Visualization system has been described in other talks. We
will summarize here on how we use IRIS-Explorer at Fermilab and attempt to analyze its current
limitations. IRIS-Explorer has been extensively used by the MCFAST development team. MCFAST
is a modularized and parameterized fast Monte-Carlo program which is designed to generate physics
analysis information for different detector configurations and sub-detector designs. Its visualization
components have been developed concurrently with the other sub-packages, allowing, for instance,
use of powerful, intrinsic 3D graphics techniques to debug the tracing algorithms. A 3-D Graphics
package based on SGI-Explorer was developed to display the detector geometry. While applying
MCFAST to a large problem (the Muon Collider study), we bumped up against a limitation in the
amount of information that could be exchanged through shared memory. This and other limitations
in IRIS-Explorer made us reconsider our commitment to it for these types of software develop-
ment. Although Explorer has many good features, such as the Tenderer, we also note the following
limitations:

• While running on a single processor, by default, Explorer exchanges most of its data -
including user-defined data segments- through file and/or UNIX shared memory. For large
applications, the shared memory is clearly a limiting factor.1

• Performance for large problems is an issue, particularly when memory usage optimization
is a concern.

• Some unresolved bugs in the API, such as a broken cxGeoFocus routine, also results in
unnecessary data transfers.

• Quality printing is lacking. Currently implemented is a buggy POSTSCRIPT generation.
We therefore had to fall back on screen capture techniques. We would like to go beyond
such bitmap-based outputs, particularly for line graphs or wire-frame displays.

• The GUI builder is limited. For instance, we know of no way to create sub-panels - without
writing our own code in MOTIF. This forces us to create Explorer modules unnecessarily.

• Explorer is also bulky for small tasks, such as simply making a ID plot based on a small
tabular ASCII file.

4 Open Inventor

Partly driven by exploratory work of Joe Boudreau (CDF), and partly motivated by the limitations
we found in IRIS-Explorer, we recently started to investigate Open Inventor (OI). Open Inventor
is described elsewhere.2 The programming environment (C++) is clearly the direction we want to
follow as far as object-oriented programming is concerned. But in addition, we quickly found some
advantages in using Open Inventor over Explorer:

• We appear to get better performance for the same geometry (complexity of graphics)
• We are able to reuse our 2D geometries to create 3D ones. This avoids re-writing what we

have already done in the 2D-space to get a 3D representation.
• . We find OI easier to use, even if one does not know C++ very well. In part this is due to

the higher-quality documentation. It is also much easier to interrogate the nodes and re-use
components.

1 We recently learned that one can run in the "socket communication" mode, however, even then some performance
could be lost in bulky data transfers from one process space to another.

2 See for instance: The Open Inventor Mentor, by J. Wernecke, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company.
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To be fair to we should also mention OI's shortcomings: it has no GUI builder and so applications
built with OI will not have a consistent look and feel as Explorer applications do. Also, OI is not a
complete substitute for a scientific visualization system. For instance, there is no library of "modules"
out of which a complete scientific application can be built. We would like to see IRIS-Explorer (or
AVS-Express) provide a real integration of OI into their Scientific Visualization systems.

5 Future Plans

Fermilab is currently planning for the Fermilab Run II collider program. We are also tracking
CERN's plans for the LHC. Perhaps it could be said that CDF and DO are a kind of test-bed for
C++ software in HEP. In order to prepare ourselves for Run II, the Computing Division, CDF and
DO are working together to decide technologies, programming languages, software packages and
so forth. For instance, a consensus emerged on a code management system, and CVS (used now
for CERNLIB maintenance ) has been selected. In Graphics, it is likely that most of the Event
Display applications will be based on Open GL. However, opinions vary on whether the higher-
level programming paradigm (e.g. OI) should be strongly chosen when rendering complicated "Event
Display scenes." At this time, it is not clear which statistical analysis tools will be chosen. Since
some dedicated Run II proponents are also members of the LHC collaborations, we are interested
in finding ways to collaborate with the LHC++ projects.
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A Java Based Analysis Environment

A. S. Johnson Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, California, USA

Abstract

This document describes some preliminary thoughts on the creation of a JAVA based analysis
system for future HEP experiments. The aim is to create a true client-server based analysis
package, allowing physicists to work in a natural way using a desktop GUI system while still
accessing the full power of a large central data server/processing system. The system will be
designed to work with relatively low bandwidth between the desktop and the central data server,
allowing remote access to a central data processing farm.

Keywords: Java, Analysis, Interactive

1 Overview

There are three main components to the project proposed here.

• The client side implementation which would present the desktop graphical interface to
the user. This part of the system would deal with the display of data (histograms, n-
tuples, scatterplots etc.), perform analysis tasks such as fitting, minimum likelihood
calculations, and data correlation studies (for example by applying "real-time" cuts on
one variable and studying the effects on other variables). It should also be possible to
hook experiment specific modules into the client side implementation, for example to
produce the capability of easily displaying experiment specific event displays.

• A data analysis language which would be used by the physicist for all non-trivial
physics analysis tasks . This would ideally be based on a standard, well supported
language extended to be HEP specific through the use of library functions. The
physicist would write analysis routines using the graphical desktop system, and these
could then be run either on the local machine, or on the remote data analysis engine.
Where they actual run should be largely transparent to the end user. There are many
languages that could be used for this, but one of the most promising is Java. (Don't
stop reading at this point. Despite the hype surrounding the Internet and Java, Java is
just a programming language and is used in this context quite differently from its use
in creating useless applets to "spice up" web pages! ....the pros and cons of using Java
for this task are discussed in detail below.)

• The server side implementation would run on the data server (or servers). This would
be primarily responsible for processing large amounts of data, scheduling analysis
requests from different users and for providing an interface for experiment specific
data and MC/reconstruction/analysis modules. Again the server side implementation
would be extensible so that hooks could be provided to data in experiment specific
formats, and to give access to analysis and simulation modules written in any
language.

The relationship between these modules is summarized in figure 1. There are many
implementation options to be researched for each of these components, but some possible
strategies are discussed in the following sections. Regardless of the implementation details
the project should address the goals described in the next section.
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TCP/IP Network

Figure 1: The components that comprise the proposed client-server system

2 Goals

• Modular design

- easy to add new functionality or to replace specific modules to extend existing
functionality

- easy to "farm out" modules to be implemented independently

• Powerful GUI interface designed to make typical "real-world" physics analysis tasks
as straightforward as possible.

• Experiment independent. Easy to port to new experiments, platforms.

• Designed to use real-world networks, to make it possible for physicists at universities
to exploit the data handling capabilities at the major laboratories. (Primarily this
means designing the system to use moderate bandwidth, high latency networks.)

• It should be possible to use the GUI system in a "standalone mode", i.e. without a
connection to a remote data server.

• It should be possible to run analysis developed using the GUI interface in a batch
environment, especially for production jobs such as
filtering/simulation/reconstruction.

3 Implementation

3.1 The Data Analysis Language

The data analysis languages would be used by physicists to write all non-trivial physics
analysis code. (Trivial analysis tasks, such as defining cuts, fitting histograms etc. could be
done directly from the GUI interface - conversely major components of reconstruction such
as track finding, pattern recognition etc. would not be addressed by the current project, but
would be implemented outside of this framework and run on the data server described
below.) Which ever language is chosen it will need to be "extended" by the provision of
library routines that give access to the physics data (or objects) as well as access to tools such
as histogramming, n-tuple building, fitting etc.

There are many existing languages that could be used as the basis for the data analysis
language, but one language seems to stand out as particularly appropriate, namely the Java
programming language from Sun. (For a project using C++ as the data analysis language
see the ROOT project at CERN [1].) Java offers a number of advantages:
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• Java is a modern object-orientated (OO) language whose syntax is based closely on
that of C++, but lacking many of the ugly complexities which make C++ difficult to
learn and use. There are many books available to make learning Java straightforward.
Java is also a convenient "stepping stone" for people who eventually want to learn
C++. (It should be added that some commentators liken the statement "Java is easier
to learn than C++" to saying "K2 is easier to climb than Everest.")

• Java is not a "toy" language, it is a fully functional OO language with a large (and
rapidly expanding) set of libraries to go with it. Java can be compiled into machine
independent "bytecodes". This is ideal for the proposed application since it enables
programs to be compiled on the desktop machine and debugged there, and then
moved to the data analysis machine for number crunching. Security features of Java
make this a "safe" procedure too, it is unlikely badly written Java code could cause
problems for the data analysis engine. Debuggers are available for Java, and these
also support remote debugging.

• Interpreted execution of the machine independent "bytecodes" would be fast enough
for the type of analysis task envisioned here, but many "just-in-time" (JIT) compilers
are now also available for Java. This allows the machine independent bytecodes to be
converted to native machine code just before execution, thus providing a very
efficient method of executing Java code. Using this technology it is likely that Java
programs would be efficient enough to be used for large analysis tasks, such as track-
cluster matching for example.

• Java is supported by major industry players such as Sun, Microsoft and Netscape. This
makes it likely that the language will be around for some time.

• Unlike most other commercial languages which have been "improved" by each vendor
and thus become non-portable, Java has been well defined by Sun, and its use for
developing Internet applets mean that it is likely to be implemented without
"extensions" on any new platforms, and to remain highly portable.

• The Java compiler and language interpreter is freely available for many platforms.

3.2 The Client Side Implementation

The client implementation is potentially the most important and the most difficult. Since this
is what the end user will primarily see it needs to be very well designed, and have plenty of
tutorial and reference information. It should also use "Wizard" technology as a way of
introducing users to the more tricky aspects of its use, such as learning and using the Data
Analysis Language.

It seems likely (to the author at least) that Windows NT will be the dominant desktop
platform for physicists by the year 2000 (if not before) It provides all of the advantages of
a MAC/PC desktop, such as access to a very wide variety of commercially developed GUI
applications, while at the same time acting as a good X-terminal for access to legacy UNIX
and VMS systems, and provides a solid foundation for building new applications on.

On the other hand most predictions about success/failure of computing platforms turn out to
be wrong, so any new application should be written to be as portable as possible.
Unfortunately the goals of portability and functionality are not easy to resolve.

One possible solution would be to write the entire GUI interface in JAVA using the Java
windowing toolkit (AWT). This would have the advantage that the entire application would
be portable to windows, MAC and UNIX (X) as well as other future platforms. However
there are two major disadvantages:
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• While the Java windowing environment is portable across all platforms, its
performance and capabilities are at present limited to least-common-denominator
functionality. This means it is not possible to provide a fully functional, industrial
strength, GUI interface at present using Java. This is a serious limitation, since
experience shows that the last few percent in functionality of a GUI interface has a
very large effect on the perceived ease of use.

• Java , and the AWT, probably do not provide the performance required for "real-time"
displays as required, for example, by rapidly updating histograms and plots.

Another obvious option is to use visual C++ and the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC).
This is probably the easiest way to build true professional quality GUI applications for the
Windows environment. (Visual Basic is probably another good option, it is used for most
commercial windows applications, but it seems like a waste of time having people learn it
rather than C++). Using Visual C++ also makes it possible to exploit the Microsoft OLE
technology (now cryptically renamed ActiveX) to build reusable components. For example
the histogram display could be implemented as a separate OLE component that could be
used in other future C++ based applications. C++ also has disadvantages:

• There is a fairly steep learning curve for programming in visual C++ and learning
how to use the MFC.

• Applications built using C++ and MFC are primarily windows applications. They can
be made to work (with some effort) on MAC's (in the unlikely event MAC's are still
around when this application is ready for use) but there is not currently any easy way
to port such applications to UNIX/X.

In the case of both C++ and Java it is possible that the disadvantages listed above may be
mitigated by future developments. It is also possible to mix the two approaches listed above.
For example a prototype could be readily developed using Java, and then completely or
partially re-implemented using C++ later.
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Figure 2: A pre-prototype client side implementation using MFC and a commercial plotting
module.
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3.3 The Server Side Implementation

This is probably the easiest part of the application to write. It is fairly clear that it should be
written in portable C or C++, and if written in C++ use some portable class library such as
CLHEP and/or the standard template library (STL).

The client is responsible for providing an interface between the data analysis language and
the experiment's data and main reconstruction/simulation and analysis code.

4 Conclusions

The project described here is currently in the initial design phase. The reason for presenting
it here is to solicit input from the community as to the usefulness of the proposed system, as
well as input on the choice of implementation technologies.

We are also very interested in collaborating with others working on similar projects, or in
finding others interested in working with us on this project. For more up-to-date
information on the status of this project see reference [2].
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